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NO WONDER LOVE IS THERE!
I Peter 1: 1I. I should like to speak of two loves one temporary and one eternal.
II . Do you adire:
A. Cleanliness and neatness?
B. The inside as clean as the outside?
C. Faithfulness?
D. Selfless and self-contained?
E. Absence of envy or vileness of any
sort?
F. Thankfulness?
G. Generousness?
H. Modesty?
I. Encourager vs. critic?
J. Lover of God?
III. If you appreciate these 10 characteristics
you would have loved Lorene.
IV. Second love is eternal I Peter 1: 3-12
A. It's the love Lorene found coming
from Jesus.
v. 3 Blessed (speak, well) be the God
1. Abundant mercy
2. Lively hope
3. Resurrection
4 ~ Inheritance, incorruptible
undefiled (fire resistant) fades
not, reserved
5. Kept by the power of God
B. We greatly rejoice though faced with
temptation and trials
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C. Found unto priase, honor, glory
D. End of faith - salvation
I

Funeral - Lorene McEwen
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b. )
c. )
d.) Could
c decision.
B. Who received it?

1.

I
c.) We are pilgrims here.
b.) AI

2.

r

I

2·1I

a.) Jews scattered in 5 areas.:

b.) Peter wrote from East & woy be lists proves
i
thisi. Same as I greet these in ,Bristol, Knoxvilll
McMinnville, Nashville & M~phis - mOf(e E. :
to W. (Contrast order c Acts2~9).
c.} Scattered used only here.
d.) We are livi~g among the unsavedwho are alwaJ
observing us.
.
e.) Diaspora - dia (thru) spora (to sew or scatter
seed). Spora word for sperm - involves
reproduction.
f.) Ke~p in mind we are Christians in .an alien
world.
g.) Are we scattered by pe~ecution? What causes
do?
".
h.) People thus known by. external & j.nternof
(spiritual) conditions.
1.) We are tr.avelers ':" scatter news of Jesus' retu
3. Elect.
a.) Define - God doing .anything our IT)er.it or
power has no part in.
.
1.) Origin .f church lies c God, not man. .
2.) If elected on bases of God's desire alori_all
the world s a v e d ! '
3.) God does not arbitrarily assi"n one t~ heaven
or hell.
4.) God's chosen people.
5.) Elect in GK order before scatter.
b.) How'd they win election?
1. )'-I"0reknowledge of God the Father.
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TaE PRISM OF PET~R
1 Peter 1: -2
I.

of

7
5!1!:fC!1l
* lre?,1!
A. I, .
' .•
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~ .~,lo ~~.e

Il10re pOWwerful
.,....
B. The words are not strange--they were
previously used to describe the Jews
of the O. T.
pa~information.'·

c.

D.

~\*~jf~._5'*l're~·'!""lf'rarious

liMifP'±"@fm?t!mtr'" .rO~ah"1r§prIt~~"prism .
~'~··Tfi'C5ve'·"'ur'·a'·s'tln:ty,1rt'·tl1"Er"·

ra~

words?

Q8,J"'Ulll!l"li1."~'~~art ~

2. He will make the b.ieeir~tro
dl"fili nrs of himself.
3. ;

d~; I:I~I

c) Saw resurrection--nd"f~ili~.§'&'Rc
of the 12.

3.!_BW:-~f._;jf~:fJ.
a) <J'i:i:(lW%~e~lt.

b)

.

J ..\.:j£t.~U~.i1~ bu t

t

ptain.
c) D~1~,g~~~ii~1Wi\~i power.
d) R~~'n~.~t:~·.itb".e~~~}~~I'Ji~~~j com~~\trm~~\him .

4.

3.
I t~.

2. JeSus - ea~ matters.
3. Christ - ~
4.

b)

~~li

le--~,'~f

hU~~~i,"'i.@8}led

his

08".

c)

We>t~,!",'_ft~),,_ _ --just
passing through--temporary.
d) W_ _ I.fi_I,~".ii.nsaved who
all t lll• • • •e us and must find
us strange.

e) N; 1 ili Idihali)]isMI'I.

W/o money
W/ o social standing
W/o education--world made them
nobodies.

a) Exiled

AAlI_1III

uP)

Bad?

c)

a) Addressed to those in various
parts of Asia Minor .

....

Eph. 1: 4
b) Elect -

JIW1II,I.IIflJlUlIJ

£1:

c) F
m
c~.
d)

till now
e of

e) Election serves the purpose of
God, not the elected.
f) I:fim Iildtaial U_iw:!IRIliBidife"
*1211111117'.10 1J.:_ _ lIIrW!tr~

1_ _ lIill.II!I.)_l"~~

r"l!liUUI* 11I;_?.II~~.~:
g) Election is God doing anything
that our merit and power has
no part in.
3 '9 Ponn en,! i8"e
a) 1st of 3 acts of Triune God
.Eh~fJ 101 tM10ws

iii Pitm i§meti£:ir s

\
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5.

__>_

b) Order of the Godhead not im~
po:tlant--functions are.
c)

d)
e)

(Parson)
f) B"""J,~~l~.~e
~i~_1;M_ii,~,~~··Gf

4.

2,._

1

T r

$ft3S

God.

6.

We are chosen to

b)

c) It has an enduring process
power for us.

d)

&

»~.;"'tH~tl!~W~itfy.

Heb. 9: 22

ness.
b) It's what God extends man.
c) Favor freedom w /0 claim or
expectation of return.
d) Grace is God thinking in terms
of what man needs, not what he
deserves.
e
~$,~n,,,,;~h;~~;y with
·;.;·,&.,,·&hatom" •

f

·2.~"ii~
a)
b)

7.

..-?

Wealth?
(2) Drugs?
(3) Grace?
3. 1.1111 Ttl! Wants it in the fullest
measure for all.
(1)

i

I Hilton

Head - 7/17/91

I MS Nat. Gas Breakfast, Nashville - 7/25/91
I
I

Fa..ir.banks

Alaska - 8/18/91

HUXda1.e,' ClaJ1.k-6 vLUe, TN (BC I - 10/20/91
PaLL6adu ChUfLCh, BVurJ,tngham, AL(BCI - 10/27/91

I.Mountain
I

Home, AR - 11/17/91
Mrs. Carol Spangler (R)
Mrs. Angela Hafer
(R)

faJ1.danette, AR - 3/11/92
I

I

I
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dime make
Here is a woman who
into millions of dollars.
Her name was Martha
founded the
G

This

She

contribution.
reached into his
out
. a dime.
Rather than be insulted or discouraged by the "gift," Miss Berry
bought a package of seed peanuts with
it. The seeds were planted and
tended, and they yielded a large crop
wau:~h .sn.,e later ~old.

She agaht caned on Mr. Ford.
"Hen.:'s the dlmc you gave me
year," she Staid, harrdirr" him .1 coi~l.
The
totd hil'l!l 'Jf the rC{\*,fH
had

real izcd from his tokl:(1 invcstllwill.
Ford was ~o impressed that, in the
Yl:ars 10 come, hI: gave millions of Jollars [0 the school.
Now, who made the most of what
they had? The woman who took a
meager dime and spent it wisely for
! he school, or the man who recognized
her polelltial and invesll'd " great
aillolint in a worthy c,Hlse'!
,
I tw/in'l' /lUll Illy fiji: h' (,'od',I' 81ft (II
11/<'; wllal I dn willi Illy ll/e; is III)' giji to
(iut/, I W()IHJer if thai also has som'.:I Ii i Ilg I () do wit h my fl(lf,S,~ssions?

L
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,
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tllift. 1:3
I. ,~. . . "thlng more dismal thon hopelessness.

A. T_Ri'sgfJIme.

I.

~'~f"'lfh.

C. ~f'(ft¥ture.
II. Far Chr. hope is brightl
A. ·qJt_ it?
!.
ft..,,,,e?
C•
n.ture .of ovt ~!
~ ',Nfifure"
j!'!~< ~
';

".,

','

o

\,

•

I Pet,

B.

Father
1. God was Jesus' father· with respect

C.

to his divine nature.
2. His God with respect to human
nature.
3. It was thus thr01.lgh his blessed
Son that God's blessings to us
are wrought.
4. Lord Jesus Christ is the firstborn
of the dead (Rev. 1: 5) .
5. We are buried with Him in baptism,
raised through the faith of the
operation of God who raised him
from the dead (Col. 2: 12) .
According to His abundant mercy.
1. Abundant = much, full.
2. Mercy meets our misery, grace
meets our guilt.

D.

2.
3. Begotten again
a) Second birth
b) Due to God's mercy
c) Our salvation is rooted in
mercy; founded not on the
merit of man, but the mercy
of God.
d) Unearned
e) As a son he is an heir, as
earthly fathers beget children
who heir their goods.
4. New birth happens once for all
time just like your spiritual birth-aorist tense.
5. 1st birth physical
2nd birth spiritual--again.
6. Hope--describes the believer's
confident expectancy of the
heavenly inheritance.
a) There is an inheritance
b) Heavenly
c) Living
Possible via Jesus' Resurrection.
1. His resurrection our pledge of ours.
2. All a part of the purchase price.
3. As He lives, so shall we live.
4. Only in Christ.
5. Called Jesus until his resurrection
then called Christ.
6. His resurrection is the cause of
ours, as all saints arise after the
similitude of His.
7. Proof that all he said was true.

"

'.,

3.
III.

From Him an Inheritance
A. Bible uses inheritance as the settled.
secure possession.
B . Story of man weeping on street oorner-asked why--Rockefeller died--kin to
him?--no, that's why I'm crying.
C. What inherited?
1. Salvation
2. Brought at the revelation of Christglory that fades not away.
3. Belongs to the child that endures
to the end as promised in His will,
guarded by power of God thro!!gh
faith.
4. God gives his gifts to all, but only
an inheritance to his faithful
children.
5. Inheritance not our purchase but
his gift.
6. Not wages we merit but effect of
his grace.
7. Our salvation with all its bliss
and glory.
8. He will contrast the child of God's
inheritance with the transient
p.l G+U-A ...."'~nheritance of this present world.
~ .. ~s of the Inhe~itance.
1. Incorruptible
a) Faultless
b) Not subject to decay or death.
c) Immortal, imperishable, undying,
enduring.
d) Can mean unravaged by an
invading army.

.r

3.

not deteriorate nor does
the passing age make less
desirable or attractive.
f) Never diminish, wither,
perpetually fresh.
4. Reserved in Heaven for you.
a) Kept up, laid up
b) A fixed & abiding state which
has been & is reserved.
c) Secure beyond risk.
d) Out of re~ch of Satan though
we for whom it is reserved are
still in the midst of danger.
e) Personal--you
f) Reserved from all misfortune,
all alienation.

· In Heaven

Rev * 21:

6.

God
all
b) Protected,
a military
term.
c) Garrisoned by soldiers.
d) Jesus said lilt is finished ll
equals paid in full.
e) Power of God working in the
present time to keep you from
fading.

Jude 24
f) Kept by fortress of God & you
are on the inside!
7. Through faith
a) We forfeit security spoken of
if we fail to maintain our faith.
b) Essential to our salvation.

6.
c) Four causes of our salvation:
(1) God's mercy.
(2) Christ's death & resurrection
(3) Our new birth /
( 4) Our eternal bliss_ t~Q /
d) Manifested & finally compl~d
e) Ready--can happen at anytime-be ready.
f) Revealed--to uncover. unveil
at end of present age.
Neely's Bend - 4/20/03
Shipps Bend - 4/27/03
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tA:afAWtJf YOtll tNH@cRJTANCE

..,

fIef", 1:4...5
I
I. You are ,in a wilJ:~ ~cts 7:5) (Heb. 9: 15)
A. Paren ts'.
' ..
B. Colleges hope to Ie.
C. Res tri cf16ns attQ~hed.
I. Facts about the I riheritance •
A. It'n~ rru tible.
1. Ev endures.
2. Not obta ined dishonestl y.
3. Does not hurt you to hct.ve it - as money may
children •
4. Not fra\Jdently obtained.
5. A I] o\Jrshere. is'i;t.mp&r~rr... .
Gen. 3: 19 "In the sweat of fhy face sft(d~ tt.w,~thr
2' C,?r. 4: T~;18' "F=or which CQvse we faint not; ~th
6. CorrLlptfGn changes better wone. .
.
B. U~.fil""
.
1•<+"Meons w/o s,tain.
Lev. 18:28 "'~t thelenc;l sp\Je not}'9u out al~, _
2. An5~~,!{f$p~t a'mrryerar tn'~~fh fo~e itfl.;e,
. 7~~J'tf!•. It would ,.'stoi.-4. '~nl fil·lIb tMf; .....
w~tth Undistl,JrbH~
.
'3 ~ Used only h.re pJus :..
"
r,lieb.it26 . '~for~uQh.?n high fMiest ~~~_,,,~"~:is'
J~:4 I1MarnCIQe IS hono\Jrable In aTt ,C!I~.;_d
1 JQmei 1:27 liPure religion"and undefiled~f.'At <Z~~
4~ Mearijito dye another color, steiin.'
C:~ 'nG,t~
.
1.
er waxrik.t.
2. '.auty ever rem4ihs.

'to

"reel

i

'"';.-

"

\.

\

~I

~. Used only here - like flower.

2.

4. Things pass we enjoy & we pass also c it.
5. Unfading - beauty & lovel iness unaffected by
ti me's passag,e.
6. Not touched by invading army.
7. Ours beyond blight of change.
D. Reserved in Hegyen.
Col. 1:5 "For the hope which is laid up for you in hea,
2 Tim. 4:8 "Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown:
1. Military term = constant watchfulness.
2. Watchful custody.
3. It's certain.
2 Cor. 5: 1 "For we know that if our earthly house of t~
4. Kept cia view of your coming to get it.
5. In Heaven you cannot plunder our treasure. .
6. God gives gifts to all but only His children inherij
.
i
heaven.
7. Thus Chr. can rejoice in midstotseverest
tr ibu l'Oti.on.
.
8. No tickeis at Heaven's gate are sold.
.
Titus 1:2 ".n hope ofeter..pal:,!':fe' wklehiGod-"tnet c.a
l
Matt. 25:34 "Then shall the 'Kmg say WJtotkern on his
2 Tim. 4:8 "Henceforth there is laid up for me a crow
9. Weare citizeAs a.f ooodl~EJ1ond •..
,fhil. ·3:20 IIfor ollr converSotioA ;. ,in. Jn~Qve.n;fft:)m w
In. ~4:2 'lin my Father's ho~ ore mQny I'fICillmiom: if
10. Jew doted on his Jnher.
Deut. 15:4 flSave when there shaUbel1Q poor among
19: 10 IIThat innocent bIEJoc&I\'( no.,~d infhy I
I

·1

I

I

~~ •. ~He~~~~~i~_=:~._k.:.~~._Rev ~=~~~~_._~.~

'

rr 1.

G. Revealed Salv.
'
,
Salv. already prepared -'rcitdy to be revealed.
! 2. Reveal::::: sudden unveilint,.
, 3. 3 Apocalwses V. 5,7,13.
4. Weill all s.hore ~he g!ories!of Christ.
5. Whatever IS C hnst's IS ours.
~,. WhPle pureose-, of guarding is to save us.
UIOO+~ '1-11-71}9-;',/--71
1

I

I
I

'

,

f:>

I

\
\,

2. 1

Pointed to young bodyguardS, HThes~
and every man a brick.
(2) Brick alone is useless - free lance,
unattached Christian is a contradiction.
(3) You are "holy nation" too. Word
means different (hagios). As Christ
is different, so you are chosen to
be different. Your only standard is
God and His wordl
II

redemption of the soul
(a) So vast is salvation.
.
(b) Nothing else could do it but Jesus ..
v. 7 "None of them by any means can
redeem his bro. nor give to GGd a
ransom for him.
(c~ This is~he"exclusive right of God they took up stones against Jesus made himself God. (Tn. 10:33)
(d) Salvation is of the L.ord .(Es. 2:8)
(e) You are owned of God (I Pet. 2:9). A
thing becomes important by viFtue of
who owned it - FDRfs cane in museum
ewere not redeemed.
(a) He alone i's our answer ..
(b) Exo. 12:5 is story of Passover Lamb.
!

_____ "7

-~

,

s.
(1) It cost Jesus blood to emancipate
us from slavery of sin & deliver
us back to life c God.
(c) So precious is His blood he was slaiI~
from Fd.
I Pet. 1:20 Who verily was foreordaj
Rev. 13: 8 "Lamb slain from fda
(1) God was a redeemer ·before He was
a creator.
(2) Moon 3 billion years old they say if so, scheme of redemption is
older.
(3) His redemption not an emergency
substitute. ,
,
(d) Have q. reverence for life because . I
(1) We are a sojourner - we think
I
where we are going..
I
(2) We go to God - Father & Judge.
1
For us there is a day of reckoning-I
a destiny to win or lose.
.
I
(3) Life costs so much - Jesus' death. J
(4) The cost entails on me an obligatio~
4. Tom O l s o n '
IS . our link to
If

have obtained
1:6 "W /0 faith it is
2 Cor. 5: 7 "For we walk by f.
(a) Do you truly believe in his
competency.

\

(b) Do you have an ansv{er Q:th'er/than
Jesus?
.
Gal.. 3:26,

4.

~

exceeding great & p.
(a) Regardless of the trial - He is there.;:
(b) He's steadfast.
j
(1) Trial in Chattanooga - man changed 1
his testimony., Lawyer admitted
j
his client ran over the wagon but
dri ver said, "I'm not hurt" - now
say you are. Why,? He saw my
i
crippled dog - shot him; he, broke m~
horse's leg, shot him & then he
i
came. and asked me, "Are YQu hurt?',
(c) All things are fulfilled in Christ.
2 Cor.. 1:20"Yea & Amen in Christ"
(d) He lets. eVeTY promise be fu~filled for
you.
IV. Accept as Precious -" .
A. Jesus.
B. Soul's Redemption"
C. Via Cliris,t's 'Blood.
D. Received in falth.
E •. Resting on His promises .

UJ.#- ~ 9-llf~1

\,

~,

l
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(jA!:R.lS0NEO BY COD

n Peter

1:5-9
1. I have the answer to perplexity. World
has plenty. "Wl]en historians of the
future lo4>k back' at the 1970's, they will
doubtless see this as an era of chaotic
change in the Church, a day of new
beginnings, and a strange mi~re of'
despair and hope, frustration and botdness 1
disillusiollment anq expectancy. SimRly to
read the chapter headings of books being
written at this time is to note 'the contusion
that marks the life of the Church today.
For example, -this is the day when the
Church is . . . , . .
"totally irrelevant";
"rediscovering its mission ft;
"as archaic as the furniture of our
ecclesiastical past";
.. ali ve and pregnant with the hope of'
tomorrow. ..
J
Depending on wliaJ ~voice you may listen to,
the Church is at its worst, at its best or in
total mediocrity." "The Emerging Churc t
By Bruce Larson & Ralph Osborne, Pg. 9
A. fn sorrow, He s comfort.
.
B. In trouble, Hers my stay.
C. -In problems,H~rs my solution.
D. In unce~tainty, Her s my security.
•

j

J

If'"

J

j

I

\

-

2.1
1. The purpose of this lesson is to show
you the security of the faithful believer,
who is garrisoned by God!
ill. The Child of God is a IIKepr'Child.
i A. One term "who are keptft .
I
I Pet. 1:5
I
1. 3 GK words fot Kept.
I
(a) ConVoy or guard - like ships.
I
"The Lord bless thee & keep thee
(b) Watchful care - tender - as a mother
bird. Jesus "Father, keep them. "
(c) Garrison -Unwalled village is strong
because of garrison thrown around it.
2. See this garrison.
(a) Like a military watCh ..
2 Cor. 11: 32 '''Ih Dam. the gov. under
(b) Barnes "Faithful guardianship
exercised over one.
(c) To save from danger.
(d) Garrison's duty to watch the approach
of enemy & protect weak.
"
, B. God's the Garrison;" Kept by the power
God.
,.
1. Only reason we are 'secure is God~
"2. To keep is to preseJ;"ve from apostasy so
that finany salvation, yours.
.
3. God is powerful - word for dynamit~.
4. God can be tr usted.
Ps. 20:7 "Some 'trust in ch.
.

t,:

"

'.

.......

0,

(a) iiMen do not feel their need of God
nowadays because.they look to the
labor union for retirement benefits,
to the government for hospital care,
to wonder drugs for their ailments,
and to tranquilizers for comfort. A
pill av~rts consequences of immortality. Man is now his own judge of what
is right and wrong. He has just about
given God His walking papers."
"Seasonings" By Vance Havner, Pg. 37
5. He never breaks a trust.
John 10:27 -29 "My sheep hear my
C. That child must have Faith - Kept by
power thru Faith.
1. God never promised to preserve the
faithless & disobedient.
2. We are safe if have faith.
3. If it fails, we do.
4. No man's faith gro",s in absynce from
the Word.
5. Are we known for our faith'.
(a) "I remember seeing a picture of the
Roman Colosseum with this beneath,
"This is the Roman Colosseum where
the early Christians died'for the faith
which we now take for ~ranted. "
"Seasonings" By Vanceavner - Pg. 35
6. Let faith be real - challenge God!
(a) tty OU ,are playing the notes, but not

"

-

Wagonful of Walnuts
Along about this time of year,
September through November,
We kids would get our wagon~ outOh, surely you rememberAnd trek out to the woods nearby,
A mile or maybe two,
Down by the creek (we called it crick)
Where the big black walnuts grew.
Each nut was covered over
With a hard, round greenish ball,
And ,we'd pile thePl in our wagonsWe could never take them allAnd then we'd trudge back home
And spread them in the sun to dry
Up atop the old shed roof.....
That's when the days crept byl
But finally the time would come
To haul our treasures' down,
The hard green balls reduced now
To a crusty shell of brown.

,

Where

Lilacs

~~~pring

slipped in through the garden gate
And looked about to learn
How many of the flowers
Had awaited her return.
I think she must have been surprised
And rather saddened, too,
To see an ugly high board fence
Where once her lilacs grew.

"!'1l.
aVJI.V"

of

W.II"'E~1""

Lew1. Mar_ll

47
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TRtALS

. \ OR
SpELLED BY SATAN
I; Pet. 1:5-9

I. Tho there are mapy· things we do not commonly
share,;. there is· onEbuniv~:s.al p~oduce all men
know - it's trouble •(Q1?0tS;fl
C& ~1fl, .11~ {I,! It'Wie 111.$
2 CtI'lcJ( 11'/;t.'
A. Billy Graham, "You're like, etc.
B. Even the Christian has his trials. "Tempted
& Tried - we wonder. II
I Pet. 1:5-9 uWho are kept by the power
1. Purpose of this lesson is to see:
(a) Attitude I have toward trouble.
(b) Purpose of trouble.
(c) Alchemy of trouble.
II. Attitude of Christian Toward Trial.
A. "Wherein ye greatly rejoice ll
1. Joy in the mist of trial.
2. Since we are sustained, we are happy.
3. It is only for a season.
(a) Our suffering, like childbirth, will seem
nothing in eternitl'"
B. Do I show a spirit of joy or resentfulness?
• The Purpose of Trouble.
A. That phrase "if need be".
1. Does this inti~te some necessity?
2. Does it hold the suggestion that such if[! good
for us?
3. Some could be:
0

L___

...

(a)

pov~_~._

~b):. Persecution.

,(c)_ Sickness.
(d) Defection of others.
4. These trials promised are many in number
& diverse in kind.
B. Faith is known if it has its trial.
1. It shows nature of your faith.
V. 7 "That the trial of your faith
2. This trial is more valuable than test of gold.
(a) Gold will eventually perish.
(b) We must be genuine to merit praise of
God.
(c) We need to know if our religion is genuinetakes a rain to test the roof.
(d) My religion claims to do for me what nothuj
else can.
(e) Heat:~of trial separates truth from alloy of
pride, vanity, worldliness, & sensuality.
(f) Haven't you been tried by:
(1) Prosperity.
(2) Adversity.
(3) Sudden change.
(g) Does religion perish under fire?
Cromwell Quote #2.
(h) Do your trials refine?
C. The Alchemy of Trial.
1. Weare to be found useful.
V. 7 "Might be found unto praise
2. Three things:
(a) Praise.

~b)_Honor.

(c) Glory.
3. Jesus will return.
Matt. 25:31
Acts 1:11
I Thess. 4:16
2 Thess. 2:8
I Tim. 6:14
2 Tim. 4:1
4:8
Titus 2:13
4. Tho not seen, we love the Lord.
(a) We love Him because of His character,
His service to us, salvation offered.
5. Result of your faith is salvation.
6. "The heart has reasons which the tongue
cannot express."
7. End lot, outcome, culmination.
8. Chr. are happy folk - they see the end.
~~/I-g-70
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fea
with
from us. If
cannot
on a brave
is no
for them to take
their sadness ... It's
to
be honest with
about
your grief -- to draw them close
so
can comfort each other. .
must allow our children to
suffer, to feel awful pain - and
to exult in their strength in overcoming it. Whatever is tragic in
life has a counterpart that is
poignantly beautiful. To mourn
the dead is also to affirm life; to
accept defeat is also to hope for
a new beginning; to face the terrors of the human experience is
also to stand in awe of its wonders. When we share this with
our children we prepare them
for life. -EDA LESHAN,
"Should We Keep Secrets From
Children?" Woman's Day, 10-70.
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'ttYE c;el""4'lfcLtJsMSIN JESUS

1M. \1:6-9

I 1. No one else cCln do for me what Jesus can do.
I have;4 Exclusives:
' A., Him
Permanent Joy
t

8. Seasonal Heaviness.
C. Triumphant, Victorious Faith.
D. End R.esult .;.. Salvation .
.1,1. "Wherein we greatly rejoice ll (V. 6).
A. I'm sustained (kept).
8. I have ioy in midst of trials.
1. Christianity bars not from natural de,fights; Qut
. t.oenes the moderate &. regular use 'of tneft'.l.
j
'2. Lawful things in eX,cess are sinful - provebltter i~
"/1he Md.
. .
3. M. .ure of reJoicing - great!
IU. ~dfy, I know SeasonQ1Heavi~ess
I

0.

A .S.CI$OM I .

'

1 .st..rt J!8riod, tit. smull, few, Ii ttle ~' ,
.a:,;, Our suffttting(Uke cnildbirth)~in s~~i,.
. ~edfO tne JOflg ha",!'. .""
'"
;3. We all face bett. :doy.;· that foll.ow cmyl)i:~r
.

"

ones.
.
4. If we lodkedon eternity 1 time !>eemnwft:tifill ~
I. If"need be' (V. ~).
'
. 1. Intirtlates SO$~ necesSityforafftiet'Qt;l."!'tl~y
, oeeompHshsofrie goOd.,
" , > ic,> :','
2,~ .AIS(!) implies mo¥>notatwaysbe~"'tlryf8rs
<C. Heaviness thru manifold temptation.
1~ Heaviness shows grace doesQQt deJtroync:rt\J1e
, life -it permits, even requliesaflt~rC.~.:
#

-

' .

I

'

~

pain, distress, grief.
2. Our heaviness held w/i banks.
3. Temptaticns, either
i a.) Trials to induce evil, cr
lb.) Suffering & hardship - here it is latter.
i
[
I Acts 20: 19 IlServing the lord c all humility
I
I James 1:2 liMy br., ccunt it all icy when ye
Matt. 5:11-12 IIBlessed are ye, when men
Acts 5:41 IIAnd they departed frcm the presencecf the i
4. Some are: (many in nc., diversified, multicclcre~
~~~.
I
Persecuticn.
.
Sickness.
False teachers to lead ycu cff.
Finances - reversecr prcsperity ~
Accidents.
Domestic difficulties.

r

I

Tr.~y.

Loneliness .
Sudden trcms it icn •
IV .Tr1~d, Yet Triumphant Faith •.
A. It's tried.
1. TriGl shows true nature cf cur faith.
2. It's the proof, wcrthiness, we get.
3. Used in NT to describe final exam all medicaL
students had to pass befcre setting up private
practice - your "boards".
.4. HiS the bat~tle that tries the soldier & the storm
r \ . t:he pilot. .
,
.
. ~.. delights to-call Hischampipns to meet greot
_~_ _~_~~___.
tri.1. J
r

\

\

.

is Marvelous.

1. He's coming back.
Matt. 25:31 "When
Acts 1:11

I

6

II

Thess. 2:8 tlAnd then shall that Wicked be revealeJ;'l
f2I. TimOcc6:
14 IIThat thou keep this commandment without I

! 2 Tim. 4: 1 111 charge thee therefo.Fle before God , and thl
,

I

12 Tim. 4:8 IIHenceforth there is

loi d up for me. a crown I
I 2. ~ found unto praise, honor, glory.
I 3. Right now I have not seen Him.
,
a .) Peter had Set changes pronoun from "we II to "ye II ~
Contrast self &. readers.
b.) Tho not personally seen was loved! Because~ of: I
(1) Character.
'
(2) Teachings.
(3f Salvation.
Rom. 5:5-11 "And ~pemaketh not ashamed; because tJ
IJn. 4:9 IIln this was manifested the love·of God towa,
c.) What impact does He have on ourclives?
I
d.) Familiarity did not bring disillusionment as it
.often does.
e.) Of all things one mon said he'd like to see 'were
(1) Rome in her glory, (2) Paul on Mars Hill , &.
(3) Jesus in the flesh.
Mott. 13: 17 lIFor verily I say unto you, lhat many pro
f.) One day you'll see His facefvUy.
9 .) ~crp. tells BOth ingof what He looked .like.
h.) Perhaps beca.use we are sensual - blessed are
.paps sucked.
i .) Can have Chr. Science w/o Mary Eddy, but I){)t
Chr. w/o Christ.
'i. H<now in whom -lady, interrupted - II Don't put a
<!'.t,reposition,between my L~J;"d &. me." •
~<.)~,love - Agape - present te~er~fconhnuous
action.
.1

!

I

\

\.

5.
I.) '1 need in church today.

4. End (lot, outcome, culmination) - My s~lvation.

a.) Receive = recCI)veririg a debt.
Matt. 25:27 I1Thou oughtest therefore to have put my rrj
b.) If possessions only here we have to leave it.
!
co) Object of life is Christ & the salvation purchase•.
by Him.
d.) Final issue of faith - the salvation of our souls.
Thatls the result.
5. No wonder I rejoice with joy unspeakable & full
of glory.
a .) Chr. are in fact happy.
b.) liThe heart hath reason which the tongue cannot
express. II
c.) 8ubbling over because of relationship to Jesus.
d.) Norm of Chr. is to be radiant, excited about his
fc1ifh & insatiable desire to share it c others.
#.JJ.I.. ~ I{)()+~

i

THE G lROEO MINO

I Peter 1: 13
I. We move to the section that is practical in our
response to duty to G,od. Sha II we see it?
II'. flWherefore II
"
A. Some conclusions are to be drawn & it's based on
I
what's been earlier said.
B. Christianity is rational - "it brings our highest
,
concepts of usefulness II (Criswell)
1111. Gird up the Loins of Your Mind.
A. Gird.
1. Gather, as a robe.
2. Move w/0 hindrances.
3. No impediment.
4. Itls like IJtake off coat & roll up sleeves to go to
work. II
5, Itls to strip for action - task to be done, journey
,
to be taken.
&xo'. 12:11 "And thus shall ye eat it; with your loinsgl
Provo 31:17 IIShe girdeth her loins c strength, and:itr4
6. Never be content c flabby unexa!'l1ined faith, the I
I
f• • I•
easy or superlCla
'
7. Called on to think things out & thru.
8. Gird - someCbang too loose.
9. We must get it altogether.
lO. Was girding a mannerism of Peter - did it3X in
In. 21.
'
".

I
I

i,

I .•

11 • Girding shows need of preparedness . '
12. Also collects strength.
I
13. rea test error is to divert soul from God & turn I
~-.:d~Whwar~~_Lnferio~_com~~L·~_~_._______

9

.-J

\

mind never
Don1t be intoxicated c thots but preserve sound,
sol I balanced iudgement.
V. Hope to End.
A. Hope.
1.

3'1

2. Seek ultimate salvation.
3. Hope that may grasp the proposed end; in-correct I
to -the-end.
B. End.
1. We can endure the present if we know where it's
leading to.
2. For C hr. yet is best to come.
3. Chr. is never lost in dreams for future - present a
vital connection.
;
4. Prepare for a journey - you are to go somewhere. i
phil. 3: 19 "Whose end is destruction, whose God is tNI
5. Virile in battle of the present.
:
I C. Revelation.
I 1. Speaks of 1st & 2nd appearance.
i
i 2. Here has to do c second coming.
I

tOfranslate

'~ 1~~me'~~t~~,'-J.Y-711
"",,1
' I
I

I

I

\

,
\
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THl!: CHRtS'TtANtS JOB DESCR.IPTION
I Peter 1:13-

1-:==

1

I. d.
A. We can slipshod go through the motions.
B. Or we can deligllt in our task and do
them joyously.
C. Christians have theirs agiawd.
I Peter 1: 13 "Wherefore gird uf) {fie loins of"
D. ~:at~"'i1ilr_ior duty is defmed.
II.
: ~r, ...y, ~,

"'wmtrtrding.
You have a jall
I tgo, a UP
hilS.

2. Q 1111 in rqgtrejp?
Q
I
res.
3. It's like tal lig 6&£ 36m Off, rolling
up sleeves.
4. Gj i
°
]
t
'l er
forbidder tl· g 5 U6 SMh3d bY.EirA"
t

J

'iLu.

1

.J

12:e-~~kt ::Vi~Ms' ~ g./tdeJ~'h!4JZ

5. Gowns, Irobes are let "?Jt i2 fbl I Spose
now gatrer A 2 51&& tbil rtction.
I Kings 18: 46€, 'J.'1"C'b<~ Itl's ID~lIt;,
Job 38:
.'t;I-..qJ~ ~ '/omS J,~ .,.,~
6.
t

3Job

7.

c!-,

Mjrds-r::.·

T

~;_",,'(••'''$t.''.;~~ "'~'week
r~,

"1;8

ft1"~~werk,

2111r.

'f~.

B. . . . U;SW:.\;I:~it:l·

=

1. Means alertness.
2. Be sober in opinion.
3.

nl::;;.

to

°

,'II.ness,

2.

received
must cling
tenaciously, in
holiness, in reverence caused by
condition of the cost of it, and in
charity; the gospel they received
cannot be bnpr.ovedon.
!

III.

3. Obedience a favorite word of Peter:

1:2
1:22
3:1
3:6
4:17

3.

B. 1IIi••~.:r where we were: not fashioning
olJ,rselves according to former lust via
ignorance.
1. IQ'Parepu is t'
g e l to
2. Lust is natural inclination running
wild, overleaping all· restraint,
asserting its own imperious will.
(Meyer)
3.

S~,

e_O.

C_iliu&D._je e~~
1. Christian is 11tH L i LF1, q
7 d.
2. Wag II 7' 2 17 I 5 11
I I I.
3. GtE I 5
I
2 ' 70S III'
D.
'~.... ~ ~ aim at
Unrp
1. 0
6&22d "3d. 1£ Rsly.
2. God is our Z:9'
leI.
3. Can't
2 j."
hUll LSbs
(Heb. 12:14) .
7

1

~.' ..,

•

E. •1.;."W'·fliJY~LetUs De."

1. B__. . . . . . . .~. . . . . .~
whl 2 d.

2. " - . _ _t$t1f th~ otf$p~ . "
~'! ~the Fathe:r"'. (A'ttg'ustl

3. God calls us to be different.
4.

"~·

•.

)

•.&R.i_._:~.·
~n
th~·~· ~·&f bi:sheat't

aB4 ..... !~~-thus sober so can be
holy . (Henry)'Gt1p.! ......oiieetll)
5. WtRm' oomrerifm' ~t~·peepl@ of
&~th~fash~

:igt1t:.,

& .~~j~cott)

6. Holiness duty of every Christian--in
every conmt@h; iowatd

8.

Lev,

: 44-45
2.
3.
G

2 Cor,

necessary,
we can never
we
should imitate God.
5. God is different from the other
gods--he is holy.
Lev. 11:44
19:2
20:7

20:26
• "Grand Day", David Lipscomb chapel--5i9/94
Locust Grove, KY - 6/27/94

"He whose honor depends on opinion of the mob
must day by day strive with greatest anxiety,
act, and scheme in order to retain his reputation. For the mob is varied and inconsiste:qt,
and therefore if a reputation is not carefully
preserved, it,~ie§ quickly."
(Spinoza)

II.

sense
Shall
Shall

C. Or
we stand
To help us do the latter we see
Apostle Peter
I Pet. 1: 13-16
A. Wherefore (when you see a wherefore
or therefore you should check to see
what it's there for. -- Mounce)
B. Gird up the loins of your mind.
1. If you see trouble about you, gird
up your minds.
a) Gather up robes--roll up sleeves.
b) Always be prepared.
Exo. 12: 11
c) Use your minds.
Matt. 22: 37
(Joe Tomlinson told me, "I figure
if West End could use Jim Bill
no hurt for me to tr!~.~
out '."·~fo,'.:.~.m~.
IV.

1tu Mux:iq}~-to t{)~~

2.
d) It's to bring under control loose
flowing thoughts that would
impede spiritual progress.
e) Other translations:
"Stripped for action"
"Brace up your minds"
"Prepare minds for actions"
f) Let nothing hinder your mind as
you put it to work.
2. Be mentally alert.
C. Be sober.
1. Don't take the treasure of salvation
for granted.
2. 3X in this epistle told to be selfcontrolled--know that whiskey or
rape pills won't· do it.
3. Means self-controlled.
4. Don't reel back and forth between
various intoxicating ideas about
doctrine or conduct. (That's how
Reelfoot Lake, 3 to 9' deep, got
its name.)
5. We are to be free from every form
of mental and spiritual drunkenness.
6. Free from excesses--rashness,
passion.
7. Let's don't get drunk.
D. Hope to the end for the grace brought
1. Know something great is coming and
set hope on it.
.
2. Man rises no higher than the God
he adores.
3. Havefaxorable & confident
expectatIOn.

I

\

those who rest on
own
and
enter Heaven
them. "
8.

way. II
9. Christ will return--this demands
our purity--we are encouraged to
think about his coming.
10. He is our goal.
E. As obedient children--one translation-be like obedient children.
1. Obedience is one of the cardinal
virtues of the N. T .
2. Note it comes right after thoughts
on Grace.
3. "In this metaphor obedience is
represented as the mother of all
Christians." (Coffman)
4. We can be sons of disobedience.
Eph. 2: 2
5:6
Col. 3:6

4.
5. Parsons Had:
A slave obeys because he has to
An employee obeys because he needs to
A Son obeys because he wants to
6. With the giving of commands God
expects them to be obeyed.
7. It's children who normally receive
inheritance unless disowned.
8. Right kind of children, will honor
their father.
9. Because God has done certain things
for us he expects certain things
from us.
F. Don't Fashion Self After Former Lusts.
1. Don't be tempted to return to
former ways.
2. World has its own lifestyle but it
isn't God's.
iRom . 12:1-2
3. We are not to conform to the age in
II
which we live.
23: 2 "Follow a multitude to do evil"
4. Other translations:
I
"Lives shaped"
"Molding character"
"Conform to"
5. Lusts
a) Christless life is controlled by
lust, grounded in ignorance.
b) Such is destined to end in
futility.
c) Avoid these cravings.
d) Know it's Ignorance.

i

IEXO.

\

\,

-

, He

3.

H. He
L

He

2.
Thess. 4:3

summons
3. We are "'o....."'·u
God.
4. We
5. We
garment
Roberts)
(). God expects us to be holy.
7. Faith is of such a nature that it
places itself unfiltered upon the
word of God with all confidence.
(Luther)
I. The Caller is Holy.
1. His outstanding characteristic.
2. He is our pattern in all things.
Heb. 12: 13 "Follow peace with all men, & holiness"
J. Conclusion--You Be Holy, Child.
1. Be--idea of become.
2. We are ushered into a new estate in
which we grow.
3. Not "be" but become--progressively
obtained.

.6.
4. It's a process not a fait accompli.
l-t q I
5. Purity demanded. r,a
I In. 3:3
K;;y,t~fJ:..
K. Be Holy.
1. Can't be saved by faith only.
2. It's ridiculed.
a) It's an expletive--holy cow, holy
Joe, holier than thou.
b) More interested in Heaven,
happiness, helpfulness, health
than holiness. (Parsons)
3. It means separate, distinct, set
apart for a special cause.
4. When you get married you are holy
to your wife--to no one else.
5. Only way through troublesome times.
&. Dominates our all:
·-In all your behavior"
tJll n every department of your lives"
7. Separate from the world.
L. Reason--It is Written.
1. Holy as an adjective more in Lev.
than any other book.
11:44
:45
9:2
20:7
20:26
2. Written word--authorative.
3. Weigh all with the word.
M. Be Holy--I am Holy.
1. We are to imitate God.
2. He is perfect.

\,

--

r
Matt. 5: 48
3. Merciful.
Lu. 6:36
4. Holy
Lev. 11: 44-45
5. "I" is emphatic.
6 . This is our calling.
IBC, Florence, AL - 9/26/96
Paris, AR - 10/21/96
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HOOK OR CROOK

ERHA!,S Y0lf. have used
pr~sl.on,
By hook

the
or
cr~wk, In your conversation.
jlQU have, you have been using

exby
If
an

oW ~ _~~F~~t4Y
.~ ~ft i t t " ~(: '''''.'
~,.'''''1>e~

.
.• se
and coo ing such,,_ _
could reach by hook or by crook.
The hook was a pruning hook;
the crook, a shepherd's crook.
_~t"

they are for harassed and hurried souls when l'ITakeTime to Be
Holy" is an outdated hymn. Who has time to be holy? And yet
time is one thing it takes. Our Lard rose up a great while· befOre
day and departed into a solitary place to pray. Was it Wi lliam
Law who said, 'Who am I to lie folc:Jed up in a bed tote in the
morning whi Ie farmers are already about their work and I am so far
behind with my sanctifi cation?"
"Don't Miss Your Miracl e ll

\..

-

By Vance Havner - Page 5
"""',.'''''

St. Luke is a beautiful and noble example of a
phenomenon most congenial to the Gospel. His own
writings seem to disclose him to us as a man thoughtful,
cultured, mentally gifted, the perfect antithesis to
the militant zealot. He was, for his day, the man of
science, trained toa refined profession. He was
master of a style which has a distinction of its own.
He was a true historian by nature. But also, by grace,
he was the temple of the possessing Spirit. And in that
power the instructed and accomplished man was found, in
the midst of the Neronian terror, quietly heroic at his
post of love.
-H.C.G. Moule
"Studies in II Timothy",pg. 156
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EDITORIAL

"MORAL DECAY"
by Kenneth Ryker

In his monumental Study of History, the great British historian, Arnold Toynbee,
informs us that civilizations exist on three planes: the cultural, economic and
political. Of these, he concluded the cultural was the most vital.
The culture of a civilization will, in turn, depend to a very high degree upon the
ethical system: the standards of right conduct; the morality of the people. The study
of civilizations discloses that when moral decay sets in, the society will not long
endure.
The French writer, Alexis de Tocqueville, commented upon this principle after his
visit to America in the early 1800's:
"I sought for the greatness and genius of America in fertile fields and boundless
forests; it was not there. I sought for it in her free schools and her institutions of
learning; it was not there.
"Not until I went to the churches of America and found them aflame with
righteousness, did I understand the gt:eatness and genius of America. America is
great because America is good. When America ceases to be good, America will cease
to be great." (emphasis added)
Now, what does it mean, "to be good?" Does it mean to be moral, to do right?
What does American culture today reveal about our current state of morality?
Consider these facts:
Theuse·of narcotics is' 'epHiemic. Some ..3' Mitlidtr )\~rieans have stnotd:d
marijuana, the biggesta.tl(:f~t-setting cash cr~pift~01'hia. Nationwide, pushing
marijuana is a $l48>"fl.'ltmt~'ft1rru:d~sYhess.
Middle and' :tl:pper"'i.....~lIMlIieans are"i~.I.~ a ye«ro"
·l(lj)Caine. Nearly half-a-million citizens have a daily heroin habit.
The Census BureaureporU,,"er 1.5 millioni'''J!IHml_~lIifiiles aye I:iviftg together.
Television "soap operas" and movies are full of illicit sex and foul language,
including programs aired on prime time in the evenings. Even Sundays aren't spared!
SeveRty-five perce1'l'tct)fiYl.8.I~tlegestudelft5!~tm@a~ in i~licit sex by tlheip'"
~0:more'year. Sexual promiscuity has led to the affliction of some 20~;1'M)w.
Amerieans with the venoreal· disease, Herpes II, and other thousands are now
infected with the incurable Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome - AIDS.
In some urban high schools, as many as 20tp>eI'CeRt ofth:e teenage girls get pregrtant
each year. In,1986 alone, ,this 'happened to oW!' a thiffion unmarried' teena~rs.
Peter Berlin, a consultant to the accounting firm of Price Waterhouse, has stated
that the "mounting incide~e of. MopliftiRg~' ~O¥" ,theftanaotherfr:ru'ti'ti'ftnt
practices commonly consume as. mucQ as 50per.cent of pm£its, often sl'elling the
difference between survival atubanbuptcy/! Shoplifting costs U.S. merehfmtsoven
.
.
$16 billion annuallY,
Crime is so widespread that about 30 percent of the nation's households are"
victimized ina typical year.
Let's face it; there is extensive immorality in America today! The situation cries
out for positive citizen action!
It should be clearly evident that America today is in an advanced stage of moral
(continued on page 2)
A monthly publication of National Education Program at Enterprise Square,
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MORAL DECAY (con't.)
decay, the direct result of a calculated, organized "War on
the Religion."
For well over 350 years, the Christian ethic set the moral
tone and served to guide personal, business, econoI1tic and
governmental practices in this country.
It is a well-established fact, long accepted by the great
majority of the American people, that ours is a nation based
upon Christian values. This was recognized and confirmed
by numerous Supreme Court decisions, including Church of
the Holy Trinity v. United States in 1870, in which the court
found:
" ... General Christianity is and always has been a part of
common law .... We are Christian people, and morality of the
country is deeply ingrained upon Christianity .... In law,
business customs and society, the same tliuth is recognized.
This and many other matters which might be noticed, add a
volume of unofficial declarations to thej mass of organic
utterances that this is a Christian nation."i
This "War against Christianity," which pas resulted in the
moral decay, now "trashing" our society, has been carried on
over the past 20 years by a very small non-Christian
minority. It is unfortunate that they have been aided in their
attack by the decisions of Federal jud~es who chose to
ignore the intent of the Founders in the w0rding of the First
Amendment.
It would be well to recall that a num~r of the colonies
had. refused to ratify the Constitution un~l a Bill of Rights
had been guaranteed. The FirsLAmendant .of that BiLLoL
Rights states in part:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof;"
It should be noted this is a prohibition against Congress,
not against the States. Congress is expressly prohibited from
establishing a state religion, but Congress is also prohibited
from interfering with the free exercise of religion. There has
never been any constitutional provision for the so-called
"separation of church and state," as has been repeatedly
alleged by those who are at "War with Religion."
It is important to recall that our military services have
always had chaplains, as have both the Senate and the House
of Representatives, each of which begins each session with a
prayer by these or guest religious leaders. It should be
. instructive to note that the "Ten Commandments" are
engraved in the walls of the U.S. Supreme Court chambers.
It is time for Americans to realize that a "War on
Religion" is underway; that this conflict violates the First
Amendment; that the result of this struggle is rampant moral
decay as nearly all moral bulwarks which once undergirded
our society have been removed; and that it is their obligation
to accept this challenge and rise up to take whatever moral
and legal steps are necessary to cleanse this nation of its
moral destroyers.
What could explain the widespread and growing immorality observable in nearly every facet of American
society? It is obvious we have departed from a course of
conduct once expected of and closely adhered to by nearly
everyone.

It would appear to this observer that as a people, we seem
to have repudiated the concept of a "Higher Law." Those
great men who created this nation, and our individual
forefathers, knew full well there was a "Higher Law", which
held authority over the affairs of men and nations.
There is abundant evidence of this point of view in the
writings of the Founders. Perhaps no clearer brief of this
understanding may be found than that contained in the "Fare. well Address" of our first President, George Washington:
"Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political
prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports.
In vain would that man claim the tribute of patriotism who
should labor to subvert these great pillars of human
happiness."
Yet today there are many powerful forces which attempt
to subvert the nation and these "pillars of happiness", as they
attempt to remove all vestiges of religion from public life.
Washington's vice president, John Adams, the founding
patriot recognized by his peers as the pre-eminent leader of
the American Revolution, recognized the relationship of
morality and liberty.
.
In commenting on this subject he said, "Statesmen may
plan and speculate for liberty, but it is religion.and morality
alone which can establish the principles upon which freedom
can securely s~~nd."
i.
During the formative yea~ of our republic, one of the
most influential men in publ¥; life was Noah Webster. His
. name.c.Qntinue.s to he recogwbd Oll..-our dictionari~s t.O this
day. His "blue-backed speller" and "American Dictionary of
the English Language", published in 1828, helped to set the
tone for America's Christian philosophy of government.
Said Webster, " ... the religion which ha~introduced civfl
li~3i,is,tfte oom.gion of CIt;rltt-and His apostles.. .. t6 this we
owe·.. o.\l';r:·ir.e~constitutions ·.of !0vernmeni."
Clearly our forefathers recognized the necessity of
morality - choosing between right and wrong, according to
the Christian ethic - as fundamental to the establishment
and preservation of good government.
This understanding was passed down through history as
exemplified by the statement of one of this nation's greatest
leaders, GeJ!lieral Douglas Ma~ArtHur, who cautioned that:
"Hist~y f-ails to record a singl~ precedent in which natiorrs
s~~~* t;(i),m.()ml decay have not passed into political and '
~Ano.micd8cline. There has been either a spiritual awaken- c
ingt.o oveJicome the moral lapse, or a progressive deteriorationdeading.to ultimate national disaster."
Our purpose here is to call attention to the very serious
problem of moral decay, which threatens the very fiber of
this nation - and to urge that we all seriously THINK on
these things.

If you would like to assist in the work of the American
Citizenship Center or the National Education Program with
a bequest, contact Robert H. Rowland, editor, c/o American
Citizenship Center, PO Box 11000, Oklahoma City, OK
73136-1100.

2.

(1) Diligently sought out.
(2) Tr~ce out, explore - used nowhere else in NT.
(3) Their operation: sought & searched.
(4) They were the crn,Jlnets &they searched carefull'
their own statements.
'
d . ) We, search today by:
(1) Read.
(2) Medi tate.
(3) Pray.
(4) Compare.
_
OEm. 9:3 IIAnd I set ,my face unto the lord God, to se~
pao.,lO,;11 I1AndheS!liq unto ~e, 0 Daniel, ~ man gl'1
Ps. 25:14 liThe secret of the Lord is with them t+to~ feo~
(5) (~iel is call mqn of desire).
3. Brings up interestirtg questions: .
a .) Were they QcclJrate in their revelation?
b.) Did they personally gras,p all theY·were ~yr"9?
c.) Is our ~itiOn Superi.9r to thep~hets?,
d.),Were the prqph. like ,oth~rmen" did· they hay
c

. .' .·l
t 'he'
. Ir OWf.lSOUIS

.

_ . '.

'."?
",,~e

4-..

'

e.) 0 •• the ~st ~th\9;V;Wd propheb s~e, ();Aly in
ob6curi iY' .
c,
.
f.) Were the prop~ets open entirely,:to what God
,
said to them?'
g.10f $.e tilrop,heiJ no~ thei~:
(l) OiliSEMee.·,
. ,
(2)

Suric~ ~ ,

.....,

.

'"

(3) Exteflt ofsefulness.
,''
3. They wontecLto k!'\ow.oQout the. age of~race.
a.) Epitome .of all that God does for us •
• '<

_.

J
I

I
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B. Peter stated it this way:
1 Peter 1: 13"Wherefore gird up the loins of"
C. Let's see each factor in this
manner of living as one thing
leads to another.
III.
Comprising the Ultimate:
A. (v.13)"Gird up the loins of your mind"
1. Gather up long. loose robe
around the waist.
2. Gather into a girdle, supply
body with firm stay.
3. Also remove any hinderance
whether it's to work, walk, run,
carry a burden, wrestle or go
to war.

c.

2. Fix your hopes on the
that you are to experience..
(Goodspeed) ,
3. Our hope is nearer than when
we first believed.
4. It's like a great event rushing
to us. (Shelly)
5. It's wrapped up in the
revelation of Jesus Christ.
D.

As obedient children not fashioning
yourselves according to former
lusts in your ignorance.
1. Do not let your lives be shaped
by passions which once --

3.
2. Do not adapt yourselves to
evil desires when you did not
know any better.
3 . Days of self-will shaping are over.
4. Now it's according to the will
of the one who called you.
5. We are children of obedience.
6. Obedience is a cardinal virture.
7. Obedience is the mother of
Christians.
8. Note things like dancing with
the stars is ignorance.
9. All lustful, sensual things,
gambling are works of ignorance.
10. Good term for lusts--ignorance
as a way of living.
11. We are disciplined folk.
IV.

The Definitely Right Way
A. But he which has called you is
holy.
1. How would you describe God?
In one word--He is Holy!
Ps. 111: 9"Holy & Reverent is His name"
2. Most frequent description of Him.
B. Has a Consequence
v-15 "As he which has called you is holy
so be ye holy in all manner of
conversation (living); Because it
is written, Be ye holy for I am holy."
Lev. 11:44
Lev. 20:7

4.
1. Holy--separate refers to position
not condition says Thomas.
2. A holy person belongs to God.
3. Nothing better than a great aim
and great goal.
4. If you are traveling to meet a
King you'll keep yourself clean
as you await that meeting.
1 John 3:2-3
2 Cor. 6: 17
2 Cor. 7: 1

Rom. 12:1-2
Heb. 12: 14 "Follow holiness without which no"
5. Holiness requires that we keep
our conversation clear of
falsehood, profanity. vulgarity.
nonsense.
6. We shall not use vain, profane.
or vulgar speech even in
repeating what another has said.
7. Love. gentleness. goodness
must be identical to God as
man imitates Him.
8. To be Godlike is the sum of
all religion.
9. We aspire to be like the One
we worship.
10. What is the quality expected of us? '
"Set your hope perfectly for
the grape of God"
11. Evil lusts are put away.

\,

....,

4.
Fear God

5.
6.
7.
Provo 16:6 II
the fear
the Lord
a man avoids evil"
Matt. 10: 28 "Fear Him which is able II
Heb. 10:26 "For if we sin willfully after"
Rom. 2: 6 II God will render to every"
8. It is the fear of a son for
every father, the fear of
displeasing God before whom
we all walk.
9. A slave obeys because he has to
An employee obeys because
he ne.eds. tCll
A son obeys because he. wants to.
10. Do children delight to dIshonor
their father's name?

-

THE CA II TO HO l1NESS
I Peter 1: 14'-1 6
1. If there is anything expected by both God & the
world of a Christian, it'$ that he be good.
11. And if there~ is any incentive to goodness, it's the
example of God - these two things are what opr
lesson is all about!
III. 1st, Who am I & what was my state prior to being a:
Christian?
!
A. I'm an obedient child (V. 14).
J. It means habitually obedient.
i
Eph,. 2:2 "Wherein in time past ye walked according ~
I Thess. 5:5 "Ye are all the children of light, and the:
2. This paragraph suggests two relationships to God;
I.e. ,
a.) Child.
b.) Called.
3. Obedient contrasts c disobedient.
Eph. 2:2 "Wherein in time past ye walked according
4. It means a high degree of either obedience or
disobedience.
8. What was my prior state?
1. Fashioned by lust.
a.) Drunk on self.
b.) lust controlled life.
c .) Word is conformed - used here & Rom. 12:2.
d.) It means formed like.
"
e.) We are not to imitate vicious men, corrupt·
worldliness, but God's our model.
f.) life was dominated by desires - fleshliness of
life.

.

\.

(1) Banquet in Rome - pec;acock brains 8.
nightingale tongues, 2000 fish, 7000 birds.
(2) Chastity forgotten.
'
(3) Jerome told of 1 woman c 23rd husband '& she
his 21st wife.
(4) Life futile - not going anywhere.
"Suns can rise & set again: but once our brief
Iight is dead, there is nothing left but one ,~
long nite from which we never shall awake. II
(5) If a man dies like a dog, he can live like one.
(6) Heathen life dominated by lust.
2. I was ignorant.
a.) Don It be a spiritual ill iterate.
b.) Emotions avoid Hard thinking.
c.) Steady mind never loses sight of objective &\

,~

,i

g~al.

d.) W/o Christ life is ignorant, dominat~d,by desire]
futile.
"
e.) Thot there were mc;my gods - & thaJ;.,trese gods
were not interested in man.
i
III. What am I to be & what is the incentive 'pr
motivating power?
A. Be holy in everything.
1. Holy - one worthy of admiration.
2. Reali y Qecorn~ ho Iy - we never fu II y get trere •
3. Not a fait accompli.
I
4. Doni, do as you used to do - we are new creature~
as a result of your faith.
'I
5. Correct doctrine of no value unless it leads to
i
I
correct, I iving.
'
I

__ ... __ . __~.---J

\

3.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

.,.l. >

1

Correct living also based on correct doctrine.
UBut lf - a strong adversative.
Holy - separation - free of defilement.
He; Tyin every phase of our IHe. A IT manner.
Obedient & holy (different - Sabbath different
from other days.)
11. Lit. - it stands written.
B. What's our incentive?
1. Children imitate their father!
Lev. 11 :45 IIFor I am the Lord that bringeth you up out
Isa. 52:10 liThe Lord hath made bare his holy arm inth
2. Essence of religion consists in the imitation of
him whom we worship.
3. Ra ise your comparison to the highest - c God
you'll be humb led!
4. We often compare c inferior men & feel good
~bqut ourselves. Isa. 6:3-4 . .
1i.w.-tKvJ..; IOO+-~ /-7-11 . /.
J
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CA ll1NGON TH£FA THER BRINGS A RESULTANT 1
ATTITUDE OF UFE
I Peter 1: 17
'
1. life knows its chain reactions.
A. Traffic accidents.
B. Medic.alreactions.
C. Lies - we get deeper & deeper.
II. SO Positively I My CaUing on God Results in a
Certain Attitude of Life.
I Peter 1: 17 "A nd if ye ca II on the Father I who wi tho_
III. I want to examine these words, then total our findh
A. "If ye ca II • II
1. If does not imply doubt.
2. Introduces a hypothesis - taken for granted invol~
a duty.
3. You call on Him - you al~o are called by His na~
8. On the Fath~r.
II
1. Some imposters today call God Father.
2. Those bom in His family have the right to so
I
address Him.
I
3. Mohammedean has 99 names for God but Father I
is not one of them.
I
4. Fa. the.r does a lot of things ~.or th. e children.
jl
a.) Answers requests.
Matt. 7:7-11 "Ask, and it shall be given YOu; s~,
\~ b.) Fo.rgives .
I In. 1:9· "If we confess our sins, he is faithful cu.,d i
c.) Chastises.
Heb. 12:5....6 IIAnd 'fe have forgotten the exhortation
d.) loves.
e.) Meets needs.
!

f.) Judges.

C. The Father Judges.
, . pefi~ Judgement.
a.) Accurate knowledge & estimate of the moral
quality of an action.
b.) Solemn approval or condemnation.
c.) Pronounce sentence which entails pun ishment or
reward.
2. Judges wlo respect ofPersons •
a .) Judges imp~tia II y .
b.) Not influenced by race, wealth, status.
c.) With complete impartiality.
d.) wlo slightest favoritism.
e.) Men are partial.
G91. 2:11-14 118ut wnenPeter was come to Antioch, I)
'''"
f.) Go. no respector of persons 0
,
i
~
l' Acts 10:34 II Then Peter opened his motith,'esndseid, Ot
,~,
g.) God is the supremely impartial Fafher. &. the'
""
supremely omniscient Judge.
.
'.
1
3. Ac5§?rdil'}g to every mgn IS work.
.
i
ao) In~ally iudged~
.
b.) Whether it's good or evi10 '
co) Each, man !~.nsible for his own a,ctionso
1
;,1: •
"
I
d)
o WorK IS si~r 0 "
,
.
I
M~tt 0 1~27 '11 For the S~n of man shell I,corl'le' in ,the glo~
e.) "God judges each mari's work as CI whole, .the I
whole sC,ope &. meaning of his I·ife Os issuing fro"
one governing'principle - whether faith or
Ie.lfisnness •. n PC
D 0 Ou~ attitude 0

I

'"

'.

\

)

3
1. Pass the ti me •
a.) Just one Father to be imitated •
.
b.) We walk too much in other "father's If footstep &
traditions.
2. ~. are sojourners .
a.) "Stay" .. means a t~mporary visit in a foreign
land.
b.) Used ofa stay a traveler made in a place while
finishing some business.
c . ) Temporary res ident of this present temporary
world.
.
d.} Our home's not here - just here awhile taking
care of_~'F~ther's "busi~ -the~-l1ome.
e.) 'You are a sojourner & stranger & a wary
circumspect carriage 'becomeS' strangers because
. they~.·.e mOst exp.osed to wrengs & acciaents.
2'.~ (h'1It ~ <2-~j···:k.·7lieYrl,g~
f.) Here ut a short time.
.'
3. Mave fear hob s).
a.) we" (2 kindS of fear: servile,fellal).b.} Veneration .. opposite of'irreverence.
c .) Rever~nce, Respect ·dilr, A·. wz..llt iPl the fewA.sts <l;31"!ifhen had the churches rest ttroughout at!
I In. 4: 17;:.18 "Herein is our love mode perfect, that
d.) T~ boys considered doing a crime:
"No, thot of what dad would do to meu vs~
"No, that what it would do 10 my dad."
e.) During your short stay here make sure all you d
& say are motivated by your love for God.
f.) Consider the justice of God & the punishment

eSt

\

\.

"~

His justice inflicts.
i
Ps. 119:20 IIMY,soul breaketh for the longing that it h~
g .) Righteousness dares do anything IDot offend God J
Prev. 28:1ilThe~wf~ked flee when"-no" man pursuefh: b~
H~b. 12:,2e~Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which]
Heb .12:21' "And so terrible was the sight, that Moses
h .) Stand in awe, fear to offend him.
i.) Fear prevents our falling away from'hope.
i.) Respect God.
Mal. 1~6 "A son honourethhis father, and a servant h!
Lu. 12:4~nd I say unto you my friends, Be not afrai~
k.) Feat is not cowardice.
!
I.) Does love cast out fear?
I
m.) Godls judgemel'lts area'S isn- of His love - we
should rejoice & long for them.
n.) Db we wish teo be "Sep0Fe1tedfrom our sin &be
drawn closer to Him?
0.) "Fear God & keep ,his commandments II :
p.) Realize there are peril$' o.teng ~way ,-: can It
relax - mlfght, lose our pos&e$$ ions.
"
~
Gen. 18;27 ,nAnd Abraham answered ,and said ;Behel
N-.M,J-bCL JOO+~ 1-14-7.9 JIB:.." .. ::". •• 1.; 1" 1.3/-;'1 I
..,;J
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GUIDANCE FOR MY SOJOURNEY

I Peter 1: 17-21
I. ~1;:1f""~'~i"_9~iii.Mii;
.. i&tTI . . . . "i~Ii;;t:z.
uniRidddM'fJ!,.,BiW' @II hi. nce j~fP· ,
Though I've been here a long time nd
know aOme things , I Wilil.liu!l.!,~e

~.J'J'1.N';~~"':':

and he has inspired
refully trained to show

am not a
to make the journey
alone with all the decisions and
tfalls there so I calion the
'1(.4~m',lf Also pm'trayed as
UI,f1•
Moslems have 99 names for
Father is not one of them.
:f"~.'>!"s

ib

.tud~~"llsand

,

B.
y

20

.~dndren.
He wa_ _ "_~'~ftg""g()od

to reward.
3

0

~)' ~Jgr-e~§ ~~~u~~~~e~~ess
people

\

0

of his

I

01

I

·1

I

always
aw.al'aw~.thM:j.ttet~·"iti.i·ffle·piresence
oi"·6u{h·';):I~"i:s'w:tft~i&ttftttdtf·· of
mani'iwbt)""igp~wk"S"'e¥$1'Y"'w&rd'

the
and

performsi'e'¥el"Y"j'~eti'Onarrcr"w lio
liM~.i:E>¥~l!¥'im.Qffieni.. G;9Dsci'f)'U!g

d)

e)

!' (Barclay)
cowering but reverential
awe in the presence of Creator
and Redeemer of mankind.
lY.l~_tjlWl.olK.:Efe:jl'ti1:~kCl:d.:;;:~for

"h~~j.~g;·r~(jfM~"jwiijw'i;ms
pr_tm~~'li!Ii~el•.:;t1ImOh •

f) Awe""C'knpwingGod

roy
Lu. 12:4
2v-Co.l'"'T~~ro

." 1';\
,,1f<r£

can save or

g)

IV.

_ _i:J;t.1i

proper~ could redeem,
~.
would of it.
.1.iI.II*.r._.II.J.,~

a) If
b)

gold..

rtalUII ."':'I!CBa.

c)

a.

.~

surely

__

i»

...... ~. 'n.m

,.om

slavery

n~""·~·· •..~wtby

pri~~dti his blood.
d) No, God will do it with 1. . .;1;.;,.:
streh] £ I
"77 ih' •••• ,,<
ju 71Y11 lilts" (Exo. 6: 6) •
.
e) "<_lIiij,,",i:*WH. \~ :M\iUpay :
th@'·. . ._':.~_'iia ~tion--i
n0tr~~w~us things
i n . world .
.• 11M. I.lt,,. t 'if

.

j

I'

St~,.I_';~.DS:¥~r

aold [Jfl!ed •
b) People strive for happiness outside of Christ but never make it.
c) ~i·~th--dNIW·;;S'M!ty-":'
.1':"4<A.;L... A,.~
t 'h~-.:L~
~~'~"_1i;'_'.~

,,

r

Mk.

!i/er:-r;{} fl

the price pMd.
price of man's redemption.
Nothing else of man's merit.

5.
;John 1:29
;Exo. 12: 5
Lev. 22:

1 Cor. 5: 7
file, '
6. Foreordained before Foundation.
(v-20)

6.

IIZech.
Ii V····
•

I
He s my:~·trance to Heavenly
Association.
3. So I come it!fFaith.
B. An 11111 J 1fT jill 7
.' J IIF
1. Tolli.'h~_··alllll"'i"" _ _art a

UIi ••

n~I'j • •
",,~·<!1j18:1Ht"''''iI'self
cru'@Me@r'.mw;~~ain on 3r9

2.

d~

Woefe-r/:; t~cetJ"Hftl rl ~ 1M

Re_.ustiaa.~~,~;,Ji).~ ,his
w~.

3.

All'*_i:h'~·.~~QQSQi;

t:;r.:QIIl

reS"tlP.rection.

C.

G.!iHj!l{i.IL'.tlU~na.

1. Exalted His Son :--'"""'~~ ..~., ..,

2. All will bow to Him.
D. Glfrilll t I1!L~JA8nfl jp i-~thi .U
1. Back to where we' slarfe -- e
judges us--hopefully accepted.
2. Without Christ, only dread God.
3. Now have faith and hope of great
lasting association.
Locust Grove.,. KY - 8/2/98
Southern Hills - 8/5/98
Brownsville, "TN - 8/12/98
South Harpeth - 8/19/ 98
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7.

GUIDANCE FOR MY SOJOURNEY
Goodlettsville - 9/13/98
Sunset C/C, Carlsbad, NM - 9/20/98
IB C Lectureship, Florence, AL - 9/23/98
College Bible Class, Harding Univ. -9/27/98
11th -Street, Nashville - 10/11/98
Stroudsville, Cedar Hill, TN - 10/27/98
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us.

A.
B.

II.

III.

IV.
V.

a) 'You corne to the right source.
b) We often get tooconcerried with
men.
2.
v-17 "Call...
respect
persons j."
a) I have the proper respect it)!:
God--r~_.JB:if; fear.
b) H~ij~j~eYEt~us'::'-'not man.
'fw<4,pw.Ji'f"';~'_';,;"_,_,,o,

r

2.
c) He has the roa 9 n
also?
t.
.
d) Not judge 0
pe
J;? 1 k.
3. whim??
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lilt (not works)
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hil. 3:2

5.
eb. 10:31
a) Fear him because we understand
the p r b ?
] ption.
b) Fear produces vigtf E
Hldn
Ie.
Sf
5&CliZH8e.
J

c)

"Fe8!F"~A'WtM!i'~'·~'t"' tff,· th~

l~'i.~~~fr~(~!"e·

tflEf

th~,(,_h,~<~_ ~e
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3.

1. It means to ransom--to get them out
of slavery by paying ransom.
2. We were in ,] ·.de.
3. N

4.

1

- ' ..... .

;e ~~ !
salvation WithYf '.
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_ _. .~,tj,
ners.
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all !fie

4.

1

Prede$ti~ bew'l/,e. rJreJitht

c.ev. 22: 19
3.
a)

• JJ t nity.
b) GodT.ClQILhC 1l I ,II 1IH1IIl1Mi to
all· I ;
J II & dM ::39 1!t

r.."ture.
c) p, i IJ ££ bE
dPangels desired
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d) Gl

t about
resurrection.
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] M'Pl.

Rom. 1: 4
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5.

5.
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TN -6/1/94
TN - 6/17/94
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Cea~H~

Ave., Co 0 kevlIte, TN - 7/27/94
a.c.Ti6on P~k, Nct.6hv~e - 8/3/94

Reidland, Raducah, KY - 10/12/94
Franklin, Ky.",:, 12/4/94
Woody Goodrum (B)
BellS, TN - 3/27/95
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Back to religion

::Ifl

Baby Boomers are setting another
trend, this t. ime by returning i.n large'l"
numbers to the organized religion
about two-thirds of them dropped as
they reached adulthood. A study
funded by the Lilly Endowment indi.cates a search for meanings beyond
financial success is prompting
children of the 1950s, now making
midlife re-evaluations, to reconsider
the benefits of religion. Many of them,
however, are not returning to the
churches of their parents, but are
seeking new ways to meet their
spiritual needs. About a third of the
nation's estimated 75 million Baby
Boomers never left church at all, but
among the two-thirds who did, the
largest group represents married
couples with children now of an age to
benefit from spiritual guidance.
Sunshine Magazine

~r's Digest"
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Jesus Christ is the only person who
ever chose to be born. He is also the
only person who ever chose to die (a
suicide is a tragedy of someone who
chooses when, not whether, he or she will
die.)
Christ, who need never have died,
deliberately laid down his life for us all.
The God-man was born to die.
HOW SMALL A WHISPER
by Roger Carswell

Boue'

OOD
1P
18-19
I. From the
childhood until the presen
moment t
u chase price of an item is ofl
great im
tance.
A. Whether new brogans or an agate marble 1
we'd ask "where did you get it and what
did it cost?"
B. Today costs are still major in minds.
1 . Ohio preacher "A s I gaze into the plate
I think brethren must think the church is
coin operated.
2.600T of food, clothing, bedding, etc.
sent by church to N.O. after Betsy;
Gentilly received $43, 000 cash.
3. D. Evans quotes Wall St.Journai.
a.See clip.
'4 • .Average stock holder.
Ps.62:10 "If riches increaseser not
II. May I mention 3 things bought by bl6Qd, no
price higherl
Born indebt by blood.
, 1. From the time God said to Eve he'd
rnultrply ber sorrow (Gen.3:J6) through
I\ach~l' s death (Gen. 35: l~ -18) until down
to now- -ourblrth 's entail rfsk.
2. Fro,m m," yparents Irece,tve Ufe' and name
; my Heavenly one a living soul. '
I
3. Tobo~h~he:te is an ?bligatioq.
I
40,1 million ':"-children, ,;wives or hU,bbY-~_.ar~ victim of desertion annually.
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a. Dad due to money.
b. Mommy another man.
Ps.68:5 !fA father of the f., & a judge .. is
Pro v .20:20 "Whoso curseth his father
Prov.23:22 "Harken unto thy father
B. Redeemed by Blood.
1. The "refinement" of man s taste can
never remove salvation by blood.
Heb.9:22 "Without the shedding of blood
Heb.9:12 "Neither by the blood of goats
2. Redeem involves ransom and it means "to
buy back. "
a. It in vol ves costs.
b. It shows anot her takes m}a: place.
c.Naturally I ask who and what?
3.The price is there.
I
I Cor. 6: 19 -20 "What know ye not
I Cor. 7:23 "Ye ar bot. . be ye not the s.
4. The Purchaser is there.
2 Pet. 2: 1 "Denying the Lor d who
5. Can we see the method?
Rom. 3:24 "Being justified freely
I
Matt.26:28 "This is my blood of the N. T.I
I COr .11 :25 "This cup is the N. T. in
II
John 19:34 "One of the soldiers with
I
Rom. 5:9 "Much more then, being
I
Eph.l:3-7 "Blessed be the God
i
Col: 1:20 "Having made peace the
i
I JoJm 1:7 "But if we walk in the light as h~
Rev. 5:9 "Hast redeemed us to God '
1
Rev. 7:14 "Washed their robes
!
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It's interesting often amusing to read statistics on "averages". And it's
a national pastime to compare ourselves with the average, whether the
figures apply to flagpole sitting or something more down to earth. For our
contribution to this pastime,
I

I

PROFILE OF AN
IIA~AA.GE"

INVESTOR
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netter, giving between one and two dollars per week.
there is one question which we cannot evade: Is our affluent SO(;U,lr:tl
proving to be a cur se to the church when in fact the church should
rebuke to a society whose affluence ~an carry it to such absurd
Far too many of us Christiians have lost our sense
is a spiritual sickness which
found

every

T£tt ME' MORE' ABOUT THl lAMB
I Pet. 1 :20 ...21
I. Everything I learn about Jesus thrills me - and
never detracts - on Iy ads .
. II. Peter adds further dimension.
I A. lamb - Required for sin offering.
1. W/o blemish.
2. W/ospot.
3. Our Sacrifice.
Heb. 9:14 "How much more shall the blood of Christ,
Col. 1:22 "But if I live in the flesh, this is the fruit q
B. Foreorda i ned.
1. Defined.
a .) Foreknownr~
b.) Proginosko=before knowle~ae .•
2. Questions.
'
a.) Is it inflexible?
b.) Does man lose his freedom when 'God' foreknows
c.) Christ death foreknown in Acts 2:23 sta'tement.
Read John 10: 17-1 8 ..
d.) Mathematically I know where there will be an
edipse - does this make it happen?
3. Wheri!? II Before the fd. of the worl d 1/
a~) Fd'.from down - th~ow or cast. literally a
throwing down.
b.) World = Kosmos, age.
c.) Christ existed before fd. of world & so did
God's plan .
• Manifested.

If'

\

..'

f

2.

, • When was the salv. of the world made available '
thru the sacrifice of Jesus?
a .) last - extreme - utmos t.
b.) Final time of Moses.
Acts 2: 17 "Andit shall c~me to pass in the last days, s
2. We know God only as He reveals Himself in His
Word.
3. There never will be another age.
D. By Hi m the R.oute to God.
1. Man bel ieves •
a.) No other way to God except byJesus.
In. 14:6 "Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the trut
Eph. 2:17-18 "And'came and preached peace to you ~
!
2. God raised him from dead.
'
I
a .) Bas is for fa i th .
I
Peter spoke of i t . .
~
I Act;s 2:32-36 "This Jesus hath God raise<;l VP, whereofl
""
. ' 3:J5,IIAnd killed the Prince of. life, whom God hcj
·"·r
'4: 10 "Be 'it ~~~w'n unto you ClII.1 and to. all the
13. God gav~h'm .giory.
.
,
I a.) Raised .him ~ then gJory -thvs shows satisfactio
God has c)esus.
.
I
I 4. T~is .gives the. proper deposit of your faith & hopei
I
namely, God.
I
r~ ~ loo+~"''''li-'1CJ
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7 M1GHTY WORDS
I Pet. 1:22

1. list the most powerful words you know •
. 11. Now see Peter's list.
A. Seeing.
B. You.

e.

Purify.
D. Soul.
E. Obey.
F. Truth.
G. Spirit.
III. Look at each briefly.
A. Seeing.
1. All 1 word in original.
2. Element of timeliness.
B. You.
1 • Personal.
2. Private.
3. Individual.
e. Purified.
Heb. 10:22 "Let us draw near c a true heart
1. One of most talked about subjects of man ecology.
2. What brings sp i ritua I i mpuri ti es •
3. Where does evi I start? Heart?
4. Tense: Perfect, action in past with presentl
existing results •
5. Ready for servi ce •
6. Free of sensual, selfish, hypocritical gesires

. Soul.

\

\

-

DESCENDING; ASCENDING; LOVE

I Pet. 1 : 18-25
I. I want you to enVISIon two things--one

of it descending, the other ascending
and we call it love.
II. Descending:
A. Clouds
B. Air
C. Rain and sun
D. Gravity
E. With all of this I have no control.
III. Descending thus the expressed love of

God --totally undeserved.
"Forasmuch as ye know that ye
were not redeemed .•. "
A. Corruptible things--silver and gold.
B. But with precious blood of Christ.
1. A lamb without blemish.
2. Without spot.
3. For ordained before fd. of world.
4. Manifest, last times.
5. For you.
6. By him do believe.
7. Raised from the deao..
8. Gave him glory.
9. Faith and hope in God.
C. What does this do to us?

I Pet. 1: 18

\.

L

love God!
IV.

- what
1.
2. Clouds
3 Sun
4. Seed germinates
B. Ascending Spiritually
1. Purify soul
2. Obey the truth through the Spirit
3. Unfeigned love of the brethren
4. Word
a) Reveals God
b) Not stars and storms
c) Only one or two secular statements about Jesus
d) Only by Word know how to be
saved
e) Only via Word know how to
live

back bends,
look.
endeavors to
toward
Brethren Pure heart

D. Clippings that describe:
1. Paul - I Cor. 13 (Williams)
2. Barnabas
3. Tertullian
4. Augustine
5. Hoosier farmer
6. Sweeting "Love is the greatest"
7. Hug - medical
8. Children
Riverwood C/C
Locust Grove C/C
Heritage ctc

7/11/07
7/15/07
8/12/07

~---~-~

Caring. Charity. Compassion

~

It is our care for the helpless, our practIce of

lovingkindness that brands us in the eyes of many
of our opponents. "Look!" they say, "How they
love one another! Look how they are prepared to
die for one another."
Tertullian
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
P.38

What does Love look like? It has the hands to
help others. It has the feet to hasten to the poor
and needy. It has eyes to see misery and want.
It has ears to hear the sighs and'sorrows of men.
That is what love looks like.
Saint Augustine
GREitTQUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
P.177
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stOr'y fsfold of two mountoln goots who

opprooth~do",~

another on a narrow ledge. Realizing that there was no room to
" pass, they reared and bucked, but neither budged. They backed
up, charged, and locked horns again, but each held his ground.
Again they parted and charged; then like the Rock of Gibraltar
they stood unmoveable. Finally the sensible one knelt down, and
let the other one climb over him. Then they both went merri Iy
on their way. Sometimes we to('J must let people walk over us.•
Love is magnanimous.
.
"Love is the Greatest ll ...

I I

a.g •• ~ti.
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Huggingcan ..,
protect you against illne~s, cure
depression and stress, strengthen family relationships and
even help you sleep withol,lt pills.
Hugging can lift deprelsion"'enabling the body's immune system to become tuned up. Hugging
breathes fresh life into a tired
body and makes you feel younger
and more vibrant.
Researchers d~<::overed that
when a person is~toliched the
amount of hemoglonrt{in'their
blood increases signifi~itdy,
Hemoglobin is a part of the blood
that carries vital supplies of
oxygenio all organs' of the body
- including t:pe heart and brain.
An.increase In hemoglobin tones
up the whole body;
nt
disease and spee
illness.
Hug your s ..........:::.;;..,children, close rlends or
relatives. If you live alone, the
watinembrace of a friend whenever you m'Eletis just as beneficial.
It's a marvelous way to improve
the quality of your life..

-""-New Woman

~71(K<

:x "

...... iaacher
e' c~young
Do,sasked them 0 tell the mean. .onovingkindness.
ODe replied, "If I was ~ungry
and someone gave me a pIece 0
~ and butter, that would be
lOndDess. But if they put lots ofjam
on it, "that would be loving kindness."

.~ L

Mrs. Berthune Runninger

eaker's Digest"

Augustl1999

Ch.- of Christ, 4015 Hazel Street, Pine Bluff, AR 71603
web Site: http://www.geocities.com/Heartland/Oaks/7710/
December 3, 2000
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In a survey of ~olds, kids share their
views on love. But ~do little kids know about
love? Read on and be surprised that despite their
young and innocent minds, kids already have a
simple but deep grasp of that four-letter word.
"Love is that first feeling you feel before all the
bad stuff gets in the way."
"When my grandmother got arthritis, she
couldn't bend over and paint her toenails anymore.
So my grandfather does it for her all the time, even
when his hands got arthritis too. That's love."
"When someone loves you, the way she says ,
your name is different. You know that your name
is safe in her mouth."
"God could have said magic words to make
the nails fall off the cross, but He didn't. That's
love."
"Love is when a girl puts on perfume and a
boy puts on shaving cologne and they go out and
smell each other."
"Love is when you go out to eat and give somebody most of your french fries without making them
give you any of theirs."

"Love is when you kiss all the time. Then when you
get tired of kissing, you still want to be together and .
you talk more. My mommy and daddy are like that.
They look gross when they kiss."
"Love is what's in the room with you at Christmas if
you stop opening presents and listen."
"If youwant to learn to love better, you should start
with a friend who you hate."
"Love is hugging. Love is kissing. Love is saying
no."
"When you tell someone something bad about yourself and you're scared they won't love you anymore.
But then you get surprised because not only do they
still love you, they love you more."

qY!',

"There are 2 kinds of love.
love. God's love.
But God makes both kinds of them,:11
"Love is when you tell a guy you like his shirt, then
he wears it everyday."
"Love is like a little old woman and a little old man
who are still friends even after they know each other so
well."

"Love is when someone hurts you. And you
get so mad but you don't yell at him because you
know it would hurt his feelings."

"During my piano recital, I was on a stage and
scared. 1 looked at all the people watching me and
saw my daddy waving and smiling. He was the only
one doing that. I wasn't scared anymore."

"Love is what makes you smile when you're
tired."

"My mommy loves me more than anybody. You
don't see anyone else kissing me to sleep at night."

"Love is when my mommy makes coffee for
my daddy and she takes a sip before giving it to
him, to make sure the taste is OK."

"Love is when mommy gives daddy the best piece
of chicken."
(Cont.'d on pg. 2)

"Love is when mommy sees daddy smelly and
sweaty and still says he is handsomer than Robert
Redford."
"Love is when your puppy licks your face even after you left him alone all day."
"When you're born and see your mommy for the
first time. That's love."
"I know my older sister loves me because she gives
me all her old clothes and has to go out and buy new
ones."

The driver replied, "Aren't you the new Minister in
town? I have been thinking lately about going to church
somewhere. I just wanted to see what you would do if I
gave you ten cents too much change."
When my friend stepped off the bus he literally
grabbed the nearest light pole, and held on, and said, "0
God, I almost sold your Son for ten cents."
Your level of integrity may be tested when you least
expect it. Would you have passed the test?
Submitted

"You really shouldn't say 'I love you' unless you
mean it. But if you mean it, you should say it a lot.
People forget."
"I let my big sister pick on me because my Mom
says she only picks on me because she loves me. So
I pick on my baby sister because I love her."
"Love cards like Valentine's cards say stuff on them
that we'd like to say ourselves, but we wouldn't be
caught dead saying."
"When you love somebody, your eyelashes go up'
anti down and little stars come out of you;"
Submitted
TEN CENTS
Several years ag<.ta Minister friend of mine moved
to Houston, Texas. S13me weeks after he arrived, he
had occasion to ride the bus from his home to the
downtown area. When he sat down, he discovered
that the driver had accidentally given him ten cents
too much change.
As he considered what to dOt there alternately
appeared to him little angelic figures sitting on his
shoulders and whispering instructions into his ears.
One said, "You better give the dime back. Itw9uld be
wrong to keep it." On the other shoulder a voice said;
"Oh forget it. It's just ten cents. Who would worry
about this little amount. Anyway, the bus company
already gets too much fare. With their millions everyday, they will never miss it. Accept it as a gift from
God and keep quiet."
When his stop came he paused momentarily at
the front door, and, handing the driver the dime he
said, "Here. You handed me too much change."

ANGELS AMONG US
One afternoon, a couple was traveling on the road when aU of
a sudden at a far distance they saw a woman In the middle of
the road asking them to stop.
The wife told her husband to keep on driving because It might
be too dangerous, but the husband decided to pass slowly so
he wouldh't stay with the doubt on his mind of what might have
happened and the chances of anyone being hurt.
As they got closer, they noticed a woman with cuts and bruises
on her face as well as on her arms. They then decided to stop
and see If th~y could be of any help. The cut and, bruised
woman was begging for help telling them that she had been In
a car accident and that her husband and son, a new born baby.
were stili inside the car which was In a deep ditch. She told
them that the husband was already dead but that her baby
seemed to stili be alive. The husband that was traveling decided to get down and try to rescue the baby as he asked the
hurt woman to stay with his wife Inside their car.
When he got down he noticed two people in the front seat of
the car but he didn't pay any importance to it and took out the
baby quickly and got up to take the baby to it's mother. When
he got up, he didn't see the mother anywhere so he asked his
wife where she had gone. She told him that the woman followed him back to the crashed car.
When the man decided to go look for the woman, he noticed
that clearly the two people in the front seat were dead; a woman
and a man with both their seatbelts on. When he looked closer,
he noticed that it was the exact same woman that was begging .
them for help in the beginning.
Do you think that it was a miracle of God? The baby now lives
with family members and he will live to tell the story.
Submitted

No

rather

II. Peter calculates

he

I Pet. 1: 18-25

A.

• error,
: 18
as ye know
ye were
not redeemed ... II
1. Source
words.
2. Know, redeemed. corruptible and
incorruptible manner of living,
tradition, fathers.
3. Let's see them
B. We've been talking about holiness and
that's what is produced in us as a
result of our salvation--good here
and hereafter.
I Cor. 1: 2
Eph. 1:1
Col. 1: 2
Heb. 10:10
Judges 1: 3

L

To set the

13:
a

3.
4.
5,
I

.

6.
3:16
7. Provided
God who
8. Redemption, a blessed theme.

Mark 10:45
I Cor. 6: 20
I Tim. 2: 5
Rev. 1:5
9. It's not possible by anything
earthly.
10. Strongest argument for false
religion is that it came from the
Father.
11. What we count so precious like
gold and silver He calls
corruptible.

.

a.

·~
'''.,

D. Price of redemption in blood.
1. Not animal or man.
2. Only divine.
3. Christ
a) Known from times eternal.
b) Son of God
c) Kept silent through times
eternal.
Rom. 16:25
Eph. 3:3
Col. 1:28
, Eph. 4:16
d) Christian era the last one for
man.
4. God started planning for this
before he made man, before any
creation.
5. Pre-figured by Israel's lamb without spot.
Exo. 30:13-16
Num. 3:41-50
6. You picked a doctor before your
children were born.
7. Lamb promised.
Acts 8:32:35
8. Blood shed.
Rev. 7: 14
E. Christ special.
1. Come to him by faith, believe.
2. Raised from the dead.

6.
III.

us.
souls. II

. How can a man save
the truth.
1.
2. Taught and brought
the
3. Holy Spirit reveals truth to be
obeyed.
4. He does not need to be sent in
direct manner.
5. Truth's revealed--obey it.
S. You are saved with others of like
faith for a purpose.
C. Earthly result- love the breathren.
1. Unfeigned (Philo) an affection.
a) Fondness, human attachment.
b) Real, genuine, no pretense.
2. Pure heart--produces great things.
3. Fervently three times in love one
another.

a) Lit. !ton the stretch 11 -extended
to the full.
b) Agape love--love like God.
John 3:16
I John 4:8
c) Unselfish
d) Sacrificial
e) By one who wants to serve.
f) Four times in New Te'stament
fervently used.
4:8
Luke 22 :44
Acts 12:5
here.
g) Supreme effort--strain every
muscle.
4. Little boy given transfusion--was
okay, but lay ver still. When
asked why--am I not going to
die?
IV. You are born again!
A. New birth via written word.
B. Incorruptible seed.
C. Word of God-:"'lives and abides
forever.
D. Other seed - temporary
1. Grass
2. Flower of grass
3. Withers, falls away.

"

\.

6.

v.

Word of God.
1. Endures
2. Gospel - Isa. 40: 6-8
3. Preached
Luke 8: 11 "The seed is the Word of God."
4. It reproduces.
Heb. 4: 12

-
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to
We love
the
3. Method
shortly be
4. Tense of the word shows a decisive
act in the past which continues
into the present.
5. It's an estate of which we should be
grateful and desirous.
B. How? By Obeying the Truth.
1. this is God's method and "boiling"
process.
2. Whatever are demands of gospel we
do it.
3. Truth is specific and absolute.
4. It's lived in you--not division of
secular and saved--same all time.
5. Above kitchen sink a sign "Divine
service performed here 3X daily."
2

~.

,

6. Truth is the substance of the
gospel.
7. It is understandable and it is to be
obeyed, it's God's standard.
8. He in earlier verses mentions God,
Christ, now the Spirit, but remember the aid of the spirit does
not supercede our own industry.
C. It results in my intense love of
brethren.
1. Unfeigned love of the brethren.
a) Free from all pretense.
b) Devoid of all shallowness.
2. Love one another with pure heart
fervently.
a) We love each other because we
are brothers in a great spiritual
family.
b) Promote love to a still higher
degree.
3. Pure heart fervently.
a) It comes first--no love but of a
pure heart.
b) Heart--fullness of all we are.
c) Intense and heartily. (Goodspeed)
d) A love not to be doubled.
D. Reason for it--you are in the family-born again.
1. New birth required.
2. Begotten again:....-all forms of God's
speech are summed up in Christ
who is the truth.

3.

E.

a) Word necessary.
b) God's word the life gIvmg power
because Who it is that speaks it.
F. Fragile vs Permanent
1. Flesh as grass
a) Every human creature is transient
and withering as grass.
b) Grass represents man.
c) "Man in his most flourishing and
utmost glory is still a withering,
fading, dying creature." (Henry)
2. Flower falls
a) Flower most short lived part
of the plant.
b) Flower--glory of man
c) Falling even while we speak.

4.
3. Word of Lord endures forever.
Isa. 40:6-8
a) In these days of change we need
that which endures.
b) The good news of the gospel is
unchanged by time.
c) It stands forever.
4. It's the gospel--good news.
Ps. 103:15-16
5. "And the word is nothing else than
the gospel which was preached to
you." (Knox Translation)
6 . Clinches his argument by use of
Scrp .

....
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stones f stars I
statements about Christ r

THE D1VORCE OF5 NEGAT1VES
I Pet. 2: 1

I. Having be~n told to love one another, we now
find things to be laid aside if this is to be
accomplished.
A. 5 negatives cited in V. 1.
B. Shall we examine each?
II. But 1st letls see the Laying Aside.
A. Define.
1. Put off - literally taking off clothes - once for

all!
2. All is most inclusive.
3. Strip - divest self as one would a dirty shirt.
B. Observe.
1. No Chr. can stay way he is. Or where he is!
2. He begins by talking of sins - ends c holiness.
Contrast Jesus makes in a life most impressive.
III. Thi ngs Stripped.
A. Malice.
1. Means wickedness - scheming to get ahead.
2. So wicked desire to injure.
3. Malice is a special kind of evil or else wickedness in general. (Kelsey)
B. Guile.
1. Deceit.
2. Scheme for purpose of destroying.
3. Bait for entrapping.
C. Hypocrisy.
1. 2 faced.
2. Itls etomology:

\.,

a .)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)

The answerer.
Actor on stage that ansa via lines.
In life deceitful.
'.
Gets others to listen.to him rather than God.
In names of religious seduces others from right
way.
D. Envy.
1. Last sin to die.
Mk. 10:41 "And when the ten heard it, they began to
Lu. 22:24 "And there was also a strife among themseh
2. Discontent or unhappiness that comes because of .
another's good fortune.
E. Evil Speaking.
1. Bible says more about gossip than murder,
adultery, or other sins.
2. Belittling remarks.
Kata = down, against.
Lalia = speech, Run one down.
3. Slandered - only here & 2 Cor. 12:20.
4._Speak against - all that defames.

1J.JUJ.~JootdA.u,.)..3-J..5-71
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TWO STONES
I Peter 2:"-51
I. Two rocks may be in the same field - but surely
.
they vary_
A. We have a study of 2 stones.
B. One is ~y611; One is Jesus /'
II. The Living Stone (V. 4).
A. Features about this stone.
1. Living.
a.) Every item in an earthly temple is dead.
b.) Weljl be alive because he's the 1st fruits.
2. Disallowed of men.
a.) Rejected by men.
b.) Didn't fit the plan they had.
c.) Why was he rejected?
3. Chosen of God.
a.) Elect.
b.) Hand picked.
c.) Jesus could bear the wt. of the edifice.
Isa. 42: 1 1I8ehold my servant, whom" uphold; mine el
4. Precious.
a .) Honored.
b.) God's, the build~r & He put Jesus in most imp.
spot.
e.) Jesus is our life.
I P~t. 2:9 "But ye are a chosen generation,aroyalp
5. Invites you to come to it.
a.) At! may come.
b.) Has a different appeal to men.
B. Does this metaphor .on Christ suit you?
L_.~~_.

______ _
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\
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2.

II t. You are that other stone.

A. lively stones.
1. Every item in God's temple is alive.
2. We are now built!
3. Jesus Master Builder to take us & make us useful •.
4. We are fitly framed.
Job 33:15-16 Ill n a dream, in a vision of the night, wi
Acts 16:14 IIAnd a certain woman named Lydia, a sell~
Eph. 2:21-22 IIln whom all the building fitly framed to
5. Spring of all dignities of a Chr. is our connection
.
c Jesus - 2 stones.
Mal. 3:17 - Jewels of God.
B. Spiritual house.
1. His house is spiritual in nature.
2. Brick by itself no good.
3. Chr. is community.
4. Find true place only when built into edifice of
church.
5. Solitary religion ruled out.
6. We need one another - canlt stand alone.
7. Canlt have everything in church our way - pray
participate in whot~ program.
8. Not in nit picking business.
C. Holy Priesthood.
1. Change of priesthood for Jesus.
2. Makes ea. a priest in own right.
3. Outlaws clergy & laity; as well as sacred place.
D. Offer up Spiritual sacrifices.
1. Offer up sacrifice is a part of priestly duty.
2. Christ is manls only approach to God.

-

3. 1

Acts 4:11 11This is the stone which was set cit nought o~
I Tim. 2:5 IIFor there is one God, and one mediator b~
Heb. 7:25 1Wherefore he is able to save them to the J
3. All sacrifices not taken away, but only content
changed.
Ps. 141:2 IILet my prayer be sent forth~before thee as i'
4. Holiness an offered sacrifice.
i Ps. 4:6 IIThere be many that say, Who will shew us an;
! Phil. 4:18 ItBut I have all, and abound: I am full, hay
1,,1 ..? What spiritual impact do I plan this week?
1h.Uf..~ I00+ r:J.A.,uIl/-~'1-71~,",-1'
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,Pet. 2:5-"
lIenge today to the v'!lidity of worshi
multi,lf(
spheres:
,
,_'<,
. of tt~:: the Bible, ,prescribed ways do
not .meet ~ needs of secular man, thus either
ignore the call to worship or else alter the pattern
to suit current man.
I. 2ndly I question the natu;e of the church - is it a
worshipping community or is it more a social
institution w/o needs for regular meeting times.
I Pet. 2:5 nYe also as lively stones are built up a spid
I Pet~ 2:9 IIButye are a thosen generation, a royal p~
II I ~Ueve the church is a 'WOrshipping community. .
This demands I make some explanations.
A. \¥lot is worship?
1 Word comes from worthship •
. (a) To CittrihuMwdrth to an object.
~b) It says God alone is worthy.
Mal. 1: n·ilFor my name shall be ~reat
(c) No other God.
I Kings 18:29 nThere was neither voice nor any to
I
Ps. 148:7-13 (Read)~
.
~I·
2. O. To word for worshlp=' a bowi". down'
(a) 80ws in reveren'ceand p r o s t r a t i d n . ,
Gen. 24t52 'IHe worshipped the Lord, bowing himse.
(bY
:ferm in Septuagint also show~ s~i~si~
'. lowliness & deep respect.\ .
(~) 2nq term means IIserviceU 1
.
(l) S(lme'rootas slave":: men of OTdelighted to
call themselves "servants"
,It,

..

0

0

j

a1<

o·

-.,.

-
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r: Matt. 4:9- flAil

~~

these things will I give thee if thou
I
, 3. In worship you thank God for the gifts received. Ii
(a) He loved, saved, blessed us.
I
(b) We owe Him something.
I
Rom. 12: 1 111 beseech you therefore, brethren, by the ~

~~ 1~-/~"'7'
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'OtNT1T'Y

OUR
CR1S1S
I pe,t. 2:9-1 0
. Who am I is a qt. oft.,n asked.
A. Peter ans .-We .have a 9qQ,cl1y heritage.
8. Do I fit the ans.
I Pet. 2:~-1 0 l'8ut y~ are a ehosen gene~afion, a ro1,O!
C. Matter of consolation to know our estate.
.,
Exo. 19:5-6 llNowtherefO{,e~ if ye wi!! obey my voic~
I. B!Jt ye are:
.
i
A. Chosen generation.
1. 1st in a series of collective nouns.
2. Are all mentioned in aT?
3. It'sa beautiful way of contrasting disobedience.
4 .. Applies to new Isrgel of God.
5. Chosen.
Iso. 43:29 "The beast of the field shall honour~, th
Deut. 7:6 nFbr.thou art an holypeopteunto, .the Lord
6. G.enerotion -race = family rel.a.tio"!i.hif>S.
/ 7.rlect.
.
In. 3:5 tlJesusensw-.d, Yeril y, '~erUyl' Is~yunto t
II .leyetPtie,tch_j..
.
L Jaus etbetis
Lev. priesthood.
2. We
f<l.p~ie~ts,~; .
.
.c
Rev. 1:5-~I'I~flf,fr"m·les~/. Christ, who is ,·he faithfu
3. We are net shut-Qvt bvt brot in.
Heb.1Q:21-22 "And"ying .an high priest over the
4. WOlh.ed in his blood. even as old prfes1' were
conse~rated •
.
1:29 liThe Afi~t
John seeth JesiJs coming unto
',21,.,:;. '.16 ""A'l!jlt~an

.r.

In.

,

....

.1

ointm!~J

5. Consecrating oil of priests was of richest
prefigures God's grace. Not for orclinary usage. i
I In. 2:27 ffBut the anointing which ye have received:
6. Clothed in righteousness.
i
7. Old priest kept the temple light - he shines in us ~
8. They were to bless the people - so do we by
prayer & work.
, 1:}. TJj~offered sacrifices.
phil. 4:15-20 l1Now ye Philippians know also, that in!
Heb. 13: 15 "By him therefore let us offer the sacrific~
Rom. 12: 1-2 III beseech you therefore I -brethren, by t~
C. Holy Nation.
!
1. Possessed ina specia I sense.
'
2 • Kelsey, "Purpose of their being what they are is
to declare his wonderful deeds. II
3. We are God's property.
4. Nothing can dtrillnish our titledresponsibil'ity.
D. Peculiar People.
1. Tell it out - tell forth.
2. W~derful = excellent.
_
3. Praise God by teHinQ wmrt'He's qone, plus by_
living according t()Hi~ standards.'
4. Exclvsively belong to God.
We
to berefleetol'$. of Ood's glory.
6. We ore children of pto)'ni5e.
.
GaL 4:28 II NoW'_)ve , brethren, os Isaac wo:s, are the
7. We are a people for Goals own possession.
E. Coiled Out of [)orkness to Light.
'1. OarknessissJn.
..,
I.j
;In. 3:19 HAnd thi~ is the condemnation, that light is

5:
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Rom. 13: 12 11The night is for spent, the day is at han~
Eph. 6: 12 IIFor We wres.tle not against flesh and blood!
2. From darkness to light is a drastic change.
3. light so wonderful it causes amazement.
4. Called out of something into something.
5. Object of our faith - Sarv::- Sometimes viewed
as past event, at other times in a present process
of being a Chr.
.
6. How would you like it if you had everything & i
never saw the light - so to live wlo God is in
darkness.
7. Ifweal! tell forth, are we all preachers?
8. We cannot be stingy c the gospel.
F. People who:
1. Formerly were not a people.
a.) Israel felt God couldn't get along wlo him. Proud.
b.) Nobodies wlo Jesus.
2. Now are a people.
a.) New Ismel.
.
I
Acts 15:14 ",Simeon hath declared how God at the firs
Rom. 9:25 "And he soith also in Osee, I will call the
Heb. 4:9 tlThere remaineth therefore a rest to the peo
b.) From no people to God's:p~ple.
3. Formerly had no mercy.
..
a.) Previously did not enjoy forgiveness.
Hosea 2:23 nAnd I will sow her unte m.e in the earth;
b.) Mercy is to feel sympathy c the misery of anoth
4. N()w do have mercy.
0 .• ) Mercy is not forced on us. We hove to a~cept
It. ,.

I

\.
\

\

-
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III. Observati on •
A. Israel forgot who they were
what about us?

4.

I

&. we ,see what happe~
\,

•
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siNcE WEARE All Pr$STS, WHAT SACRIFICES AREl

WE ~ QFFER?
. I Peter 2:9-10
I. Itls good to know where we stand.
II. In the lord it's high!
A. Chosen generation.
B. Royal Priesthood.
C. Holy Nation.
D. Peculiar People.
III. We1ve a great duty - show forth the praise of him
who called you.
A. We are children of the promise··1I)e~, ct PfVlII,tt;f
Gal. 4:28 IINow we, brethren, ,as t:mac was, are
EXG •. 19:5-6 uNow therefore, if ye will obex my 'I
Rev. 1 :5-6 "Unto him that loved us & washed us f!
B. Do you see the he. .
• sts. ~hiP/))(1
•
h
Ih\'}~
I
1• W
d
_ e raw mg.
~
e
2;'1'4
I
Heb. 10:22 IILet us raw near wit a true heart
2. Priest was washed - so~e w~:~~'rI\~~~~ I
i

i1

l~!Y.~'Afr~~rsr~i~isftbFk:1D~.,tfill
-•. -John :
e nex day Jo n see Jesus commg
I

3. Consecrating oil was of richest ointment prefigures grace of God.
4. Clothed c righteousness.
James 1 :27 II Pore religion & undefiled t>efore Go
5. K,eep the light in the temple':' so God ,shines in
us.
6. Priests were a blessing to the people.
1\1_ Emphatically now - see that priests offer sacrifices
Shall we see what types?

I

\
\

"

c.

Your Substance.
Heb. 13:16 IIBut to do good and to communicate
Rom. 12:13 "Distributing to the necessity of saint
Gal. 6:6, J' Let him that is taught in the word com
I
Gal. 6:10 liAs we have therefore opportunity let
i
Titus 3:14 "Maintai!J: good works f9f necessary us
i t itt6,! hmi~ Inw~ if00 - ''71 - 1S;s-oo ~itl(..
I -z.. ~ Il.5 it U/,o"O ~ '7'1_.1 ..... f .1._
L' IJ S""
I
.3, t3 P.,uJ,'.,.,
ft:N je(!.u...yf - bo.MS, ,v)
fJII'Jf!S) hbuse>
L
______
.____________________________
._._ rr~)
_. ___________
---'-'
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ihe humCl~n fts compoctness Is used by the HolySptrtt
to elucidate ~~~rClte the oneness of the spiritual organism of
the Church (Eph. 4:16). Think of what the body means from the
mere skeleton point of view: IIFor a man to stand upright, let
alone walk or work, there must be a strong and firm though light
bony skeleton. Thus he has some 250 bones wonderfully tied
together by ligaments, whereby the 33 vertebrae of the spine, 64 ·
bones of the upper limbs, 62 in the lower limbs, with 24 ribs, and
22 skull bones, are all made to subserve one organic whole. II
liThe Structural Principles of the Bible or Hew to Study the Word
of God ll - By F. E. Marsh - Page 6
-

In oor doyof increasing ~pulatio!" we ore broughtt~-~- soul ... )
shaking realization of the immensity of God~s provision for His
I
children. Recently I a statistician estimated that every b_aby b~-I
in the early seventies would need 46,000,000 gallons of wate
l/.
during his lifetime. This figure was based on our current use 0
i
water in our modern conveniences as well as the use for drinking
and cooking. Add to this one persen's asteunding demand for
water the lifetime requisition for tons of feed, fuel for cooking andl
warmth, material for clothing' and housing, paper for books,
magazines, newspapers, and other paper preducts, and steel for
cars and appliancesl If we multiply this by the number .f expecte
births in one year, we know that only God with His infinite
resources and powers can meet the need. History:
to
us that ?od's ~hildren have been supplied ge !r:t!}on after ~ .J~
gel'lerahon.
~ IZI"Uj I
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The doctor looked quite serious after examining the patient, a contractor.
"Well, Doc, how do I look
to you?" boomed the big builder, "And don't give me none
of those big words either. Tell
me straight out."
"Well, let me put it this
way," replied the doctor, "if
you were a building, y~
condemned."
~h

ADVICE-2

a;

Here are the eight ways to avoid
the "jitters," to conquer oldman
nerves, to end the day with smiles
and not twisted frowns: (1) Organize your work. .. (2) Keep your unfinished business finished ... ( 3) Make
"little jobs" out of big jobs. . . (4)
Make haste - but don't hurry ... (5)
Release your steam· through laughter
. . . ( 6) Release "nervous steam" r'
[r
thrOllgh a hobby. . . (7) Use your
"steam" to get ahead ... (8) Develop
the light touch. - ELMER WHEELER,
"Relax and Make Money!" Salesman's Opportunity.
M~""-Old-3

a sympathetic
keep our tongues together.
I called each note, observed each rest,
But some were always lagging;
They put my patience to the test
And killed my song by dragging!
ONE MAY NOT know his do-re-mi's
Nor sing with true perception,
But anyone can heed the pleas
To follow plain direction.
So watch the man when'er you can
Who does his best to lead you,
And help him as you only can
Because, you see, he needs you!

i
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fAi;fiA IN VS.

PRACTtCE
I Pet. 2: 11-12
,
I. For the CJ-;. there are pros 8. cons - fors 8. againsts!
A. Peter mEjl'lti4ms 2.
.
B. let,', s1u~y his statement.
,

". 1st, who Ore you?
A. Dearly Beloved •
. B. Strangers.
1. Since you are a stranger can't accept world1s.
standards.
:
2. Stranger careful lest he stumble to l\)St inforeig.n
co.
C. Pilgrims.
1. Resident on earth but citizenship in Heaven ..
2. Don't get so entangled in world lese grip on
hereafter.
3. Sojourner para (~eside) oikas (Iiovse) -one who
.
.
dWells n~r another.
4..J:emp9rartly or, eerfih ... father·fand is Heaven.
S.One c Illt).ited ri,shts -g()ing thru e f• •n co.
III. I epproach ·as OM"ly Belovecf.
A. I U'0e, not I c~and.
B. God does nof make us do His will •.
C. ttls "Please! II
,.
I Cor"4.:21 IlWhat wiH ye? shalll~$J!fte
you wi'
D. MUd way is very forcible - pre\ftJil. ~•• $,ut:t~
w/o nol.se makes you shed your iacket. .
.
IV. Abstain from Fleshly Lusts.
It. Abs.tain.
l.d~letely efiminate.

unte

j

\
\

'.

L~m. 4!411The tongue of the sucking child cleavet~ 't~
q.) Don't sell birthright for mess of pottage.

i

b.) Don't sacrifice eternity for a moment.
:I
2. Fleshly lust.
a .) Nature aport from God.
b.) Gross sins plus pride, envy, malice.
co} Aroused by animal nature.
B. They War Against Soul.
1. Stratagem.
2. SI ight used.
3. Can I t hurt sou I.
V. Practi ces •
A. Honest conversation.
1 • T~ueplus fine, lovely, attractive, winsome.
2. Seemly = good, possessing moral excellency,
worthy, upright, victorious, beautiful.
I
3. Evil doer = criminal commits acis legally wrong, I
low breaker.
I
In. 18:30 "They answered and soid unto him, If he w~
4·. Behold =some look to see if anything off color s~
.
theyean fault it.
I
B. Good deeds negate bod re.ports.
I
1. Lovely life refutes charges of evil.
I
2. yOUr life commends Christianity.
3. Don1t letUfe to come J(ead*X9uto nslect this
one.
4. ChrtstiG'mit is a communi - not an i.
001
& not ing else.
5. P~ligr: mgJjce is world 5'Qin.st Chr.

I ..

3. 1

Ps. 35:16 1With hypocriticat mockers in feast, they g1
I Ps. 5:8 IILead me, 0 Lord, in thy righteousness becau~
! Heb. 11:7 118y faith Noah, being warned of God of thj
c. Glorify God in Day of Visitation.
'
1. Time of God1s grace & mercy.
2. Inspection visitation in day to come.
3. On day Gentiles visited c Salv.
4. Or Jerusalem destruction.
5. To Jew - a day of punishment.
6. Not pra ise you but God!
PS.:!t3:12 liTo the end that my glory may sing praise fr

".eM- 1::~~-1_7'1
#.uJ..
1-8-11
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BY DEPORTMENT WE MAGNIFY THE LORD

I Pet. 2: 11-16
I. Figures to keep in mind:

A. In six verses we are told six things

every Christian can do and accompanying these deeds five times it
teaches the Lord is honored and plus
it gives us four principles of how to
teach and preach, all occurring in
the second cb:~pter o'fthe first Book
by Peter.
B. Let's study this numerical matter
intended to grow our love for the
Lord (I Peter 2:11-16).
II. We take the inspired words in the order
Peter wrQte them.
A. First, wbat k-e fQ;ur prineip~s of
gr&At teaching?
1 • .Qearjy - I need to love the one
I want I to lift.: The student must
know his soul" dear to me--we are
not making speeches and teaching
without feeling.
2. ~ - obviously I have an
emotional connection.
3 .)....:;. my hean b~ts with the
audience and I feel concern.
4. ~- we are together in a
close relationship--I'm not just
putting iIi time--you are important

\

~.

I "beseech, beg, plea with you--you
are important, I'm just a tool, it's
your well-being I yearn for." ~e
Billi!:!j[Sley girls asked DorM S, "Did
that rifally hap.2.en or were you ~t
preaching?" It's:r;m!!! A~fe<rtjonate.
B. Who are we?
1. We are fellows:
a) Strang-Cltrs
( 1) Sojourners in a foreign
land. This world is not
my home--just passing
through.
(~) Seftlers--have a house in
the city without being a
citizen.
(3) Those in a strange house.
(4) We are not of this world
though we strictly obey
the laws of the region,
not using our liberty as
license to disobey.
(5) We are not ,at home in the
world where there is much
evil.
b) P:Ugrims

We are on the move, not
st~tionary, don't get
entangled.
(2) Plan only to stay on earth
for awhile .

(1)

.

,

,
\

) Not at home here

want the

c.

all
1.

Must lead
b) God I s holy ~ set apart. we are
to be like him.
Initially you repented of your
sins. vowing to walk in another
path.
It~~JIlQL~ th?:!LJl!:1IDkennes s ,
gl u ttony ; it I fLjnsuhor-<lination .
But~s ~(~L!!lL!!§g~_tlY~-

"smoke,-~chew, or live in NY C, "
but seemly, beautiful practices.
f) These things war against the
soul--danger--we fight the
"battle of the Lord."

2.

3

works and
be even
as enemy speaks aga
Do things seenly. lovely.
action.
c) Some declare open season on
Chriatians:-------- - (1) Eat fleshJ-__drink-hlGOd c aijii!b{iTs .
(2) Br9t:l}er i!:.I}Laiater-~actice
incest.
(3) Wonlt--wo~p Caesar-in~rectionist .
fi

d) .Se.G!. -'" Acts~2
e) You -coun!~":r._'li!!~__y!~_"gQ.od-works
seen (behold).· glcw-ify-God in
day_.JlLvisUatien .

5.
(1) Can't deny good works--

painted

Ru.:tb---lYlQQl"e~use.

(2) Good, beautifufWOrk~

seenly.
(3) Tertullian praises the

Christians. "When the
pagans deserted their nearest relatives in a plague,
Christians ministered to the
sick and. dying. When the
pagans left their dead unburied after a battle, and
cast their wounded into the
streets, the Christians
hastened to relieve the
suffering.
(4) Aggressive ..goodness--=they
seean d ar.e led to conversion--as they glorify
~.

(5) Day of visitation--multiple

explanations.
(6) Disarm apostles.
(7) . Re]llember Chrisi-w.as
exam...ple.
.(8) We'""ln'e continuously to do
this. - - 4. Submit to eyery oreinance for the
Lord's sake.
a) Humility and submission two newl
words· Christianity taught world.!

I

____ --.J
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\
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().
b) We submit unto the point of it
becoming sin and we stop.
c) Note our relationship to God
affects everything.
d) Submit means one equal places
himself under another equal
for the good of the whole.
e) Cheerful with it all.
f) Just know folks are watching-eavesdrop on party line.
g) Government or anarchy.
h) Punishes evil doers.
i) Praise of them that do well.
5. Silenc~ the ign~rancy. o,f foolish
men.th:J. o~ LUbtl dv t~
a) Do this by well-doing Yhis is
the will of God ~
. b) There is no joy like serving
. Christ.
c) There is no recompence such as;
that which he confers and
supports~

d) Will of Ood strongest reason
for our·· <loing anything.
e) Silence - muzzle.
f) No Christian in any prison for
any crime--only for his faith.
g) Db good not for our praise but
to glorify God.

'7.
h) "Behold, the fear of the Lord,
that is wisdom." He who has
the fear of God before his eyes
will do his duty towards his
neighbour, for to fear and to
obey God, the preacher says,
is "the whole of man"
(Ecc. 12: 13) .
6. ~roper use of liberty.
-P l> Y\'
a) It is not license to do as we
8,,-CJ,Ueplease.
Self ~b) We honor laws of men--even to
Civ~v
buckling seat belts.
-- 0 c) Wear no cloak of maliciousness,
but use liberty as servants of
God.
I Tim.2:2
Beltline, Decatur, AL - 8/1107
Heritage - 8/26/07
New Concord,KY Homecoming - 9/9/07
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B.

c.

D,

III.

a
I know nothing about the Bible-church all her life.
C. My daughter never calls me--name
should be Abigail. Father's delight.
D. Church folk forgot me--Sister
Ramsey spoke of her at Ruth
Moore I s service.
E. No hospitality--I was at home on
various occasions &; always welcome.
F. Nobody knows my name-- Fire Chief
and Charlotte Avenue influence.
IV. We are called on to temporarily leave
a blessed sister.
A. If you waited for ugliness of
speech and practice
B.

2.
B. Or an excuse for unfaithfulness
C. Or a destructive citizenry
D. Or instigator of church trouble-you waited in vain.
E. Her influence was for the good,
holy, o~i~.
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WH!'W

DOtS"A

lSTlAN REAl< THE LAW.....E\!!tl1
I !Pet .2: 1~... 16
'

1. Being in b'P npt of the world brings sure problems td
the Christijm. t
A. Not iUd/in the worl d •
8. Or ente""inment.
C. Or moral conduct.
D. Or terminology - Ghurch, weekend, pastor, etc.
E~ Ilut also the government.
1.) Does he vote?
2.) Does he do all the gov. con do - electrocute a
man?
•
4~ t>~ ~l&.
3.) Does heres.st?
-0
la ~
II. ~• .,~ delving into this, let's ask ,some qts. aboot

q

h.. .•..

9o~t.

A.
an ?
1. ' I h l(lw &. order. 'J ,,*-'t\i.fteNH
2. 1)0 ~~strvctivetl)ins:s.
II. Towa.nte('ld it, .k these qts.:
1• Wftet's,ct)v ~s()urc.e?

2. • •', Q0~·~,pu1':pOse ?
. 3. W*-t's 9°(,.

respon$i~ility to me~-mine to it?

.4. tlo·'ever disobey? When?
..'.t:.. Wh~t een I <itS a. Cilr. do for gov.
'LPr~y..
". '
,}Jt*.J:}-2 UI exhort, therefore,. that, Iht·of ....,,)IZ,..•. __

2.Pay,-

..'

"

.hm... 13:7......I1.,,"de! t.hereforeto all the.,ir dues:. trtbUte

.

. . Serv~_'.
~": p~
. . . . .....
a:'L~'\Jt them
mind to besublect to prlhcl~n
.~

In

'. IN\ 15: ,." S'
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C. For the Lord1s sgke.
, • Major reason for our submission.
2. Jesus is sti II Lord!
3. To do something because it is "the will of Godl1 is
strongest of all motivations.
D. I$jna..as supreme.
1 .) Supreme = to stand above.
2.) But not above God.
Acts 4: 19 IIBut Peter and John answered and said unto i
5:27-29 "And when they had brought them, they!
3.) Does this imply there are inferior men if King is
supreme?

E. goyemor~
1. Guide.
2. Leader"
3. Chieftan •
4. Does this imply he must be competent - do I so
decide.
5. What are his functions.
a.) Vengeance on criminals.
(1) Metes out justice.
(2) Gives punishment.
b.) Praise to. we II behaved.
F. Our reputati~n. '
1 • God has decreed certain things •
2. We are to engage in "well doing."
3. Our action puts to silence the ignorance of
fool ish men.
6:
a.) Close mouth c a muzzle, like oX.
b.) Stop speechless.
Mu::r")$:"''''3

Md tltr4J
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I. tfChristia~ity teaches me anything, it teaches me·
relationshi.ps ~
A. To God. t
B. To parents.
C. To children.
D. To enemies.
E. To brethren •.
F• To governments.
G. To IOCl sty.
ftuJ nJe5 10 f t· Ie tfpt
H. To slav~.
P';",zle:- N!f,SIRf1/e
(,. Perheps you can name others 0
In 'Peter 2: 17 there is' a fourfol done.

n.

A. Honor ~tI men •
1. 1st of df'cJtII'er of divine precQPts.
~r;;= estfiYWI_, fixvGlve.
3..W. Q'ffe not totr.t peopl. os thin".
4. ~r mftn in speefal relatiOl:lship..
5. .~e ~~r; p:Jre1t1s, ~$I J£.
1Qm.13:7 ~
h~t~ ~
&. My ootwetird_*vf()r is clue to honor all men.
!.,;Vm not ,aU.".d,dijdainful thots I to despiS'eany

2.

'. , ~eVfir wortfih_s:'

.

e.IleSpect smaHe$t g$)od that is in aU ;.SmGtlest

~JwWl. of g~1d dre valuable ..
,. O..d wHl & (iJ;ffection due aH
10,;fv.,.y.~ en~ded to some honor because of,

.p

"""'fI.&
.,s,,\Ie

ISf3
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the BrOlherhOQd.
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Hew OlD CHRilTlAN1TY DEAL WlTH StAVelY,
Y

, I Pet. 2:18
I. When such a qt., is proposed, one might say, uNo
relevancy htre ";'" no slavery today. 11
A. But we stuly it to see hOlif they dealt c a very r
soc ia I prol:f,!:em then.
B. It suggests how Chr. deals with similar things tode)
II. It was, & is, essential we see how Christianity
functions.
A. Did (or does) it endanger the current social order?
B. Is Chr. subservient & is it revolutionary? (Yea,
yea or sign note).
.
C. As Barclay said, "Did Christianity abolish social
difference - or were they over passed & transforme~
into a new relationship?,
,
D. Look at it specifically in relationship to slavery. i
1 . Coffman, IIChristianity not for slavery, nor dld it i
wege a campaign against it.:"
I
2. Did it say slavery was wrong?
I
3. Would it cause the slave to run away?
I
4. Does it reform the Master's treatment?
i
5. Would slave~lscripturallyft rebel, "God said Pm I
free. II
i
6. Was Barclay right when he said Christianity shows'
Christian to Christian does not blot out man to
mon relationships. ,
IH. Let's study now o,:,r text.
A. The word "servants. II
1. It does not mean slave in general but household,
domestic slave .

.

,
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2.
6,
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

~~---;:

Most masters were
Many despots f
of staves.
Had absolute ownership.
Had uncontroi led power.
Some were "good il (benevolent).
Some were
ir nded).

3.
8. S9me were 1ffrowarcfi~
a.) Crooked (skolios - scoliosis).
Crooked, curved, perverse,wicked, surly, bent
b.) Those who w/o a cause employ severity , blows.
D. Some slaves will suffer wrongfully, some properly;
punished.
1. Some 11 buffeted II •
a.) If you do right & are wrongfully treated, what
then?
b.) Buffet: blows c fist, harsh treatment, maltreat.·
c .) If wrong, need punishment I. take it.
d.) We are at lIfault. 1I
(1) Means sinning.
(2) Being a sinful one.
(3) Missing mark.
c.) Wrong to resist punishment when we deserve it.
2. Some treated c punishment when don't deserve it.
a.) Patiently endure - "stay behind when others
depart. II
b.) Yet patient suffering not enuf - must be grounde
on consciousness of God's presence.
I
c.) Barnes says God placed him in circumstances
I
where he is, therefore he owes it as a duty to
bear every trial.
d.) Wrongfully means w/o fault.
E. Such an attitude is Uacceptable to God. II
1 . Glory = urumor, report. 11
2. We are conscious of God, His presence, His all
seeing eye.·

.,

,
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DUAL W'ORK 0l'1T'CHllST! EXAMPLE & EXP1ATOR

, I P e t . 2:21I. Peter cioses' great chapter by giving us a dou,ble
g Ii mptef of( the work of Christ.
t.
A. No one else could do this.
B. Only Jesus did it perfectly.
C. We see Him as example & expiator.
II. Christ lOur Example.
2:21 "For even hereunto were. ye
A. Called.
1. Divine.
2. Purposeful.
3. Christ has a right to ask duties of us - He suffered
for us.
B. left us an example.
j
1. Example an interesting word.
I
(a) Copy head to copy.
. j
(b) Writing copy - letters of alphabet - follow
book.
(c) like "Iearn to point ll •
(€I) This word used only here.
2. We are to follow.
a.} S~ws we are to follow as if we trod eXdctly
along behind Him.
b.) We place our ft. where His were.
c.) It means close·after - like in snow.
d.) Not careless following - no Jibber Jabber.
3. We can & ought to follow Christ as our example.
4. Do we pattern after the perfect mode I ?
(Momentorily he will specify things in which we
are to follow.)

c"PYj

.,

C.

~edidnosin.

1. He was exact.y what he claimed teo be & thus
imposed on no one by false & unfounded claim ~
2. None ever proved sins.
D. No guile found in His mouth.
1. Found = to discover after searching.
2. No ugly words ever His.
E, Reviled, He reviled not.
1, Condemned as an imposter, but charge was false.
2~ How reviled?
0 .• ) Accused of sedition.
b .) Spoke as a decei ver •
c.) In league c Beelzebub.
d.) Condemned as Blasphemer.
3, This done by influential of the land:
a,) In a public manner,
b,) With cuttil7lg ~ar&asm.
F', ·Su.red- 'Ti1reafenedhot.
1 , Christ suffered:
a.) Actually.
b.) Unjustly.
c .) For good of others.
d.) To leave us a copy.
2. Threats arise from powerless anger.
3. Didn't punish nor predict they would be punished
4. Otc:ln't express any desire they would be, normak
any prediction they would be.
Ps. 37:5-6
5. Had complete confi dence ip God.
6. Jesus committed both Himself & His cause to Go
j

\,

/
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~11. Christ,

the Expiator.
A. Bore our sins! in His own body.
! 1 . Death of Jesus not just example by expiatory.
2. Bare =one who carries a sacrifice. Also idea of
stooping beneath weight.
3. Put in place of sinner & bore, sins they deserved.
4. His being punished shows divine disfavor of sin.
5. Th is He di d on the cross - as the passover lamb
substitutes for the fami Iy I but no one substitutes
f9r the Lamb.
B. We are dead to sin.
1. Died - removed from - when we die spirit is
removed from body.
2. When we die to sin, we alienate its influence
from our lives.
3. Lit. to be ClIbsent from sin.
4. Not used like this elsewhere in N ... T.
5. We are effectively seporc:i1ted from sin - tiving,so
that it. no longer influences us.
6. As Christ's body that bore our sins removed from
cross so we should be separated from sins as He
was from cross.
7. We now march to di fferent drummer & live to
righteousness.
C. His Stripes Heal.
1. Stripe = wound, blow.
2. Liv,id~& swollen mark of a blow.
3. Black & blue.
4. Not like a bloody wound but a pinch or beating.

!
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- Bishop.
1. .. . ~_the wandering sheep.
I
2. "li~.~ Shepherd.
1
Isa. .
t
Ps.
!
. ..... ,erd favorite thot of early Chr. - rememberj
_C·ettacombs.
I
John It:l ;..16
b.) We can commit our souls to Him c confidence.
c .) He never forsakes the flock.
3. He's bishop.
a.) Protector of public safety.
b .) Guardian of honor.
c.) GUt., director.
d .) Ov.rseer I watcher.
e .) ~ ~pointed to watch over another.
~~ loC~/ !O-I!f-J,

.~".
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A LADY BEJEWELLED
1 Peter 3: 1-6
I. Imagine your being at 2 historic places:
A. Tower of London with ravens, Beef
eaters & Crown Jewels--what would
be the cost?
B. Copenhagen castle and once again
jewels of immense value.
C. Then come home to a jeweler's case-lights, display, all jewels and we do
well to purchase even the smallest one.
II. But Betsy wore jewels that outshown them
all.
1 Pet. 3: 1-6
A. There is here something most
significant. It's
1. In the sight of God--He looks and
observes.
2. Holy Spirit placed the price tag
all can see--"Great Price."
B. What were those "jewels"?
1. Chaste conversation.
a) Pure
b) At aU times.
2. Coupled with fear.
a) Reverence
b) Adoration
c) Reared their daughters in the
faith.
3. Uncorruptible heart.
a) She misled none.
b) You never saw her when not a
lady .

.
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she never
6.
7•

even
8,

name,
amazement.
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Traces ofelements such as nitrogen or boron produce the many hues of colored diamonds

Diamonds re Forever
A museum show

gem's many

D

By BARBARA KANTROWITZ
IAMONDS ARE THE ESSENCE OF

rity in Hindu myth and a girl's
friend on Broadway. That range of
symbolism is one reason
Harlow, curator of gems and minerals at
the American Museum of Natural
in New York, thought these precious stones
deserved a show of their own.
In the summer of 1995, he began organizing an exhibit called
"The Nature of Diamonds."
When it opens on Saturday, the
display will highlight just about
every facet of the hardest natural substance known to manfrom the science of its origins to
its beauty as a priceless gem.
Harlow calls diamonds
"space capsules from deep
earth." That's because each Treasures: Thenine-carat16this Russian.
stone, whether it's the fraction
of a carat in an engagement
or the l08.93-carat Koh+

72
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electron microscopes a window into the
conditions of their creation. Because of
commercial
used in H"'lHu~a~,L=
these gems have
and researchers ha:vt~
how to produce artificial
The exhibit includes a re-creation
a mine and an interactive model that alvisitors to test the mineral's hardrefraction and other nr''''''''M'iPQ
of the more ~lnTlrii~iY",
a display of more than
colored diamonds, which have
come more popular in
are caused by the inclusion
nitroments in, the diamond-for
fi:>r
gen is primarily
the intense yellow
so-called
canary diamonds, while boron
generally produces a blue tint.
The exhibit is not the
glittering event in New
this week. On Wednesday and
Thursday, Sotheby's auctioneers will peddle what their
catalog describes
cent jewels,"
world's
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A. We Iditk,~t6"~;f~'et~l:th~i'tb~'l
tiolySpirit give~ as injunct-lorts to wivesl

but they can generally apply to all wome.
B. Among them we finql:
j
1. Subje~tion
J
v-I itLikewiseyou wives be in subjectio~ .
(a) Immediately introduced is a bad .'
word - -no one today beli~vesin \
s ubj ection
(b) A
. narchy is our di~h-' lit.
H

ff

J#)~I ~~l- Sc~

I) e,itne it! w~&-h~~.

•

cJJr'

(c) Jesus knew submission
.
(1) Came not to ,be. ministered';unt;~J
but to mini ater .
.
(2) "Love cappot help serviIlt~f);
(.4)Doesn't.~e~ri wives belong tit '
. E~h. 5:28~~~.~.,
•.t~).y ~ts,@me~ybadto ~. hea4 .... ~tj·
~~"'Ired .tMnJ;4ill1t" A ad
"'>"'~"~'~~"'",~,,,,; :<,,~<'"~-~~~->: "r ,.
.,
(Q 1l.e.,!t t~rne~~edtlllts is God.) s
. oiC!er---He~ origi?~t~
·riI}lOu· •
j

y

,

I Fet. 2:1~.t
... ' .
(l),Qqdcl;"~~ted.it 'll~ingtit~fs
"innocenc . .
.

. tt),~_",~ .

~~~,"lilAj.·

--.~~~.\.

...••

.,
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~hatone b09k would you save if
struck? This question,
lisk.ed of a thousand young people
,~~,C1'OSs theU S by the Gilbert Youth
'l{l3.",searcp of New York,was overii:whelmingly answered: "The Bible."
The Bible received four times as
many votes as the two.dosest runners-up:
the dictionary and the
. I).ovel. - Moody Monthly, 4 c 68.
.<1'.'. disaster

GOD'S BEAUTY PARLOR
I Pet. 3:1-6
I.

Oil . . Mt'liiiil a Hil llHiliQiIo I:lOIDfiiQ to be
b8il !? bi:"f u l.

A. God made them that way - Eve
hit Adam c "this is it."
B. Qt. arise.s what makes beauty.
c. Wo~p I a.1I.~v"~ound their answer
in~sus.

1. They responded & embraced
Him.
2. Husbands may not - another
evidence of their dumbness.
3. What is .she to do?

Ic5

£Ik@WI§~l'

'*.

A. ~·JHiH;;se&
IhIJiiU§!
B. ' gersSl ill! ILLa.r

C. Jesus dealt c a hard situation
aiL&UG~' - now moves to
ob6tinate husband.
D. Let's study God's method and
in it we will see a most
~eautiful woman.

\.

-

epsgiPP70jj(pj

de g?

esa

'1 .'

.0&:; sL.. 2UgE&4· h@i
1. liJtC dUb Gli@ Eo
pi th?
f c61M!

en. . ; blicy"

3. But where is the NT passage
that sets this one aside?
4. She's not asked to be in
subjection to strangers
but to her own husband.

i/'

IV.

~Cun!l!:if~~Me tPf~.:r,"<i

.

A. God will prescribe the
method, and words and
terms used strongly
s l:iWj!JI J & sl",!mn~wiWl!i£.i be
s '\iI.ISdi~"5S fu 1 .

\

"
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1. He's independent of
hearing the word preached.
2. He will not attend
.
services.
3. He lives wlo direct
gospel discourse.
1. He will see something.
2.

·4

I

3. Won means"
7' "(this s wha the
gospel does for a life.
4. Conduct will copginQe aim h~'ll seQ that sermon.

t hs

S. AM

PURE

9 l'

It

6. Now w/o a Bible class!
sees a sermon

He

Bi_~};.fi.Mro!l~f~m'~:t"~'alf:.fon

E.

Clli!llJ~~''9ft'' Iear.

1.

~d,

means

hav~'6'~.sely

~rved.

a) Evil

m~~g1:1?:te~

o~l~rs

of professors
of religion.
b)
c) ChfiftiM ~ema1e§h9Hld be
Care u as to outward
t[tfl" ,--(bCbtt)
2 '<IIiJinlb Db j 171 utJlIf¥!tR'e?
a) -eh
t e SOwwpS@pj G?
1) .jIii!'f"@ in all phases of
life, not just marriage.,
2)
3)

__--Irrm

mf?' odfra'!: th.

g~~a t

j -tY@!
(Ell1~6tt)

4) Conversation is
AIDAtiIiV'" pattern.

\
.I

/
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1

1) Reverence
2) See Prob. 3:25
3 ) Y~!X~ '~i~,~.:iCil""Ei·6'·n by
h~i·~ft'.§aeters her.
F.

HI. irpj

J

aitIRliCnE

1. She will add to her lovliness
2. WhGt*,~,~.~,i,s"it: t:fl.~ mirror?
G• • •

1.
,?'~£d
2. p~~*'lml:j:"
3. Weil6i~,_"'~1d
4 • Put t j Fit> ~dir,~eU:~r@i
5. Wearing lit. - "ppttipg ijrQljInd
head Re 8: iHCfdEm, abc PLAt
rfimnd opeEe] W
6. Sh'iilllilil' JiiU!u!lI;I1G8~.,~@:; .••M all
of "riilQ:k~?e~.lass.
H~UlgB~Pfs
1. I~ jt all, ~s

some precisians
sayan absolute avoidance?
2. If.. so, naked - DO appare.J.
3. Rather main question is:~
is ¥'i'uBhas15Cflid Ed be
a~cted?

4.
5•

....

it,-

fles
as

of adornment
that is
1

o~~~se,

thus demonstrates
the superiority of Christ.

4 • ,!gP;_~Z?~~i;;"~OO

a) He looks at the heart.
b) Appeal to him, not man.
S. He offers com~~~~4:y:~<,~.s"ti~at:e
of 2 kinds of adornment value
and this one is of "gf"e:at
~~;ice! "

IV. Thjw-xl??
'd
'If sted
N1 •
~Not new,-time of old used it-

pt

g!".!=~t tract~-.-

B. Employed by those tho trusted
or hoped in God.
C. thE
£ &&
£
1. Best of women practiced
submission.
2. No wonder she was a
~~l;Q~~as.

3. Dedicated to ~:,. ~ftings
1II@'@9~rdly .
4. Spirit of an ethical
character & disposition.

~"I

S.

a.ifif@!@!~<!,~~J!:lt5'1"a

•

G~,~c

D. ~!;I~.ftfg1ft~~'!"

1. Abraham father of the
faithful.
2. e_Qb"'.lIIl1:U::~t:I~i,"t"i,'>~
ItttWi.:;,",,~~'"~ihris tian
~.

3. Tekna metaphorically
denotes spiritual affinity
daughter.
4.
5.
I West End Ladies Class (TCC) - 3/14/95
i

Fune.Jta.R., Mfl..6. Ruth GW.6om - 10/19/95

I Gallatin

Ladies Class (TCC) -

11/8/~9~5~5~.

'springfield Ladies Class (TCC,) - 11/15/95"
U
Smithville Ladies Class - 11/20/95
--------~---------'-----
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W'OMAN: JWlFE~, T~.NGEUSr; FASHION M90EL~'1
UNEA(lE;:,EXAMPLE

I Pet. 3:1-6

1. The flower of all God's c~~tion was woman.
A. Save best to last fm' his·;enius?
B. Last at cross I lst at resurrection.
I C. 1st convert in ~.
i D. Powerful in the heart of God & man today.
I Pet. 3 shows her as a wife, lIevangelist", fas.hion
l model, lineage & example. We seek to see her in
r
a 1\ these rolls •

III.

LUI 7 Uti

[ " rEm

ll.Pet. 3:1 "Likewise, ye wives, be in sub.
~ A. As. 1at:I 0, ~J
1. She is her husbGndfs spiritual equal.
2. She c(Jn be a good wife &a feithful Christian at
the some ti rr'e •
3. Ofte'r\times we convert husband &.wife t~thef ...
Or ~y took for such unity prior tofrlc:n~ri~e~
4. Problem comes when.she's lstconYef'te'Cli 8.. he !SFl I
Ancient world shocked at suchan action .
.5. She is to do what Hes in hereontrot tc>.~ a good
wi~.
,
6. &Irclay says in andent world fI() woman maa,
decisions for herself.
.
7. Chrlstian. ityoffers FlO.'. excuse or IJ~CC!lp. e. II Not
advised to leave hubby.
."
8. Hart, ·'Paul £.
lIle.OiSQ'T¥ mi••,•• upon t
~ CSlllillds.. Church thatthe·tncompatibilityof
' ". '., . rengion.did, "ot justify dlsso.lut. ion of marriage. u
.." \8'~;;t'
"['hI is .'
! i 1 db, I'
.........""

,I
l

,
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2.
,. One of 6 requirements of a wife.
2. What does subj.ection mean to you?
a .) She's not to be competi ti ve •
b.) She's to be a helpmeet .
c.) Respect & courteous regard for husband.
d.) Voluntary selflessness.
e.) Submissive..
Eph. 5:22 'Wives, submit yourselves unto your own hlJl
,Col. 3:18 'Wives, submit yourselves unto your own h~
Titus 2:5 liTo be discreet, chaste, keepers at home, g~
Eph. 5: 12 "For it is a shame even to speak of ~. tliil
3. Husbands ought not requit~ base & servi Ie obedier
4. "Where love commands, love obeys ", Leighton.
5. Subjection is qualified - in the Lord.
.
6. Christ died to give all a new life - this might
engender feelings of revolt against any form of

.~
~

servit~.

"""

7. Peter's time woman had few rights.
"'. Tn T'
&Ii IOdiigJilfF?
A. She is to '27cb
1 • This does not mean she's to engage in diadetic
discourse.
2. lhis is denied her.
3. She's not to preach, argue, or nag.
4. Conversion of soul thing of highest worth.
Matt. 16:26 "For what is a man profited, if he shall
B. She's to4lfMlp
1. Some husbands have not yet "obeyed the word. II
a .. ) De.af ear to .gospel.if'ifl ;fll.()~l)rf,e,t ~pt~1

it'

t1r~ ~~5

",~sf;11

me

i-.1~,,'(,c meN

-

U

· .. .•. . ., ... , . . . . . . v.jlI .[ 1'f1t".' Y

.

I. God k~,ps fhings in balance.' He gave instruc
to the wife, if's to be expected they are now g
to the husband •... \.
II. We appr~~ch the study with Husband Verbs--all
from 1 verse.
I Pet. 3: 7 "likewise, ye husbands, dwell with them
A. Dwell.
B. Honor.
C. Heir.
D. Pray.
E. We study reciprocal obligations.
III. "Dwell with Them According to Knowledge"
A. R$V "Live Considerately".
1. Every privilege has a corresponding obHgatiQn.
2.krday said sheer thoughtlessn,essb'f. on
3.. Hvibqncl shovl d be chivafro.us.
4- •. Pet'hops ~ means conjugal 6$teem.
5. He has ~;,tes~:: for her.
6. DOes nOt disdose weakness of' his wife to o ....n
B. Does t~ husband feel he has a GEl!) command:
that is: eSse ntial to live considerately?
.
~:I "(;OnOlu.:;t c Unders tanding. it
.
tV" .Qive' hot1or ($ntoL wife a·sun,'Q thef:Weoker
Vessel.
.
Itt. ht wordtostrik~i us is h <mw.
1. We have m any ways of
this.
a .)Conversation and Co",municqtiol"l.
b.) ! valuation 'of matte rs as adVi ceis so ugt\t ~

_ino

c.) Stu dy of church affairs to,~ether.
B. 2nd word is Weaker.
1. ERA won't like the word - but Holy Spirit nlnrpn
it there.
.
2. Weaker physical! y - si ze & brute force' - not
e ndura nce.
3. B. Coffman asks why ERA doesn't fuss a !:>out g 01"
courses with their two tee boxes.
4. NEB says we Pay homage to ~r body.
V. Hei rs Tog ether of t he G race of Li.fe.
A. Li fe in natura I sense.
1. Living on earth.
2. Enjoyment of daily ,responsibilities.
B. Power of Procreation.
1. Part of both man & woman.
2. Angels canlt do this.
VI. Prayer & Not Hindered.
A. Nothing is to interfere with your prayers ..•
1. Takes it for granted prayers are vital to life.
2. Prcayers & holy wnversQtion QO tote'her.
3. She hm spirituol .rights.
B. Can IHebe what it ought to be if God is neglect
C. Many have said yt'>u conlt be right c God &.
.
humon relationships wrong at the ~ame tim.e.
~/0I)+cbu.v 11-I1-1'l

.

OJ'l.Ity r;we. V8S - 7/14/95
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kill.

4. James Stanton ~ better know your
audience--hubby and wife on
coffee maker - Hebrews.
5. Come at a time in life not only
with loneliness, but slow computer
name of medicine, rose - 76,77
6. Never more serious, bio
diversity.
II. But since all I know is to preach, I'd do
sorn~pf . ~llf):t~

A. Dad - good attention--kept hoping

you'd say something.
B. West End kindergarteI,l -{ Is he going
to preach? AUbUSt!~' (7 d1t.O.lJ?~
C. I am and I've got a text.WCf\lt--~
i;lOt;tfViv;. M~~

· I

B.
on
Hour, Estee Lauder Shoulders.
3. How can we be of one
a) Tell scheme of redemption.
b) Five avenues of worship.
c) Surely on this we are one.

C. Havb:);g~om'pa5;signQn~ olanoth~rfi~
1. Great difference in compassion and
conflict and complaint.
2. Joey Adams - heckled-:-do you mind
if I have your X-ray-see what
people see in you.
3. Meant to feel with one another.
4. Share JOY /lnd grief--weep an~
rejoice.
5. Tender-hearted--stirred in the
inner man.

8.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

E. Be

- and
brothers
our
the same womb.
titles and
All saints.
Ain't that fantastic?
:Piti~ul

1. Tender-hearted.
2. Full of mercy.
3. Li15:e;>$i~ke;s'iin>·Wheel·"';· 'C'lerser·''we
aretoh1.ib;' closer we are to each
other.
4. Never have I kissed so many
women--close together--ear phone
goes off!
.
5. Mexican rob bank - In well "'
shoot!

F...
I<

,C~"~"t,~Q¥tS,.

,.
1. Humble-minded

4.
2. Man and medal for humility - took
it away when wore it.
3. I'll admit I'm wrong--your are
right--go first.
4. Monkey and Lt. -space-feed the
monkey.
5. Look to God for help.
6. No fish here - rink manager.
G.

Not~~.'~m 'J:'¥'~U~

for
ra'iHftg, but'
e Dressmg.
1. Not insult for insult.
2. Not hard words for hard word.
3. Not curse for curse.
4. Not abuse for abuse.
5. Not reproach for reproach.
6. But blessing!
7. Stopper out of hot water bottle scald.
S. Wife-late taxi - cat and mother':"inlaw.
9. Live here all your life--donlt knowhaven It died yet.

H .,,,,~~wtfl1~".~"~"';~'i;""'tIi.to

'called - that ye should inherit a
blessing.
1. Time flies - cuckoo clock.
2. Microwave - just a minute.

L.

i

\
\.

-
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5.
--~lready

B. '~.r

g6j ttie

pocket.

AGAPE Dinner - 10/30/03

-

two

nations. The two Koreas are
biological and nuclear warhead.

legally at war.
~kinnishes

are equipped
have claimed 1373 lives since 1953, Men

wearing a pair of 3600 electric night vision goggles walk that line day and night. There is a hard
core enbankment erected to stop onrushing tanks, watchtowers crop up every 100 yards or so.
North Korea has an army of over a million soldiers, 70% of them deployed within 12 hours of the
border. The border is in the range of 10,000 artillery tubes, that's enough cannon fire to put Stalin
and Napoleon to shame. They're also armed with 700 to 1000 ballistic missiles that could be
armed with biological, chemical or nuclear weapons. This nation of 23 million people endure
poverty and starvation in order to be obedient to leaders who threaten nuclear attack, a way to
win world's respect. "They are our brothers and yet they are our enemies, it is heartbreaking."

\

"
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&; your

you do or not.
1. We can love

& see

PSG 34

2. Contrasts:
Ecc. 2: 17 "I hate life"
Hemingway--IIWe are a colony of ants
on the end of a burning log. II
Huxley--IIThe human race is like a
cancer on the globe."
3. Happiness does not come out of the
mouth of a bottle, a bank account,
or a needle.
4. Rather:
In. 10: 10
D. "Finally"
1. 5 qualities in 1 verse.
2. 1 added in next verse.
3. Is this the portrait of the church-what will we build in this community?

2.
4. 5 GK words not found elsewhere in
NT.

III.

5 . Finally has to do with closing small
relationship of husband & wife to
now God's great big family of everybody.
We cite the Citizen's role for a Great
Community.
A. Be ye all of one mind.
1. Live in harmony if not unison.
2. We don't all sing the same note but
we can sing in harmony.
3. Imperative that we get along.
4. You may have to forgive me & try to,
forget. This is the way God does
it.

Micah 7: 19
Isa. 38:17
I
Ps. 103:12
I
5. Let us have unity in faith yet libert Y
I
in methods--as we take care of
orphans.
I
6. Lit. of one disposition, rather than I
1 opinion.
I
B. Having compassion one, of another.,
I
1. Com = with; passion = to feel.
I
2. As Malone said, "not my finger has
a pain but I have a pain."
3. It's the interchange of fellow-feeling I
both in joy & in sorrow. (Tolle)
4. It's feelings that come from the
inside.
5. Enter into one another's feelings as
if they were our own.

\,

Provo

In.
5. We are of one body,
1 Cor. 12:26
6. Philadelphia
7. II We are all brethren by baptism and
after baptism even father & mother
are brother & sister, for I have the
same blessing & inheritance they
have from Christ, through faith."
(Luther)
D. Pitiful
1. Tenderhearted = good-hearted.
2. Sensitive heart.
3. We must not become hardened.
4. Stump toe swallow my heart.
5. Spleen gave us kind hearted as we
try to locate feelings .

4.

a) Heartache.
b) Sick at stomach.
c) Lit. of good bowels.
6. Viscerosi
7. Our whole heart is moved.
E. Be Courteous
1. Idea of humility.
2. It's to put the other person first.
3. Humble minded.
4. Opposite of pride, haughty.
5. Lead outwardly a gentle, pleasing,
lovely manner of life--walk in
gentleness one to another.
6. From candidate--one clothed in
white.
7. When a good friend acts. foolishly-still readily pardon him.
F. Not rendering evil, Railing but blessing.
1. Render = to give back.
2. Under no circumstances are we to
give back evil for the evil done us.
3. Retaliation prohibited.
Lu. 6:28
1 Cor. 4: 12
4. Shows how to act when persecuted.
5. Pray for enemies--to bring them to
the truth.
G. Contrairiwise Blessing
1. This our calling.
2. 1st generation generates
2nd generation speculates
3rd generation dissipates
3. Blessing is eternal life.

/
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Franklin
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Great Expectations
Lech Walesa made the observation that "Americans are drifting
away from spiritual values as they become richer." He said that
"sooner or later we will have to go back to our fundamental value~ 1
back to God, the truth, the truth which is in God." And then h,: ~
made a most interesting statement: "We look to America, and we \! '
expect from you a spiritual richness to meet the aspirations of the
20th century.
James A. Baker III
Christianity TOday

Training that brings about no change is as
effective as a parachute that opens on the first
bounce.
No author of quote given
Marcia & David Kaplan

Cheers,

,
\.

dt!.! soon
tri(mds
me into trouble
up at school
physical
parent (12%), getting
abuse by a parent (120/11), and that I might kill myself
(11%).

Several conclusions drawn from this study are of
help to the teacher of young teens, First, as students
m.lture, some fearsdecrease--most notably, those fears
that are affected by the adolescent's ability to fend for
himself/herself. Helping students put such fears into
words can help them to cope. Second, fears about the
welfare of others decline from grade 5 through grade 9.
Obviously, we need to nurture such concerns in the
Sunday-school setting. Third, parents tend to predict
greater student concern about ilhow my friends treat
me" and lesser student concern about "hunger and
poverty" than actually reported. Fostering communication between teens and their parents can be a key role
of your Sunday-school class.
More recently, Gannett News Service shared the re-suIts of a nationwide poll of the Boys and Girls Clubs
of America. The nearly 3$)0 kids surveyed were 13-to18-year~old members of th~'Se dubs. Nearly 80% said
they worried about AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases; 75% worried that their falnilics might be
victims of violence; and 67% worried alxmt violence
ag,linst themselves.

3. Negatives
(a) Refrain tongue from evil.
(b) Lips speak no guile
(c) ~Eschew" evil.
4. Pos~iiives
(a) Do good
(b) Seek peace

(c) Ensue peace

D. If I don't get it whose fault is it. Purpose
then is:

r

1. Learn the way ):""t\ ~

&n

JlJ\.L_b,

2. Motivate to act.

:2f r~'lM

Tj 0

-

n. The Good Life.

!

A. Two things: there is a good life and seeondl~
you have to want it.
.
-

I

B. Ist--Know the1'e is a .good life.
i
1. God says there is one and gives a prescri~
tion to obtain it.
I
2. I must love the good life-- not only length
but quality of it. . _ .

I
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(a)

~
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(b) To see it means to experience it.
C. Second! see if we have the will.to w· it.
l':-El:.jf'IY dte--nowi to live
.'
2. Words mean' i1t~ that wil1~ to love'tUfe• fI
3. It,' says Ba1'n:e~~ is an active, positive
wish. He wants it.
Ps. 34:12-U

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

~t' s right to love life' and want good days.
It's a gift of God to' bave life.
He gives ways to e~end it~;.
Nor;m.al to dread its. eXtj.nction.
We must an$wer how we :use it and why
we wa~t it. Do we make preparations

_.

• Means avoid evil in
Miss. R
tain--guess you know
ail ilie sand hars--no, hut I know all the
deep water!

,
'.
•

,

lie

3. Turn away--out, bow£ouf of.
Provo 4;14-15 Enter not into
of ~cked-avoid
pass' not--turn away
C~
4. Same word

5. Doesn't

.seem
attracted to evil?
.
6. Suppose the Prodigal thought he had the
wQrld by the tail?

"
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By meeting ewry' adversity with the gentle
fOf;bearane€,0'f the Savi(;)r,yoo can add to life
a .cdriJtagions' note ~. 'joY that goes far beyond
yourself.

"f~!~:sN d~tl(f~t!P !~R:~~sed

V·

18:11

a;t4!ewi.de~eted

h!en::.ager. ttl

wHo i~ i~~#,y;in 'foYe wit}l '#uth
c~t'
tir/~_~ 'a\fi\t~rurtn~rh'i$ ,uitaerst<tnl1"
iltg of it,. ~lt through his life. He is nt~ver sitts-

~*~i,l<U'ld

.

'.

ye'U''i1\.fJ:

ttD
'~:J~...
7Qtt.~
~~i{rb"

the Y t l l t s " : o.
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Realizing h~ ~.e~ojlS\ th.e~ V(HlV~Jil ,)'\f~
trying to reaSSl;lre her, the captain sala.:

de~ w!tih~r()h1y>'tl!te';'~$i'nn':
'of~1e• .
;fe ~iii ./tt¥, . .' .,YOO!t''W!~

,

L'

w'b1ll~'s, ~QingJt(A Iqr#,il~rii?~~

.

• ';A ~.

to

became' o:m~lie1t~ de}1ftiightil'ljt!tt.'a's, ,tih~:
pitched and tossed in one of the/w~st: ~~f'
of~li~"
/ ~.; '.:, , ,,'
'", ,
,', ,;"
Ca#
:$ignt (ltt~eJcaptaln as ht·Jw·~
hurryi.n
'k ibihe",U(t ,e, ;s~ <ta~h~~:
him: and .£~R:tk.ltJ'Y'iim'Io~~:«((iJ(iP;t~W;'e.

:iis't~J:' ~.J,dl·t1t}litji>u. 4'fJ ;fora 'Iivmg?"
i~OJ:]J'srulf'di/~aMIJwtyf>' thescientitt replied.
',f'&e'a{fjP:'~'

:.

YOU;jct~N'·.~Ot8Jf W ' .
A womm:pjs*ri'~e¥;J&f .¥:'f$t,~ai1,'

4
a'::>!
amusei:l"i'>Y"tner8narlM a 15.;;yea:r oM girl who
sat ne~t to ;l\imat dinner.
'. . Wj!n . yc:metif'ut, c'lliftciot, she '" spontaneously

fonish~d ~Iro '.. ..JlI.s.tyerifr'

physical, met1tft .an:a.· s;pi4it:i!lQ[ Fo:llliems. T~ey
need you-an4 yoU,ll,eF,d".~.;. " ' tt:T~f?
of Man came
'save w¥at' W8S lost." (
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THREH~pdifTtVE E8SENTIALS TO THE
't

i
1. We've

GOOD LIFE

/

I Peter 3:10-11

jJst~een 3 things to lay aside if you'd

h~v:~ ~'s good life:
A. Refrain tongue from evil
B. Lips that speak to guide
C.:Is'Chew evil.

II. Aren't there things we are to do?
yeJMti Posi1;ite
A. Do good·
B. Seek peace .
C. Ensue it.

A. Ought not this to be your constant pu.rsuit?
1. Do I do it to obtain justification?
~. No, Chri.st is fountain of hope but h~ i~ul
'cates a "moral duty.
3. Blessings come to tho
4. Jesus escribed as one w 0 wen a out
doing good.
I
1/

~Joi1~Cl

(a) Shut-ins
(b) Absentees
(c) Promote -- radio wQrk .

\.

one.

1. P,2rsue here· is to put in rapid motion.
2. ~ace is hard to get--have to chaWi,it.
3. It's adelib~rate effort exercised.
Some observations.
A. P~.ter quotes. David
1. We have the wisdom of both covenants
2. SctiQture used without telling wbereJ,t was.

--

B. Practice of Virtue gets happiness here and
heI:ea~r.

1

,5,

c.

It is lawful to consider temporal advantages
vks and encouragement to religion.
1.
had

I!

~----,?
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'tESCR1Pfl'e""OR UFE
I Pet. 3: 10-12
.1. Draw a mt. ef desire - what's at the tep ef life's
ambitien.
A. What. we~ld yeu put at pinnacle?
B. What does it take to. get yeu there?
II. Peter speaks via Inspiratien About life.
A. He gives us Gedls Prescriptien.
1. Q~etes OT wle saying is Ps. 34:12-16.
2. Th is system perfectl y true.
B. Speaks ef quality ef life more than length.
1. Some sa y its bless i ngs ef future age.
2. Others that its today.
3. But fellewing eur Lerd yeu have geed life ot bot~
plQces.
j
4. It's epposite ef weariness ef other expressions in I
Bible.
Ecc. 2: 17 I hated life - werk grieveus,
Gen. 27:46 I am weary eflife

i

Nu. 11 :'15 Kill me
C. Questions for me.
1. De J pursue an octive, pesitive wish fer life?
2. Is it proper to. want a geed Ii fe ?
.
3. Is it O. K. to. want to. extend ,it?
4. Should I try tepr~pOre fer an eternity?
5. Why do I really want to. live?
..
O. What are good days?
1. Pros.perous, happy, useful.
2. ~e = experience. , > ..
Ps. Z~: 13 III had fainted unless I had believed ~'(

3. Same
as
that frightens it.
4. We should react this way.
5. What's worst evils of today?
6. Strange Iy I we are attracted to it.
a.) Prodigal son.

3.

1

b.) Miss. Boat Captain was asked, flKnowevery
sand bar?1I IINo, 1 know deep channel. 11
D. Do Good.
1. Yet this is not our jus tification.
2. Christ our ft. of hope & He demands we do good.
Our lord went about doing it continually.
3. He puts a difference between those who serve
Him & those who do not.
F. Seek Peace.
1. Seek is to look for.
Matt. 5:9 "Blessed are the peacemakers
2. Peace is hard to get' - run for it.
Acts 15: 17 "That the residue of men might seek after t
3. Not passive but actively for peace.
4. Not just for self but strive for others also.
5. Quarrels, strife, jealousy make life miserable.
6. Jesus 1st words after Resurrect ion were "Peac;e. II
7. To ensue or pursue is to put in Rapid Motion.
IV. God·s Providence is There.
A. Eyes.
1. Lord is protector.
2. Gives care & guardianship.
3. Lord looks c delight on the righteous.
4. You watch your children, don't.you?
5. Anger affects countenancej
Love shown in eyes.
.

d

B. Ears.
.
1 . God hears prayers.
Ps. 34: 15 liThe eyes oLthe lord are ~on therighteo
~. Speaks of these organs to accommodate our think
J

...

\.

-

4.

3. Paternal care toward righteous.
Face.
l. Face against means he is determined to punish.
2. He does not take lightly those who reject His Son
Ps. 7: 11 "God judgeth the rt.
Amos 9:4 "I wi II set my eyes on them for evil, and not
Deut. 32:40-42 lIFor I lift up my hand to heaven, and!
Deut. 29:19-20 "And it come to pass, when he heareti
Ezek. 8:18 "Therefore will I also deal in fury: mineej
3. Face of God reveals.
Ps. 21:9 "Thou shalt make them as a fiery oven in the
Nu. 6:25 liThe Lord make his face shine upon thee, a.
4. About faces, N. Hawthorne wrote, "No man for·
any considerable period wears one face to himself
& another to the multitude w/o finally becoming !
bewildered as to which may be true. II
!
5. God has a reflective face - animals do not.
I
V. Points of Summation.
I
A. -Religion & Virtue' contribute to that which exten~
life.
I
B. Champion peace, termperance, industry, pruclenc\
conscientiousness.
I
C. Religion makes you feel life is a blessing - don't I
throw it away.
.
D. God protects us by saving us from that which
shortens life.
E. Prayers preserve.
F. Practice of Virtue gets:
1 .) Happiness' here & hereafter.
2.) Protection of God.

C.

\.

3.) Disarms Malice of men N. 13).
G. It's lawful to consider temporal blessings.
i H. 61essings come to those who bless.

1~t'wLlootda.L.v 1"-:J..-'~/1..-r-7'1
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CHILD~IGHT"BEBETTER-I CIVEl

I Pet. 3: 12 "the eyes of the :Lord

'

1. One ear to listen.
A. Do we tt;uly communicate
1. Conversation
(a) Where you going? Out.
(b) What did you do? Nothing.
(c) What did you learn from the above ..
2. Does he understand what 1'm talking
abput?
I
(a:)Ji:fun Sidwe~l said, "I'm not going on~9
any more hikes if we have t<9·wal~,.,.- i
where's that bus! I"
i
(b) One boy, Dan Freeman, wanted to be I
an undertaker. This precipitated
funeral talk. One little" boy said, "I
don't like to go:--just wisnmy grandmother would die while I'm at· camp ,
so I wouldri't lla ve to go.
3. Can' we criticize w/0 beihg abusive?
4. Dp>we,try 3 fallacio~s things
Dr. Ginott mentions in "Between
Parent & Child
(a) Threats - "you do it one more time"invitation to, Mother expeC.ts it.
(b) Bribes Hif--then
(c) Unrealistic promises.
S. Clips on Firmness & Father.
.

I
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U. Give him one hand to provide
A. He needs the physical necessities of life.
1. What time is it? I purposely set it
back 1 hr. It t s mountain time.
2. All I know is it's stomach timet
I Tim. 5: 8 "But if any provide not for hi
(a) Word =,to consider in advance, look
out for beforehand.
B. He needs my direction
1. Homework - I do or he does?
(a) His responsibility - meet it.
(b) Experience to work on his own - wheI~
dri ving 20 decisions per min.
'
(c) Give him a spot to do it - some can
scratch, chew, rock & study at same
time.'
'
, (d) Bolster or berate teacher, parents?
(1) Y0U remember the old days when
you got one whipping you got two now i~ you get one daddy's supposed
to whip the teacher. Clip HRE;:verse
(2) Some teachers say, "I cB;n't take it
any more - won't mind. "
2. Allowance
(a) 'He- has .some because h'e's' ij member
of the family.
_
(b) Not a ~ewa!d nor payment of c~ores.
(c) qives e<;lucation in ~se of mpney' •
Johnriy Nash has $6.00 - gives $1. 50
. at church. 25%. Dowe?
p

~'

•

t · , "

.
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· I

A child needs a father who accepts his role. Mascu.f
linity cannot be acqUired by a 'formal course of study. It
may be learned in the course of daily life from a father
who serves as a model. Freud stated, liThere is not any
need in childhood as strong as that for a father's protection." From his infancy, the child needs to be aware
that he has a father who can protect him from danger.
Three danger areas in particular require a father t s
guiding presence. The child needs protection against
threats from the outer world, against fears from the
inner world, and against overprotection by mother.
"Between Parent and Child" - by Dr. Haim G. Ginott
Page 169
Everything has been reversed; It
used to be the custom to take a .
bath }Veekly and religion daily. ;
- WILFRED BEAVER.
j I
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ALL THImS ARE POSSIBLE THROUGH PRAYER
by Charl&s L. Allen
pg. 91 - p\fuen You Get the Bluest!

\

I
L

even
(Prov. 1
B. You are to
Good.
1. Have a passionate love of goodness.
2. Some word as Zealot.
is not

c.

5. Need a 11mora lity touched by an emotion 11 practice it strongly because Ws loved. .
6. Follow is strong word - real zeal - yet zeal in
itself is neither good nor bad - but it's always
powerful.
7. Our IIcharm ll is a I1good conscience. II Here we ar~
at peace.
C. You may suffer for rt. sake.
1. There is a suffering that involves humanity.
2. There is one that involves our Christianity.
3. Mason says this means the horrors of capital
pun ishment .
4. IIlf you would follow the church's history I it is by
the track of her blood. II
D. Happy Are Yeo
Matt. 5: 10 IIBlessed are they which are persecuted for
1 . We do not find positive enjoyment in persecution
on acct. of rt.ness but we regard it as a blessed
condition - favorable to salv.
2. Taught how to bear infirmities & happiness not
diminish.
E. Be not:
1. Afraid of their terror.
a.) Chr. does not fear things men generally fear.
b.) He lives by a different set of values.
Isa. 8: 12-13 uSay. ye not, A confederacy, to all them
c.) Antidote for fear is the presence of the Lord,
He's c us.
d.) Our heart needs be his sanctuary, clean &
purified for his indwelling.
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EXISTENCE OF 060t
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. I Pet:. . 3: 15

. ' . ,.

::1.. Recently I re~d!
.A. The'se quote"
HBecause ~ofumitted Christians are so .
obviously a minority today, it is important that they tell their neighbm:s what
they believe & why. (Pg. 7)
"Not only is the old faith completely gone
for many; there is nothing to take its
place. .. (Pg. 14)
"The machines are bright, but the faces
of the people are not as bright as the
machines they prize & struggle to
chase. "(Pg. 15)
.
s men have broken la,1vS;_i'lfJ
_tking new. What is new if) l.\~f
of a creed tQthe :~;;th3t
.'is no objegl;;rVf! "4~~
conduct ought t
;\~
.
is not merely that . . . • '
a_J;ybut rather that ~yx:l:l6t'i".
limi!t~d to subj ective ni!rerenctJ!. . .... 1$.):
"The :moral crisis' of our time co~!tt$';
not 8.0 much in the. violation of· s;~~~p.l':~$
gener.Uyaccepted as in the atttiti~,.~~
,thepohlt of .irrelevance , of these Vf1X.l"
stantlards th:el1lsel ves. II (Will Herbel'"
Vol. 4, Pg. 65) The IntercollegiateReview
if

-

.
2. 1
IlMillions now assume, w /0 argument, that!
the Biblical view of life is obsolete. II (Pg .111
B. It seems time to say why a man believes
in God.
II. Can God be proven?
A. We function on many things we cannot

I

~o~.

I

~.

Blaise P~scal asked fellow scientist,
"Who be s demQB8t:ra~ed that Where will ~1
a .tomorrow & that w~ shall dj.e?" _
.
2. All science depends upon a~sumptions",,_ I
in:Capable of Proof. i ..IfW/" "
I
3. Faith mJst meec-howev ) the test of :
intellectual validit
s c
vance.
4.
e are not ree to demand of religious
truth a level of certainty not demanded
of scientific truth - thus, no double
standard.
'
B. We honestl~J:>e.li,e1ejl! G9<lo" ...
rl~
Heb. II:£, flU UJIO j~ '" it d Ift)POSS/P e
1. But this does not deny tho~f
'.
2. We can think & pray. LKCt,)
3. Christianity fS an intelligent posit·
II. Faith i's Logical & True Because:
A. Jesus is de
,'_ .
t I.~. 1.

;",e-",

r

:21.
11115 :2 y(.. C!~,f.f . lJJ'r\lO Iwi
L We may s~arecf.HNl~ . ~ .
a.

_VGIr /i.vdh1hJ,'

11:2S f.?m res."·'
2. He changes human lives.
(a) Saul of Tarsus.

. In.

\.

-

3.
3. Shall I accept Jesus or Playboy, or
Relativism?
4. In Christ we have something gloriously
concrete.
.
Col. 1: 15 1/ ~ )05 1f>e }1112~~ of tnt iV')lJtt;cl
Gal. 4: 19t ~;; I il'l bj t'ffl ~a;tlWIfI,'1 Chft5t
Eph. 3: 17~r:I;;J i1J ~,. f'tJofalfi.f. lol/f.. •
. Heb .. 1: 3 tJI" tSl the Dr,-gIIt ne~ othf~ ~
5. To believe in Christ 1S to believe God
is like Him.
(a) His long-suffering love is our support.
(b) Read BailIe quote. ....; iJ
B. W 0 God w
d
e1
1. Russell ql.\ote. z..2. Do you see Gop as a person. A person
is:
(a) One who is a center of ~onscio~sness.
(b) Able to 'be ~ware.
.
(c) Has purposes.
(d) Able to know.
(e) Able to care.
,
3. God is perfect -: don It turn Him into our
image or something inferior to usl.
4. Do you object to:
I In. 4: 8 "God is love. I~ .
C. There is Reality in Prayer.·
.
1. 1esus pr~yed at every crisis in his
public career.
.
2. His lasE words were a Qrayer
bu. 2-4:46

I

i

\

\
'\

4.'I

3. He taught its need. .L
Lu. 18: 1 MeM 00.# ~~S -/0 IPr~... !
4. For it He made great promise. tit; WAil"i
Mk. 11:24 ~b~ tftt'tlJiS ~ Sirt"~!
Matt. 18:19 rf 7-"
>IIi4,~
I,

r

14: 14# ~e Qs$~

til 1rYJ"~ I
Matt. 21:22 All rflr'Ws ~CIJtK~ :lsf1,'r) . I

In.

1hI'tQ

5. We may carry aIr to God in prayer.
Phil. 4:6 rft~tAlllh ~ p'.1' ~.I;d,
Lu. 22:31-32 $;""'0""'" ~:t h~pf. .'.
6. But why pray HOod loves & God letno s
our need?
(a) Wives take husbands for granted?·
7.( p)rayer clhandges things?.J J1
,i:;:. ,
a Trueb 00 quote.
~"7
;:;)
(b) We can pray & work.
.
(1) Wm. Temple said it was coincidenta
perhaps that aUtife occurs hut: he .
notices coincidences came mor~ often
when he prayed!
(2)t/Be careful what you pray for itt may
come to pass.
8. I believe one recilly stands at the.. d~.·.rr. &
~
knocks. /Q.eholJ ~:.!l~ ~tIJe~t~
Rev. 3: 20 hezM'''
.
D.
.Ii
1.
knows he does.
2. Can GQI- keep alive t~:; • •~~._S·
He prizesfl
If

~

,\

.. , .

\,.

J

\

r

c...

5." ,
,~-.t/ei. i

J: oreru
..H!

Lu. 12:6 ~Sp~trUJt?
3. W/0 life eternal th1 prtbrem
& :
j ustice is in§pluhlg.
4. With life everlasting justice is possible:
5. The resurrection of Christ changed
.
men.
Phillips quote.

~~~v~g-2.,'1-11

\..

-

There are three areas that must be cultivated
if any faith is to be a living faith: the inner life of
devotion , the intellectual life of rational thought, and
the outer life of human service.
,

"A Place to Stand" - By Elton Trueblood

.

Pages 17-18

. I do know that infacti~--i~tthe':con-straint of Jesus({)
Christ from which I find it most impossible to escape. I i
j just cannot read the Gospel story without knowing that I i
I am being sought out in love, that I am at the same time I
I being called to life s most sacred task and being offered I
I life's highest prize. For it is the love God has shown mel
I in Christ that constrains me to the love of my fellow men
If there
some ne who is a are of no s h const aint, I
! cannot, f cour e, hope to ake him aw re of it
f speaki g thes few sentenc s. That. w
ld requi e, not
I so m
ham e elaborate rgument a somethi g quite
diffe ent fr
any argum nt. But I a not no arguing.
I a only confessing.
A Place to Stand" - By Elton Trueblood
Page 57
L_______ F:r:..~l:!l_~'~_~_~~s~l2.ed£.ai~l1_"_l:>.Ylql1nllCl!!li~_____.____---~;;
I

II'

I

5

After all, man knows mighty little, and may some
day learn enough of his own ignorance to fall down and
pray.
--Henry Adams
!fA Place to Stand" - By Elton Trueblood

Page 82

This is the point of J. B. Phillips when he says,
Hit is surely straining credulity to bursting point to
believe that this dramatic and sustained change of
attitude was founded on hallucination, hysteria, or
ingenious swindle ...
"A Place to Stand" - By Elton Trueblood
Page 125

<-
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I. One of the mostfomJIic:tfplSsages hos 9 very
i II
il'Afl»rtant words:
A. Sanctify.
8. lord God.
C. Hearts.
E>. Ready.
t. Answer.
F. Reason.
G.~.
'!t~*_ness •

L

n.

Fear.

Sholl we exomi ne eo'Ch of thfltse word$?

/Ii, • SondJfy (Iso. 8: 13).
l~ ~~rt.

I. A_ist tense -

o~ce &. fo·':

on oction.

3. Treat with due owe.
I. Lord God.
'1 .. W~".re speaking of Jesus.

2. ChofgcEfls impicU5un+ess JesustS God.
_*'IA~Q)'S r~rdthe Lord os hQly.
4. Ailoid co~tGints against him.
5. Encoure'; othen to also.
.
JiA6tt. 6:9 IIA fter this manner therefore piicj

ye:

C.HeCJrt.'
1. Inteltect.
2. Emotions.

3. Will.
D. Ready.

'.

"

?

1

not a

or

excuse.

2.
F. Reason.

so used.

1.

2. A

3.

to assess

?

c.) Powerfu I
time & sense.
Rom. 8:18
I

3

4.
Ps. 130:7 11let Israel hope in the lord; for c the Lord
there is mercy, & c him is plenteous
redemption. l1
H. Meekness Matt. 5: 5.
, • Courtesy, good breeding revdlts from exhibitionis~
& appearance of self righteousness.
I
2. Don't be cock sure.
3. Don't be self righteous.
4. You are only Bible a careless world will readwe are the sinner's gospel; the scoffer's creed.
5. Answer c gentleness.
6. lack of meekness can prejudice a judge in court
of law.
7. Are we arrogant?
8. Are our answers correct if not given in the right
spirit.
9. Meekn.ss avails c inferiors
Fear availscsuperiors
Conscience avails c us
10. Be unashamed of our principles.
11 . Yet' unhellowed boldness & forwardness are
indecorous & odious •
2 Tim. !:25-26 ''In meeknessJinstructing those that op
12. Our mode of ansW:~~rlQ>'can obscure the truth.
,13. Meekn.s shows no i,irit,of ostentation. '

;'l.1 ' " ". p~~,

1,.,,'

,,_

I. Feor. 1J;zIJ,"
t,l::";!7
1. Reverence.
2. A lsoans. with a cons1istent,Jife.
"
I Cor. 2:3 "And'l.:was with you in weakness, and in f
I Pet. 3:1-2 "likewise, ye wives, be in subjection to

-

'

WHY AM 1 A CHRISTIAN?
I Pet. 3:15
1. Why are you what you are religiously?
A. An intelligent Tom Underwood told me he WQS lst:
what he was beca\Jse he was born into it.
1. "Then I moved to Calif. I had to find out is there
any reality to what I believe or is it just a farce ~
2. A re we right or wrong?
3. So it is for each of us - we must tjve reason for
our hope.
I Pet. 3: 15 "Be ready to give an
.i
(a) It was a blessing to be born on the right side~ti
the world won't accept this as its answer.
'i
(b) What would you say for yourself?
II. For these reasons I am a Christian.
A. I believe in t~founder of Christianity - Christ.
1. For him there the record of good deeds.
I
2. But there is more! He claims to be divine.
3. He claims to have the J?owerto call men to him. I
4. "He says he i s : '
..
'II
(t;l) King.
(b) Master.
(c) Savior.
(d) Judge.
5. (Reread notes on John 1).
B. I believe what'the founder taught.
1. Can't say he was best of men but·teachings are
untrue.
.
2. What are some th.ings he taught?
(a) Christianity is all truth.
I
(1) No other rei igion like this.
j

is

i

.

\

'.

I

A [E~ ON

eO~~t£NCE
I Pet. 3: 16 "
J. M?1i strugg/eslto define what everybody has. Note;
this:
.:;
,
A. Word cons~i~nce does not occur in O. T. (Yet it
is truly i~ it).
1. Why did Adam & Eve hide? Why ashamed to loo~
2. Why did Cain hear the voice of his bro. IS blood?!
Why flee? /)l:AIi'J. he?Jitsnv;:t/e ~,..,
B. Some say conscience is the direct gift of God.
.
C. Others say itls t~e evolution of human experience!
D. Some have called it our power to recognize the
right, our relation to it. (Speaker's Bible).
1. When we & the right are one we have a good
conscience.
2. When at variance we carry a great burden.
3. Shall we now study it further?
II. About conscience I see:
A. It is our moral sense.
1. Why would you say itls wrong to ki II, steat,
curse?
'
B. Kant called it lithe categorical imperative.",
1. Just as soon as we learn one course is right'
another wrong, conscience immediately demonClls
we conform to one & avoid another.
2. Il's i'flrip.,rafive - it accepts no excuse.
3. If the coutse conscience says folloW is:
(a) Contrary to our interekt.
(1Y~,Controry fo advice of friends.
(c) Contrary to commands of principalities, voice
of/multitude, it still does not lose its imperotiv
A

l'

.

\

\.

'

we-mustobeyl

It is our duty~:

2

(1) tell Galileo. story of liThe speaker's Bible"

..~

Pg. 222.
'.
C. Conscience is a sentence of guilt~or not guilty.
1. Just as soon as deed is done a sentence of
justification or condemnation comes - either
reward & happiness or punishment & misery.
2. Called" The Court of Justice" .
(a) Culprit.
(b) Judge.
(c) Jury.
(d) Witness - all are in our OWFI breast.
(e) Note Shakespeare poem "Speaker's tible"
Page 223.
My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
And every tongue. brings in a sevet'(lj tole,
And every tale condemns me fQ'r a vUtcrin •.
3. Not only does your conscien.ce act but others
does also!
D. Consci ence is a restro in i ng i nfl uence •
1. Seeing the end result we hesitate.
(a) Hamlet speech as he thot of suicide Pg. 223
IISpeaker's Bible't.
The dread of somethi ng after death,
The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn
No traveller i~turns, puzzles the will,
And makes us rather bear those ills we have,
Than fly to others that we know not of.
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all.

it

\

" T1VttV PAINFUL

CHO

" f,et. 3: 16-1 7
1. We are often' k;e~ cpainful choices - and we
usually take the lesser of the lasting pains.
A. Ed Perry'&' surgery.
B. Marge Mbgan - IIShe can't live w/o the operation
C. Tito &. his troubles.
II. It also works spiritually - 1111 be called upon to
suffer somewhere to some extent.
I Pet. 3: 16-17 "Having a good conscience; that, whe
III. From this passage, we see things:
A. A study of conscience.
1.

Ad :

FItak

a·k#'ba' it Ui pO

7xhai iUaUg,s:

(1) 'the Judgement of the mind respecting right or·
wrong.
(2) Moral Policeman.
(3) Carries str
f
"If,.. 'Llso - 'promptS one
to do something about what he's dec.ided.
b.) I 'p 'ont' Ebbt?
Acts 26:9 "I verily thought with myself, that I oughtf;
In. 16:2 IIThey shall put you out of the synagog~es: y
Prov. 14: 12 IIThere is a way wh i ch seemeth right unto I
Prov. 16:25 "There is Q, way that seemeth right unto a
c.) Shl.ll 'I illS US .lim iii; tOI&t!II1ce?
d.) Is umMrm' tbp
a
"r r~
e .) D-t. 7 'i.f' SSlar'
,
'titt's?
f.) Wilt " kn ,in un'
.ill? (Searing &.
EdUccation) ..
,
•
111
9 .) VA. I WISed
cam,dSnCO

,76"

____ "7
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\

\
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"1. )

phrase.

Ps.

,

3·1

Ps. 27:1 11The Lord is my light and my salvation; whomj
Ps. 46: 1-3 IIGod is our refuge and strength, a verY"pr~
3. Rel'Qj'mber GN' .. His Fei nrne to wEw.
4. Bette, to rafFe: Ulieti WIll, 61.,;5 t than forever w40
Hi~
.
5. Some will suffer for evil doing - whidh choice
will you accept.
~ ~ loofcL1. 4,LJ),,-I7-fO

l

-

e.) He did it vicariously .

•

r

ISil@lid

t

1 . He himself isainns'flnt.
2. Here we see the lemhp the ¥T!fSliPt, the I_I~
bird·
j"
3. Passages to see:
'
I Pet. 1: 19 "But with the precious blood of Christ, as ~
John 18:38 IIPilate saith unto him, What is truth? And]
In. 19:6 "When the chief priests therefore and office~
Iso. 53:6 "A II we I ike sheep have gone astray; we hav,
Isa. 53:4 "Surel y he hath borne our griefs, and carrie~
2 Cor. 5:21 "For he hath made him to be sin for us, w~
Jer. ]7:13 "0 Lord, the hope of Im;sel, all.that forsa~
Ps. 73:27 II For " 10 ,th~y that are far from thee sha II p~
f ~t'r
UilUiF?
I
1. Wh9 t ~ exchenge!
2. Lit the ing' '11;' II ell? as *r .just.
I
Rom. 5:7 "For scarcely for a rightfIJous man will one di
Heb~ 9:28,1150, Christ was once offered to bear the s,i
,3. On·occoJtitpf the wiF~ed, therigbteQus suff.erec:f
4. Im,luih'e fios; "5, tg do it reF Q"rs"),9'.
, Col. 1,:21-22 IIAn, d YOu" that were sometim,e,aliemrt.e~
R.Pm. 5:10 ·"for.if I when we were enemi es I we were '
2: 16 "And ,that he might reconcHe both unto Go
"~,,,,~'....
1. Thus kts su.ffering is larger. than just an example.
2. Bring us to God.
'
a .) Prosagoge ::: the rialU 9f essen· '
,
,
b.) Bring, i_d"se. Christ tg~es us
Gmt
In. 14:~ IIJesus s~it~~~to hi~~_~am the~ay, the t~~
•

I

'

I

EPh.

I

II,:

I, '

to

l

\.

.

..

r::'~'
'~l":'1
Rom. 5:2 11By whom also we nave access by faith into:
Eph. 3: 12 !lIn whom we have boldness and access with!
c.) trb" 99t bOLla god 1p us
d.) God is not changed,. satisfi~ when He saw
suffering, His love 'hod earlier prompted the gift
e.) Mag needed to he ,hanged.
.
f.) Our separation was one sided.
g .) He didn It suffer to get attention of rebellio4,Js
men, tho his act does break our hearts .
h.) He gives "§ 9 mect'';pg plgGi
Rev. 1:6 IIAnd hath made us kings and priests unto Go
Heb. 10: 19-22 (Read).
Heb. 12:18-24 (Read).
i.) Saves from condemnation & grants eternal joy.
2 Tim. 2:10 "Therefore I endure all things for-the ele
Rev. 7: 14 lnAnd I said unto him , Sir, thou knowest.
Rev. 5:9-12 (Read).
In. 17:24 tlFather, I will ,that they also, whom thou
Heb. 2:9-10 nBut we see Jesus, who was made a littl
Heb. 9:14 flHow much more shall the blood of Christ,
j.) D."I, 1st Ii t 0 cI I 11 'me tbam Ian *sr "ir

I
I

t

Lt

•

,

B::;:; -it ,rolci~te c Grid!

1. It adds credence to fact Peter knew Jesus died saw grave clothes.
2. Historical fact beyong qt. to him.

1·4lllillIIfIlIII"_iIIitI..._
1. In Spirit & to the Spirit are harmonious expressio
2. Made alivEr does not mean kept alive, continued
alive.

____ '7

1- \

.>

to act.

b)

some that have done this.

3. What did Jesus do?
a) Time element between crucification and
resurrection.
b) Does such a view deny his death or
does it share his death?
c) He was a preacher but whatever he did
he offered no second chance.
Preaching two views proclamation evangelic.
4. Views of what Jesus did.
a) His message-- I've completed redemtion ...
your doom is sealed--you wasted your
opportunity to respond.

2.
b) Barclay - he preached the gospel to
those in life time who never had a
chance to hear it.
c) In days of Noah the pre-earthly
existent Jesus came preaching to them
as flood was going to wipe out life.
d) Akin to first view he came preaching
damnation, not salvation, as final and
irrevocable .
e) Came preaching only to the righteous
and led them out of the Hadian world
where men were separated from life,
light. God led them to Paradise.
f) Without his body and its limitations he
could now preach to the dead.
g) Criswell: did not go in spirit, not in
new body, but in quickened spirit he
was in before he was on earth in the
flesh.
h) Calvin: he preached confirmation to
those that are lost that they were lostbut not second chance--Ecc. as the
tree falls it lies.
I
i) Coffman: Prison is the state of the dead-!
now under sentence of God, like angels, i
cast down and reserved unto day of
!
Judgment. Yet he adds there is not a
!
line that makes you think he left the
I
tomb and preached.
I
I

_~J

-

~.

3.
j) Johnson: Christ preached in the spirit

to the spirits in prison.
Prison means custody, not punishment.
The reason they are there is that
aforetime they wre disobedient--(reason
they are imprisoned).
k) From this Roman Catholics get
purgatory.
4. Lesson to be learned--they waited on the
plains of hesitation lie the blackened bones
of many who at the dawn of victory sat
down to rest and resting died.
5. They took their course, God took his.
Neely's Bend BC - 2/20/05

to the
he sent to
them"
3. Above
done

4.

was
the tomb

c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)

v-IS. Romans
was done
the
, not
Christ in
Christ and spirit are two distinct and
separate persons.
If Christ was the preacher why did he
not preach to all the dead?
Preaching was done by Noah.
Christ is the Word (John 1: 1,14) thus
all preaching is attributed to him.
He did not preach on earth until the
Holy Spirit came on him (Matt. 3: 13-17) .
All the preaching the apostles did, by
divine authority was done by the same
spirit.

i) Thus in this passage all

the preaching
that was done was by the spirit in this
preacher of righteousness while he was
building the ark.
j) Luke 16 tells of preaching that was done
to one of the spirits in prison and it was
not consoling to that spirit.
Sewell:

Christ did the preaching by the spirit
through Noah, and that relieves the passage
from the assumed theory that his spirit
preached to the spirits in Hades while his
body was in the grave and this forever
spoils the idea that this passage gives any
favor to the idea of a second chance for the
lost.

I Peter 3: 18-20
1. Lipscomb said he explained this average
of four or five times per year ~ yet
answers make no impression.
2. Answers on pages 41. 136, 185, 809.
One year in Advocate
3. Five times in 1905 Advocate. We are
discouraged so little read and so soon
forgotten.
4. Can't see how one can misunderstand if
looks at the facts.
5. Quotes I Peter 1: 10-11 shows Christ's

spirit in ancient prophets did testify and
teach his will to the people.
6. Read I Peter 3:18-20
a) Preaching was done to spirits now in
prison.
b) It was done. by the spirit through
Noah when they were disobedient
while the ark was preparing.
c) Results of the preaching, eight souls
were saved by water.
d) Saved in the ark - Noah and his
family.
e) This shows when and how the
preaching was done.

\,

-'

Peter
Sewell takes another
8,

9.
in the
to the
the unseen world
second chance.
10. There is not one passage in the Bible
that teaches such a thing has been or
ever will be done.
11. It does teach Christ was put to death in
the flesh.
12. It teaches he was made alive in or by
the spirit.
13. It teaches that he went and preached
unto the spirits in prison.

to
on the earth?
18.

Yes.
• and to what

?

19. I Peter 1: 11 - The spirit of Christ was
in the old prophets thus fortold the
sufferings of Christ and his glories.
20. II Peter 2: 5 teaches Noah was a
preacher of righteousness.
21. Thus the spirit of Christ was in Noah.
22. The preaching of this passage was done
in the days of Noah while the ark was
being prepared.
23. This preaching was done to the
disobedient.

4.
24. The passage under consideration does
not say the preaching was done while
the body of Christ was in the grave but the timing shows it was in the days
of Noah.
25. Simply means: Christ did the preaching
by the spirit through Noah.
26. Does not teach Christ's spirit preached
to spirits in Hades while his body was
in the grave.
27. This forever spoils· the idea of gIVIng.
any favor to the idea of a second chance
for the lost.
David Summers
1. Preaching was done by the spirit, not

by Christ.
2. Christ and the Holy Spirit are two
distinct and separate persons.
3. If Christ did the preaching while in
Hades, the part called Paradise why did
he not preach to all the spirits that were
in Hades and not only to those who were
disobedient while the ark was in the
process of preparation.

\,

5.
4. This means that the preaching was done
by Noah while building the ark.
5. John 1: 1,14 shows Christ existed as the
Word in the beginning and this implies
that all the preaching of the Word of
God that has ever been done may be
scriptually attributed to Him.
6.:Jt;eaching Christ did here on earth was
. 'not done til after the Holy Spirit came
upon Him (Matthew 3:13-17)~
7. All preaching that the apostles did, by
divine authority, was done by the same
spirit.
8. Nehemiah 9: 30 says preaching done by
Jewish prophets was done by the same
spirit.
9. All this implies that the preaching that
was done while the ark was in the
process of preparation was done by
Noah while .building the ark.

-

6.

Ryle

Ryle makes this statement: "Some understand this to mean that Christ between his
death and the resurrection descended into
Hades and offered to those who lived
before Noah a second chance for salvation.
A doctrine that is without scriptural
support. Others say that this was simply
an announcement of his victory over sin to
thos.e in Hades without offering a second
chance. Most likely this is a reference to
the pre-incarnate Christ preaching through
Noah to those who, because they rejected
that message are now spirits in prison.
Daniel Summers
The apostle Paul here indicates who and
what Christ was before he came to earth,
who and what he was while on the earth,
also who and what he has been and is since
he left the earth. The sixth verse mentions
that he was in the form of God before he
was manifested among men, then in verses
7 and 8 mentions his humility while on
earth, while in verses 9, 10, and 11 we
find mention made of his grandeur and
glory since he left the presence of mankind
on earth. In view of all that is here
revealed concerning Christ, what should be
the disposition of all the disobedient of
mankind toward him?
(cont'd)

i

7.
Daniel Summers (cont' d)
They should be filled with gratitude toward
him and should joyously confess their faith
in him and should obey the gospel in its
fullness with the full purpose of heart.
Philippians 2: 5-11
5. Let this mind be in you, which was
also in Christ Jesus:
6. Who, being in th form of God, thought
it not robberty to be equal with God:
7. But made himself of no reputation, and
took upon him the form of a servant,
and was made in the likeness of men:
8. And being found in fashion as a man, he
humbled himself, and became obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross.
9. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted
him, and given him a name which is
above every name:
10. That at the, name of Jesus every knee
should bow, of things in heaven, and
things in earth, and things in earth,
and things under the earth;
11. And that every tongue should confess
. that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory
of God the Father.
: Neely's Bend (BC) - 4/21/02
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TO' SP1RITS IN PR1S0N

, I Pet. 3:19-20

A. Even my

of the lesson may be wrong.

B. Is the

A.
H.~=====
8.

__

C.
O.
E. . . . .~. . . .~. .~
I. 1:,$'5 to' h "8.a,,,1 ''771.

*,

t.

.

I Pet. 3:19 lIay which he also went and preoched unto
• I

ikr

Ma

.Idrn'i!',;.

.

1. EvIdently Jesus. 4
~. But did the Spi rit hove a part?

Pnr "frat' imc,b'd

r*

1. ~Som~whafa
I
'*ment.
2. Reol ty just saying preaching was done.
3.Preoch - cry, her.Qld, announCf).
4. 2 .
~
(h J II; pCUJllef.M. l!VIH!1iSl<4.

C

Ii

H,

r

t· 7&

0

.

1. the Spirit earlier had qvickened.
2. Cri~seitf he did not go when raised from
dead os J<JV implies.
3. H - •.
dnaa h ,rave.
4.
~~
h__. .~. . . . . .~. . . .__. ..

R.___......_.. . . ..

s

\.

I Pet. 1: 1.' usea. rching what, or

Wi:1'.:tF~

ti~~

anner of
tl.
6. How could you separate Noah .1 b cket of
'
rejectees & preach just to the ~ ? j\
i
I. A rk Prepared.
! "!
1. Symbol of safety & Christ.
1
}
a.} God's not Noah's idea to buildit.
b.) Came via divinely appointed means.
c.) Exclusive means of salvation.
d.) Ark took beating those inside would have taken
had they been outs i de .
e.) Entrance voluntary.
f.) Entrance free - no ticket of admission.
,
g.) When people were shut in, God was in complete!
charge.
'
2. A II other safety devices faiL
a.) Giants.
b.) Good deeds.
J. Few.
1. No man has 2nd chance.
2.'I;'S tree faits it lies 'l Ecc.
3. Not fewSJ3irits but souls no spirit ever preached
to anywhere.
4. Don't be discouraged by few.
Gen. 7:7 "And Noah went in, and his sons, and his w
K. Water.
I
11 Flood buried old world of violence & then came
rebirth.
I
l~ 2. Covers old lif., raises new.

J

f,

3. Water separated Noah from wicked world - so
does Christian baptism.
i 4. Owe safea:~Jater - it bore them up.
~&tJ.., 100+
3-"3-g0
I

6.

a"~Irtne<r'rrAcc~pt:iii~'~

With'lTQ1" ".,'rn~5

5. All but 2 gave satisfactory answers and
their acceptance was never granted.
6.James Foster was absent- -May 4,1811
he was present for the purpose of organization.
a.Qt.arose--is he a member?
b. A. Campbell there, seemingly doubted
whole procedure, arose and said
"Certainly he is. He was and never,
again was he or anyone asked such a qt.
7 . Thorn. Campbell was appointed elder;
Alex. licensed to preach, 4 deacons
chosen, prayers, sang Ps.11S and felt
united and happy.
8. May 5 - Sunday - Brl,lsh Run l1eld firs;t
C,$l1lTlooion service.
:
9. ~il#:x.preached on John 6:48"1 'am the
'br'e~d of life. "
<v-$"He tl~at eateth of this bread shaUll
a.Points were these:
{l,)$jnJJ.llq death entered worldby.e,at:ing; "
89 G?d~l;"~tbeci ri.ghteousnes~<and life,,;
J~o be i~$crted by spiritual f~.
.
ti)j.e,$Us Chri at is all ili all in. tne Scrip.
'land is represelited by eve~y kind of
emblem.~bat~ourages us to trust
It

<

hi$.·
.
(3).Bread;JfJ.OO! ahtv'ays literal but repre-

sents anything conducive. to Ui~;:~lf\d
'ness 0.£ cra;turce.

--.-..-'"?

-'

,-~

,

'.

,ts bASed.·Dt1 tnisAye:rSe~~. dl

(4)4 ()~her

10. Then preacHed on ..~. C~ ~l !
Rom. H:32"He that spared nat his own
a.(They had 2 services- "'"you just stayed
for both!)
11.June 16, 1811 first sermon in new Brush
R un meeting house.
Gal. 1:4 "Who gave himself for our sins
12.It was noticed Joseph Bryant and others
who ans. qt. correctly did not eat the
Lord 's' supper now observed weekly.
a.Bryan~aid he was not authorized since
never been' baptized.
._
b.Such was case of 2 other members.
13. This brought up qt. of baptism: .
a~It's m<tde.
b. What -.s correct action.
14. Thom. G~mpbell had serious scruples
jabout baptizing those already reoogtli.Zi.··•. ·
as <tll'0mbers'- -if they had received. any
form of bapti sm.
15.Tbese had none .
16 ..8ryant and Sharp .said onlyimm-rsiOO
w~s 113.
17.T. Campbell admitted in premati~e ~.ge
~hey went down to water and were, burie.'
iii' i t . ,
.
",;;l.,
a. "Water is water and earthis~arth-"'"Ow~'~
can't caU a person buried if hf}-s a :iittl~::
dirt spdnlded on him~
.

~.uly 4f~en,tJ!;} J3uftaJq::p~e~k'on' D~Vi~L

"

SrYc1nt I sTArm .

/If)

c. Pool was narrow - -water came to ' <!p'
shoulder of candidate.
d. T. Campbell without going into water
stood on root projecting over pool, bent;
down their heads, until buried- -,in "each
case repeating the baptismal formula."
e.James Foster didn't like the way it was I
done and wondered why an unimmersed I
man like Campbell could baptize another:
C. Discussion didn't close here. {just read :
Dr. Werner Pfendsack' s "How to Be, a
'
Christian". He s minister of Evangelical
Reform Cathedral in Basel Switzerland.
1. He said.
a. Quote cards.
Ill. But is there.no answer?
A.lsthere a source to which We can turn?
1. Why not the Bible.
a.lt's a sign post. It exists not for it,s
own sake.
b.Not to gaze at in astonishment and ven-,
eration - -but to be carefully read:,
c.lt has sense and meaning for those who:'
have confidence in its declarations.
d.Will you travel in the way it indicates? "
jJV. T~ Bible and Baptism.
.
,:A • Define, it •
1. D1p.,
2. Immerse'.'
_",---,,~.-=S-,,-inc2-k.....{,,-,P..-c.o-,-ly'-".'!?L..i. =u-,-,s)'---_-'-_ _~__.,,_.~._
I

...,

G. B&pti gmsaves • .
I Peter 3:21"The like figure whereunto
H.)Yashes away sjns.
Act.s 22:16"And now why tarriest thou? ari
. Ieor. 6: 11 "And such were some of you:
Bph. 5:26 "That he might sanctify and ...
. . .. . . . . . .~fcl\ ~ "M-~) \,J- ~11t1 ~ ~l" ....".
3:5"No~ by WQtl<s 9.1 rig1:\lt~oUSl1:ess
. 6! 3" Know ye nQt, tbat SQ manYQf

!'~;ti~d'wtdi ';ilm itl~pU$In1 wns.
amc.ru~i'i_ • • (nU."l~;.

'I

,

'.

\

,

"

death alld:i:rt his re'surrection.
The important thing, however, is not ~he, ,baptismal
but the meaning of the baptismal formula: Ii ,
•
, I baptize you in the naQle qf the Father,. the
r;-----t'Son, and the Holy Spirit." Our l1a~, is joined with the,
name of the Triune Go4~ We are adopted as God's children!
To be baptized means therefore ~o belong to the Ii ving.God]
When we are baptized, ,Jesus Christ enters the ~p of Qur i
lives. His "name .flutters at the mast of our ship as~~e
i
ensign of the owner. But the presence of Jesus in the ship
of our Ii ves helps only when we yield the rudger to }Us
hand. Often it takes storms in order to make us wilUllS
do it. Christ waits for tne surrender of our rudder. Without the.full and conscious yielding of our lives to Chri.st,
bapti sm rt.;mains W:Qrt~!~$'a., ,j~ ~.!Sca¥s: "w·hobel'
: ,', ",' L~i:~~t~l~~ved; JiIut=. W, "
not

r, M"4J"!?"""

.

,

%

','

c

~,".'>

•

"': '~:,"

. .

wHlbe C()ndemned.~t ,,(Marl, 16=1,6)
,

,-':0

- -trom ffHow to ~'tij'hhristiant1
by Werner PfendB3ck
pages 14-75
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5. Baptism the pi cture of the Resur~<;tion.
IV. Fourfold Statement about Jesus.! t
A. Gone to Heaven.
\ \
Acts 1:9 HAnd when he had spokenfh,e things while 1
Mk. 16: 19 11 So then after the Lord had .spoken unto thE
Eph. 1:20-21 HWhich he wrought in ehrist, when he rc .
B. At Right Hand of God.
Rom. 8:34 IIWho is he that condemneth? It is Christ tl
Col. 3:1 IIlf ye then be risen with Christ I seek those tl
C. Angels, Authorities, Powers subfett to Him.
I Col. 2: 15 IIAnd having spoiled principalities and pow~
1I1 ••~. Resurrection.
1~~ loo+cLo..u)Jj. ..,-gO

I
1

J!:,,'/'

•

i
l

.111.

A,
B.

treatment

2.
1. Picture of Greek warrior putting on armor for
maximum protection.
2. We psycho ourselves to the fray.
3. There is still stiff fighting - sin will molest you.
B. Same Mind.
,J :.J ,
1. Our purpose is to be like Jesus.
•I .
2. We do not court the suffering, but knowing it wil!
come we can take it.
3. Love desires nothing more than likeness & shares
willingly in all the party loved.
4. Spirit of Christ gives one great power.
Ps. 18:29 "For bythe.e I have run
Phil. 3:8-11 Read.
phil. 4:13 "I can do all things
V. To Suffer in Flesh Has a Connection c leasing From
Sin.
A. Does suffering purify - Jewsthotso.
B. Does a Dead Person suffer?
Heb. 11 :32-38 Read.
C. Whatls embraced in ceasing from sin?
1. Itls not the same as sinl~ss perfection.
2. Rafher, means we are no longer dominated by sin
3. Dead rosin,• crucifiedc'l"~~naturally, we
":r~,;'J·~~t ~ t~ i
cease from Sin •
VI. How Will I, as a Christian, Use the Rest of My
Days?

A .To the lust of men?
1. This was the way of the former life to which I
died!2. How could I possibly be consumed c PClssiQns that
are dead. .

L

---.~-------------

-------

\

-------------~---~~~

3.
B. To the will of God.
1. God lets us see ourselves & His wish for us.
Ezek. 36:25 11Then will I sprinkle dean
2. Object of redemption is to rescue us from lusts &
bring to conformity to will of God.
3. We alter everything in compliance c His will.
Isa. 26: 13 110 Lord our God other lords
4. A Lypote - means in a figure more than the wordsJ
express.
5. World intent on vanity
C hr.
II
11 verity
6. To live wholly to God demands that one knows
His will.
~ fhvL IOO+da.,u.)

'.
\

\,
.I

,

no

5. 627 verse on

6.

Z'll

7. Knowles Clipping.
I
8. Herring.
9. McCord.
10. Bri ckman •
D. Revelling.
1 • Rioting - feasting, merrymaking after supper c
guest sallying into streets & going c torches.
2. Music & song honoring Bacchus.
3. Noisy Boisterous.
4. Wild parties - orgiastic rites of pagan cults.
5. Wall paintings on House of Mysteries at Pompeii. i
6. Pretty lonely sometime to not go c gang - we are'
- under pressu~e to conform.
7. However I we must not dishonor name of Jesus.
E. Banqueting.
1. Used only here.
2. A drinking bout.
3. Assembly for the purpose of drinking.
4. D_ not mean eat~ng.
5. Forbidden to go to assemblteS whe re drinking is
main':cbject.
6. Ne'N. English uses Tippfing.
F. Idolatry.
1. Abominable = unlawful, contrary to etemal
principles.
'
2. Of~~,C:nad licentious pracHc,es connected'c it.
3. Rome after Nero condemned Christianity as
religio ill!cita.
',"
$-fD~:
I 4. Stedam CI tp.,
,
I
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I
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VESTERDAytS WALK
I Pet. 4:3
1. We are all fascinated with the:
A, Before & AHer.
B. Styles of 130s & 180s.
C. Sinner vs. Saint in our Ii ves.
1 . Peter asks us to contrast it.
2. Surely everyone didn't do all these things!
II. Bi.Jtbefore we get to the specifics, we see these
obvious thoughts.
A. Time Past of Our lives.
B. Let it suffice us.
C. Identifi ed as the w ill of the G enti les.
III. For the Time Past of Our Lives.
:
Rom. 6:21 'What fruit hac:i ye then in those things wh~
A. Pulpit Comm. has some interesting things about i

T'Ime.

II

Passage of ti me is Rapi d, Short!
I
Events of great importance have touc. hed us.
I
It, the past, is perfectly irrecoverable.
It has left its impression stamped on us.
It has forced some changes - some for the better,
some worse.
6. God can recall the past, or forget it completely,
B. Whet do we remember?
1, Longsuffering of God.
2. Kindness of brethren.
I
3. Opportunities of obedience,
IV. It Should Suffice.
I
A. Note the i nfe1"est in our con duct.
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.

I

L.~__~~_____. __.~. _.~~..____~_. __

\

\.

as

v.

A.

1.
2. It was not
3. If
II do
Matt. 7:20-23 "Wherefore
4. Weill find their ways
fingers us all.
5. Two K words:
o.

3.

I

b.) This one merely inclination.
6. God's will is holy & fixed.
7. Gentiles fickle & uncertain.
8. ffTo have wrought l1 implies that part of life ought
to be wholly past & gone.
B. Observations.
1 • What deeds are we doing that characterize us to
other?
2. Arewe so nominal the man of the world sees no
difference.
3. Are we, like them, guilty of:
a .) Disregarding God.
b.) Disregarding 6c:n¥'squthority.
c.) Disregarding God's Scripture in study.
d.) f}isregarding sin & its condemnation.
e.) Ignorant of Holy Spirit.
f.) Are we ever doing our own will?
~.) Do we practice same lusts?
I
I Epih 2:2-3 'Wherein "in time past ye walked accordin,
lisa. 55:2 'Wherefore do ye spend money for that whid
! Isa. 44:20 "He feedeth on ashes: a deceived heart h9
12huJ....~ IOD+cla .uJS'f-io
I

I

I
!
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1. He came to i;HiIJle·U4i!'
2. He suffe:ved
sin,
~att,

1: 21
3, He suffered

f:V\ilft\'<,_1lliit'.i'··

not;~i~$1t~i."t~~:{~~ifixion

but m.~;~~}lings for us,
4, "He met sin in mortal combat and
emerged victoriolls '," ... (l\1oul1.~~)
5. See the doc*~_ii:.f,·~·si(Bi\lImie"n and
i~.ji~@ation ,
6.

He·:tdirJt:lii?J~~.v;~}' iw·e§~.di~iJ:wit.h.Hdm;

His
7. It

places~iS~fRitl!J.'~i'(t~~M

be felt.
III. G;t)H8Ceq~e.iil:lJ":ii~Si;H.i~tieM~ '."i1ff~~;fl~Sh, If;
gra~~:U~~f·to

we:. .~·t(!}i~ial!'»;au~~eLve)S"J ,withli·tl'}e·

)~:t;ltil.

'same

.

2.

'~r71W.rI'h·
. t s t e picture

.
t he -,"",
~,ii!WHrlor
putting on his heui'.¥1_ _or
maximum protection.
2. Tell the story of ~tg.l. III ,
beauty operator, getting 200 votes
in the lost election; next day in
town with the "big iron on his hip".
(Marty Robbins) said anfone who
had only 200 friends in the county
better go armed."
3. Arm--"take artillery"--use equipment
of heaviest matter.
4. Devil's got hand grenade but the
Christian has a tank. (Parsons)
I In. 4:4
5.
this
0f

,PI

6.
Gal.

3.
4.

-

3.

. 4:

was
ahould we be.
g)
h)
i)

j)

k)
1)

m)

so

~'Fattitude,our outlook--"I'm
done with Sin. II
~.ased in death.
~ever dominated by sin.
Like the risen Christ. believers
henceforth have no more to do
with Sin.
Baptism a clean break with old
ways.
Ceased--deUvered. (Wesley)
A slave delivered up as a public
offender became freed from his
master after undergoing his
sentence the offender was infranchised. (Roman law)

4. _ _

4.
~

a) "We've much to live with, little
to live for. II (Shelly)

£._,$.1111.,"......' . .'.

b) _1 . . .
c) SaBlilllli;J• •iMJ_iMe.
d) LU"S:i_;;i~y.

e)

2;~~'*les--I~sl!;_,\,men

vs

._~Wod.

t;eel ~

cb rt

(1)

~cated

life vs di8sipated

1/02 --(2) : e live not satisfying human

appetites and passion, but in
~~'I,~tIr"t'L
ddlng God's will.
fltl Y"(3) Qed's desires for man very
diiferent from that of unrede~med society .
. 4:34
( 4) God ceBs the shots ,in your
life.
(5) C<JIliorm yourself to ttte
reveated will of God.
IV. ~~ _ _"I;&\• •la_;1i•••~~'~;·

r --0

~;:::::::~~~~.ut
NIl
II

A. 1.

can ;I1Ut to/;~nother ' course
pr.£1'ffte future.
2. We'''. I 'E Lt lIildlJO_es long
e~h.

3.

fo

thrill to pass yesterday's

eX~l1ent.

4. Walked-:-oast It~, t)lrough witp. it.
5. Te:ns;es ShtlW 81
" things are behind

tlv:lm.

;

b) Orgies proceeded by a

c) Drunken parties--unwholesome
banquets.
d) Social drinking parties.
e) Tippling.
5 !.BIIRf'IM& UIIIff-

a) Gluttony
b) Drinking bouts
6.'T~~~I._

a) Pagan life style that worships
anything but God.
b) No such thing as a little sin.
c) Detestable--only one other time
in N. T.
d) PietUl'e of evil men plunging
headlong into flood of dissipation.

.PUp Why epgoR£. would
_ _g...iIIIIlIIIPl& hedonistic life s~le for
0112
j
Zl i @M'rictions .
2. Christians are a ,gUS no group of
t

:

3.

~~Oys. j).fU·q{Jb~-Z

&/JOe1tg

a) Run in a pack--worldly crowd
running and sinning together.
b) Idea of diving off.
c) Desire for excess.
d) In troups--everybody does it.
e) Move from one bar to another,
joking their way to hell.
4. jeW? SJun1 nf ptt.
a) ()vf!rfiow to sewer.
nd
thiIlll n1£1@'re strange for not
doing the same.
c) UloilJ&lon.
d )A,~i!l,k:;:"Iil~.~:pl J'{~t,e~_reJllaining
aftE\lLJp,undation.
.
e) l1i9i=R;t~-" mQl'Jll.abandon-

b) T

ment.

5.

,SP
a)

J

"sf lin.

~n.

b) H 2
c) ReS

7

see
2JJPO?

;

I

~nic.

sLoat

d)

~att. 24:9

i

L

e)

<;tk ?51?
mel

\
\

Ii

HIt

l5~ncy.

pIiGe, 41ypocrisy ,
.

7.

v'
. ~after it
finally

I
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C

day
r;;&Al
;ri

Pb

us.

d/ 32*j8W{&
&itt~ut a
coming.

~: ~
B.

Is and c.
us.

IS

L hut l§

Will m,l t'

Rn*r penu

lttdaJ
Lord.

spQ? CD

His com;" j?
5 near.
Can comt d 271
t.
He? Y
'f'p 72e1i
1

7

"6.1

r w!.,::i~:'~_$'@trMW~iM;tffii~i~.

Matt. 12 :26
2. " " ' ' ' ' ' ' s as ~ror a~"e.
In. 5 :22
3. Dea~
_ _ i. . . .ny--no second
chance.
•
4. Don't caiuse i
rtrte
5. Gospel's preached _l1mll un J .1k;;:Wr
thas •• Agement .
6. Neithe., iii. I i
11. I.~ will

t

RrUlQLse.

D.

~

advantage over the
d?ad at the r~!urn of Chf~
2 . . . . .~ & <III1'Pshows 1~!
scope of Judgement.
3 . V-1 "Sands of Time."

GnuN. ~hce( CJw..pef- 4r~'fJ9'1

Frankiin KY - 7/28/99
Mars Hili, Flo:r:ence,t AL - 8/4/99
Hillsboro - 8/1119;:,

\,

Branson, MO - 9/12/99
West 7th, Columbia, '1N - 9/19/9.9
Water Street, Charlotte, TN - 10/25/99
Central, Johnson City. TN - 11/1/99
Double Springs, AL - 11/8/99
Lick Skillet, KY - 11116/99

..
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3 JUDGEMENTS
I Pet. 4:4-5
I. Sometimes, when we compare, we are so woefully
outdone by others, we wonder if we should try!
A. For instQnee, your knowledge of Geo. Gaddes
comparable to mine.
1. Diane & Ronnie mean so much to us in real
encouragement.
2. She brot the acquaintance.
a.) My dad is sick.
b.} My Dad is real sick - pray.
c.) My Dad is in d coma - add him to prayer list.
3. I visited him repeatedly in the hospital.
a.) Intensive care.
b.) Regular room.
co) Prayed c him.
B. But your knowledge is vastly superiDr!
1. N~ftlw him well.
2. Never saw him outside hospital.
3. Never saw him at work, worship, play.
4. leave each to his memories.
II. But believing he was a valuable & wise man, as
tribute to him, I ask you to think of 3 Judgem~i
to which we are all subjected.
I Peter 4:4...5 ~'Whe,ein they think it strange that 'Ie r
A. Worldly can't understand the ehr.
1 • Why not enjoy carnality?
2. Why. not a Sot. night? instead of a Wed., night
pr~'Yef meeting?
3. Why ,pray 1 gtve 1 attend the dead?

\

-

i

4. Even speak evi I of you.
B. Christial:l can't understand worldly.
1. He looks to Jesus.
Heb. 12:2 11Looking to Jesus
I In. 5:4 I1This is our victory, whereby we ov.
2. Puzzled - llWOnde rfu 111 to ea. other.
Heb. 11 :26 IIBy faith, Moses refused to be
C. All arbwer before God.
1. This inescapable.
2. This utterly accurate.

iJh~' ..~~tJf~
I. ,
---'1r'
. . ~Jf-/3-t?O

\

\.
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~£MENTOAY

1

\ I Pet. 4:4-6
'j
1. For a 'long ti"'e ~efvf) discussed specific sins.
A. What's world's Reaction?
B. What's GOdls Reaction?
II. To some you are "strange."
I Pet. 4:4 "Wherein they think it strange that ye run ~
A. We surprise former friends.
1. Our change dOes it.
2. They are not timid about saying something to us-~
why should we be to them?
3. Some do not understand reason you 1,'Eift their way:
4. No man more unpopular at drinking party than '
teetota Ier •
5. Do some think it strange the way weg;ive &,
. Heb. 11 :26 IIEsteem ing the r~prdach of Christ greah'.r J
B. Whatls been asked of yiou'lately about your religl,
C. Run Not to Same Excess of Riot.
1. Run - in a pack.
2. Worldly move from one bar to another.
3. Can you teav~ fhe C'rt>wd,' yet relTiain friendly c
them & hope to share the' Christ?
4. '06e!; thi'heppen for us:
a.) Chr. shows 'Opposite course to world.
b.) World has opposite thot & speech.
c.) There will be a final judgemMt of both.
Hab .. 12:2 "Looking unto Jesus the dutnor and finishe
I In. ;5:4 "For wliatsoever is born of God overcometh
5. Chr. & Carnal man startle each other.
15: 19 liTher-afore th'tis saith-the- Lord, If thou ret

\

_.

~.

"~

!

D. They wi II speak evi I o·f you.
1 • You·ve heard it? .
2. Why not let the world alone do this - why hurt
your brother?
II. God calls for an Accounting.
A. The word "account. II
1. If guilty of wrong, we must ans. for it.
2. One day this responsibi lity cOmes to all.
t
B. God s ready to Judge.
1. God wants us to avoid the condemning judgement,
2. Ready = prepared for it.
3. A II judged at same time.
4. Hew do we stand?
lev. 21 :20 II Or crookbackt, or a dwarf, or that hath,
5. What sin have I left behind?
.
6. What grace have I brot home?
7. What new desire is mine?
8. Do we set ourselves no mark(
C. Quick & Dead.
1 • Were not dead when the gospel was preached.
2. No second c~6ilt;e:;.·
I
3. Dead - once heard & believed gospel - now dead1
!
IV. Cause of the Gospel Being Preached.
A. Cause.
I
1. End to be reached ..
2. Object to be gained.
.
.
3. Are we aiming at proper end - no, self end.
B. Judgement.
1. If we will not part c sin, we will die in it.

\

'.

'.

3.
2. If we die 1st, we wiH live forever.
3. Man judged them severely & put them to death
for their religion.
4. Body put to death - Spirit very much alive.
5. Judged in flesh is present sense.
6. It's to have the sentence executed.
7. We can be dead to men & alive to God.
Ps. 16:2 "0 my soul, thou hast said unto the Lord, Til

1huI..iMlI()o fcia 44.1
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A.
B.

C.
D.
E. Link doctrine and practice.
III. Facts for Christian to Face.
A. Earlier Christ suffered for us.
L Known fact though strange to have
perfection so treated.
2. "Despised and rejected of men."
3. Why did they?
B. Followers Must Do the Same.
1. The disciple is not above his master.
2. Arm Yourself.
a) Do the will of God whatever the
costs.
b) This is your faith--live according
to it irrespective of the cost.
c) Expect no satisfaction from any
forbidden indulgence.

3,

4,

5.

we
easier to
time.
6. Noah took it and won--we must.
7. Through suffering learn to dethrone
earthly desires.
8. We need a clean break with sin in
our lives.
9. Acid of persecution eats away the
bonds that bind us to our past.
(Meyers)
10. Suffering braces a man's mind.
11. Lit. can't sin any more after death.
12. Cease = cause to rest.
13. To be rid of sin forever even by
death is a glorious thought.
D. Before--Flesh--Lusts of Men.
After--The Will of God.
1. I chosea one of . . the.
.
Jwo & they are
oppose 'to eaCH otHer.

than

5. Better to

6.
the

E.

Outrageous
e) Sensuality.
2. Lusts
a) Irregular appetites.
b) Safe sex--hand out birth control
devises as you would movie tickets
--it's all entertainment!
c) Dress properly.
3. Excess of wine.
a) Also plural.
b) Overflowing.
c) Wine s.w.eHiftgs.
d) Inflamed.
4. Revelling
a) Lascivious feasting & drunken
songs.
b) Night club life.
c) Boisterous parties. ';J;

4,

F.

an
to engage
Riot.
a) Picture of people running out of
their homes so as not to be late
when signal for idol festival begins.
b) Excess--breaks down all rule,
order, restraint.
c) Giving up to self indulgence saves
neither reputation nor soul.
3. Speak evil of you.
a) Lit. blaspheme.
b) Not just endure affliction but
experience the world's hatred.
c) Neither persecution nor reproach
must stop us.
F. There is a Judgement.
1. They will give an account to Jesus-all will.
20 Run--Excess

r

5.

1

2. Leave distractors to God's judgement;
",;-Jesus did.
:
I Peter 2:23
3. We give account to Jesus for our
life style choices.
4. Jesus Judges.
a) Son exercises judgement under
the authority of the Father.
b) Judgement means separation.
c) One of the last acts of the Lord's i
ministry.
d) Judgement adds awful solemnity
to hum~n life.
e) Christ will decide who is right
or wrong.
IV. The Hard Part
A. Gospel preached to them that are dead.
1. Some way it seems all heard.
2. God will be fair in all the judgement.
3. Let's do our best to present the
grace of God to every man.
4. I don't know how He'll handle those
who never heard; I do know what
he thinks of me if I don't tell the
story.
5. God will properly handle those we
have no QPpol'tunity of reaching.
B. Call men to Spirit of God.
1. Live by flesh--condemned.
2 .. Will of God--approved.
3. Finish human will & live by the
Spirit of God.
4. Live according to God's standard .

......

8.
5. Make the will of God oUr rule--not
our own desires.
C. End of All at Hand.
1. Christ's incarnation brings us to
last days.
2. Fulfillment of age has come.
1 Cor. 10:11
2 Cor. 5: 17
3. Unveiling of Jesus the culmination of
all hope.
D. Lead Orderly Lives--Pray.
1. "I don't do any of the above"--but
do you pray?,~~~
2. Is your life ~,collected?
3. Keep cool and pray. (Moffett)
Bethany church, Franklin, KY (BC)-12/0S/91
.W.est)1ood., MJ!.M. :j.l1l1yj.ll~."..J:N (~. C) - .12/15/91
MadrsQ'n.. - 12/3t11 ~1(.D (.;)
...
Stones River, Murfreesboro, Tn (BC) - 1/12/92
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SPECIFIC DUTIES
I Pet. 4:71. Do you feel overcOme by the task sOme people fac~
A. Is anyone big enuf for the Presidency.
.
B. Musicians perform.
C. W~en you crOss the intemational date line when
do you eat the Supper?
II. Lest I think all's beyond me let me look at what I
can do!
I Pet. 4:7 "But the end of all things is at hand: be ye
A. Explain the end.
1. Lord could come at any moment.
a.) End of time, Or Jerusalem.
b.) Last time after Jesus came in flesh.
2. I could die at any mOment.
a .) So far as I'm concerned the end is near.
b .) Yet men know not the end.
Matt. 24:36 "But of that day and hour knoweth no rna
Acts 1:7 IIAnd he said unto them, It is not for you to
Ecc. 7:2 lilt is better to gO to the house of mourning,
co} Explain.
Rom. 13:12 liThe night is far spent I the day is at han
phil. 4:5 "Let your moderation be known unto all me
James 5:8 "Be ye also patient; stablish your hearts: f
I In. 2:1 B lllittle children, it is the last time; and as
Rev. 1:3 "Blessed is he that readeth, and they that h
3. Consequently:
a.) Live like each day is the last.
b.) Live c an alertness born of expectation.
c.) Does it inspire watchfulness & readiness in me?

,
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B. Be sobe.
1. Serious.
2. Thotful.
f;' Has to do c Our desire for earthly things.
Col. 3:2 USet your affection On things above, not on tl
4. Heart wholly disengaged from excessive affections
C. Watch & Pray.
1 • Don't let things interfere c your praying.
I 2. Easy to pray if you know end is coming.
I Ps. 107:28 "Then they cry unto the Lord in their troubl

I~ ~ IOO+~'-IS'-f()
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HOSPITALITY AND COMPANY

I Pet. 4:9-11
I. One of the things that Peter says is required of
\ Christians is hospitality. Shall we study it.
A. Define.
1 • Extending self to maximum end to meet others
needs.
2. B~friendly to strangers.
B. Drawbacks.
1 • Who needs it?
2. It can be trying as it becomes the happy hunting
ground for hypocrits.
3. I n days of its requ irements there were few passablj
inns. Church met in homes.
4. To mix all society is not easy - leven is love.
S. Hard to make all guests perfectly comfortable.
6. Some look to actions but lord looks to intent I
not grudgingly.

I

III. Now abOut g ifts .

A. Every Christian has at least ~ne.
1. Is it a speaking one'? (Preach & teach) •
! 2. Or servinq (Minister).

I
I

3. It means an endowment of any kind conferred by
Spirit of God.
S. Some consequences •
I 1. Nothi~g is useless. .
I
I 2. Nothing is self sufficient.
.
I
I 3. Every gift rightly discerned, should keep USS~~j".I
I
. on an even Keele.
.. .
4. Gifts should not be used to glorify self but ra~~er
. bring honor to Jesus.
.
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(3) Or Srn~a.
Rev. 2:10 I1Fear none of those!. things which thou shalt
(4) Can your attitude be marked as joyful.
(This does not have to do c sin & disease &
rejoicing in this, does it?)
(5) Strange we are so little persecuted?
(6) Do we see our dross consumed & gold refined?
d.) We have a great assistance - spirit of Glory &
of God rests on you.
1.) Called to suffer for the redeemer welJl not be
forsaken.
2.) The more our persecution, the more we may
f
expect a fuller measure of Spirit's prQlsence.
3.) These 2 names refer to Holy Spirit.
I
fwL loot~ 1-/f -go
.
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IF ANY MAN SUFfER AS A CHRISTIAN
I

~

I, PEl. 4: 16
I. Itls impossible to go thru this world w/o suffering.
A. We enter it thatiway.
B. We cry from the '1St day, else they thi nk somethi ns

wrong.ftttuJ~ ,.~~ I,e It:tuff I~!I/Ofi!uJII! ,\.

C. We cry tears even of' joy.
OtUt, ~?)
II. But we can ~erisate via attitude.
A. Why do I suffer?
1. Children grow up.
2 • Operations, f ~ ~
3. Learn via business reverses.
B. What do I gain by it.
111. What bettsE-cause to suffer than as a Christian.
A. Capital offense to be d Chr.·
...L...~40 ~
1. World hates us. 4. bI»~~ur: ~~ ~ pft'(; ~t
2. Denominations ridicule us tho they fight among
themselves.
3. Persecuted just because you are a Chr.
8. Q,o not be ashamed,.
1. Don't refuse to suffer.
2. Time & eternity will bring desired results.
3. Don't be ashamed of dstdclne.
4. Don't be ashamed of JjW1s.
5. Don't be ashamed of f~ship.
6. Don't be ashamed of duties.
7. B~ ashamed only of what is wrong.
C. <;;Iorify God on tflfSbehalf. let 1S~2P
1 .) We are so commanded.
2.) How?
,

J>

-

Z.

a.)
b .)
c.)
d .)

Wear it exclusively.
.Do not hyphenate.
Lead holy life.
Repeat name under a II ci rcumstQnces to honor
it. e~~ ~ff,eleJ #f)ItS'J"J-r ~.
B.l)IgmeChristian.
1. In derision?
2. Divinely called? Sure! else -a. fWhy does God authorize our suffering in this
name.
b.) <;3lorif}!-God in this name.
c.) SpOOn started Ii eJt was not right name.
Iso. 62:2 IIAnd the Gentiles shall see thy righteousne:
d.) Enemies are not permittedlo name Jesus I
followers.
e.) Nome glorifies Christ:" do you think enemy
would so choose?
f.) Disciple disappears from A cts to Rev. John
used it 77x in gospels.
g.) Some oldt~' instead of Christian have
Chrestian =' goo. dy, goody':.
.
7
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The story is told that Charles
Roberson, while head
of the Bible department at Abilene Christian University, invited
several older preachers to his home for a meal, and also invited a young preacher student. Sister Roberson asked each
iftheywould desire some coffee. The young student disdainfully replied, "No, thanks, I'M a Christian. "
Brother Roberson then very quietly and calmly said, "That
is great son. I am so happy to kIlOW that and hope you will
always be faithful to your Lord; but redly I had rather found
out some other way." How do people learn that you and I are
Christians?
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THE COMfNG TIME

I

1 Pet. 4: 17-1 9
I. O~ m~my passages there is room for varied opinion""'
but perhaps on none vital to our s6lvation.
II. This parcJgraph hOi dIvided views among Bible
10VEKu the controv
is twofold:
A•
,
Jewish destruction
current conviction, or end of world?
s.: pi .
i
dIUA,hatisimplied&
how should it affect me?
....
C. We'll present bofh views, and our own favorite
one, plus the etA'.1ication •

tap

• • •,tood
, as
1 • ~rnes . ,: ,of itos c 7 I
. jthat test
tne VQI,~ Qf o!J;r "lteUg:km: •
2. It's appr,~s fd every a~e ~
, 3. Coffman SOY5 it is judgement to bEll brovght
• • • •In, thus beingprapheticaHy

P:1J, "T~em JJ ~ Secular Israel.
b.J One I'JIf nion J~ws destroyed by AD 70 - 5 years
after this epistle waspenned~ , ,
4. All I thtnk,s.e it with a spift\H:JI application t
;full & final

1. First answeT,
a.) Criswelfsotd view

,1
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are now
dishonor Him - what will
to
who do honor Him
Iy?
(5) Ungodly
II
be punished.
Ps. 1 "Therefo1"e.;the ungodly shall not stand

own strength -

.5. 1

Ps. 34! 18 'tiThe Lord is nigh unto them that are of a b~
Matt. 10:30 IIBut the very hairs of your head are all nu
2 Tim. 1:12 11For the which cause I also suffer these thir
:
h.) Trust God due to His ability & His fidelity.
1h.M-~/oor~ IO-J~-'io
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FOUR THINGS ABOUT PETER
I Pet. 5:1
I. About some men, even apostles, we know so little.
II. A~t.other$" even apostles, we know so much.
A. Peter is arr examp Ie.
B. Learn 4ihings in one verse!
1. Hels an elder.
2. He's an exhorter.
3. He's a witness of the sufferings of Christ.
4. Hels a partaker of the glory that shall be revealel
III. Shall we examine these Four?
A. I'm a Fellow Elder.
1 . There are tria Is to come.
2. Strong men are needed for darkening skies.
3. 1st see the word elder.
I
a.) 1st used in Acts 11 :30.
.
i
b.) No difference between elder & presbytery so f~
os office is concerned.
I
c.) Elder & bishop same office.
I
(1) Elder shows moturity.
I
(2) Bishop oversight.
(3) Elders are not different from bishops - it was
an erroneous ~;inctian' that arose.
d.) Elder used 17X for church office.
e.) One who is old.;
4. Fellow - elder.
a.) John & Peter both elders.
I Pel. 5:1 "The elders which /:Ire among you I exhort,
2 In. 1 liThe elder unto the elect lady and her child
3 In. 1 liThe elder unto the welibel.Qv,dGaius, w

"
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ElbElS; THINGS"rO
WEll ASTO DO!

DO WITH WAYS NOT TOAS r
I Pet. 5:1-4

I. No earthly commitment to a church is more
important than leadership.
A. Gad has put to the front elders.
1 . Great churches don't just happen -there are
causes.
2. When they are absent, the church suffers.
B. He gives them complete instruction.
1 • What they are to do.
2. How they are to do" it.
3. How they are not to do it.
C. In I Pet. 5 - tho not the only elder passage - we,
find this answered.
.
1. Two things to do: feed & oversee.
i
2. 3 ways to do it: willingly, ready mind, exampled
3. He shows three ways not to: constraint, for
1
filthy '!,Jere, lording.
I
4. After this he speaks of their reward.
i
5. These points are the burden of this lesson.·
.~
II. Elders' TasK&.
!
A. tlfeed the flock of God which is among you. " !
1. Define "fee.d. II
a.) Tend as shepherd does his flock.
b.) "leaHy embraces all the duties of the office ll
Pulpit Comm •
.
c.) A shepherd feeds, guides, directs, protects.
d.) He goes before, Ieaos . .
.
e .) He watehe~ ..
lie loves & knows the sheep.

,
'.

2. 1
2. leighton says he1s to llfeed not to please if flock. '
3. Obviously, one will see the Pastor image.
a.) From idea of shepherd.
John 10: 11 111 am the good shepherd: the good shephe.
b.) He needs thorough knowledge of word he is
feedi ng flock.
c.) He disciplines via doctrine.
Ezek. 34:16 111 will seek that which was lost, and brir'
Iso. 40:11 I1He shall feed his flock like a shepherd: hE
3. Note word lIf10ck II •
(0) Reminds one of sheep.
b.) Radiates a weakness also a tenderness to show
church.
c.) Flock needs constant inspection, guidance,
defense, tender care.
4. The Flock belongs to God.
a .) It is not man or the shepherds .
. b.) Church doesn't belong to elders.
c.) "Among you ll means it's committed to the
shepherds or that Ws under their care.
5. Shepherds will be required to account for the
flock.
I
Acts 20:28 IITakeheed therefore unto yourselves, andl
B. 2nd Duty - Oversight.
1 • Perhaps this is another way to say feed.
2. Men who is an elder will have his hands full.
3. Elders are to look with sense of concern.
4. One said if you had blood from thacross y.ou
.' carry it carefully. One should do the some for
those for whom the blood was shed.
II

~

I

. 3 .r
III. Ways Not To & To Do the work - we'll yodel back:
& forth with these contrasting manners.
A. Not by constrqint.
1. GK word used only here.
2. Not by force, compulsion, or unwillingly are
sheep to be led.
3. We drive cattle & lead sheep.
4. No yoke is on you - act as free man - not a slave
B. But will ingly.
1 • This is the spirit God wants enacted.
2. It's a gracious, giving spirit.
C. Not for fil thy lucre.
1. Not very applicable today in one sense of the
word - few paid elders.
2. There must be no temptation to make money out
of it.
3. Some things we do.out of love - some things we
are pd. to do.
4. Shameful gain opposed.
5. No covetous spirit.
D. But of a Ready Mind.
1. It, too, used only here.
2. Strong word for zeal, enthusiasm.
3. Literally, with a glow.
4. Shepherd people like God would do it.
5. Must not quail under pressure of the times.
E. Nelther being lords over God's heritage.
1. Margin -overruling.
2. No scorn. '~"
3. No hostility.

\,

4.
4. No tyranny.
5. Man can do the right thing in a wrong way &
spoil ita II.
6. Elder not a petty tyrant •
7. People love authority - once have it hard to
turn it loose.
8. Love of petty power entices.
9. Power motive evident in every church. Desire
for it is ever present.
10. Undue ambition takes over.
Lu. 22:25-26 "And he said unto them, The kings of t~
11. Note it's God's heritage.
F. Be an Example.
1. Rest of flock can follow what an elder does.
I Cor. 11:1 IIBe ye imitators of me
2. ExampJe means strike a blow, print, figure
formed by a blow, die.
3. Daily life of an elder is a pattern for others to
follow.
4. Pastors should be eminent & exemplary.
5. Be patterns - wlo this there is little or no
fruitful teaching.
IV. Elders Reward (V: 4).
A. Chief Shepherd.
1. Used only here.
2. Hels assigned them a f1\ot. II
3. Beautifubfo glory in the kinship c Jesus.
4. One day he will appear.
B. Crown.
t is the amarathine wreath.

I
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"Church officers varied greatly from church to
church. Paul lists seven or eight at various
times. There seems to have been considerable
:duplication of functinns between some of them.
-!For example, bishops, e"lders, and deacons seem
Ito have had administrative functions. Some of

I

/them, in some places, carried overseer respon-

I

Isibilities.
There seems to have been no agreed
I
.iupon specifications for these offices. It is not.

Ir surprising,

l

therefore,

that these differences
i

con.tinue .to exist to. this day. Simil.ar titles
j
b.ll:L;w:.i ~.b~.Q._j.t't'erent~:fu:Q.~t:bons may be found
(~ )

I(
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among the various church groups today."
--Faces

£f

God, p.
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Samuel J. Schreiner
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c.
d?
Diotrephes the worst.
But the record
other way.
2.
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1. Comp

2. "Not because you tft~'!
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1. ~ 1!- (seems like the
Volunteer State should set the
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a) Lots =
.. '" . ··gned.

b) Shll
311 biity necessary, else
good section of the church left
without pastoring.
c)
ots - an allotment
of members.
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Kingwood Hgts., Mur:eeSboro, TN - 2/25/89

Audrey Davis
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little enthusiasm.
will

" the
him.
"1

"Every night, when my
id says her prayers, she,
lllentions the people who make :
V today's movies." "What do you .'
f\ mean?" "WeU,she says, "For- ,
give us our t:espasses, as we
fotgive those who ptess trash},
iJ. t
upon us."
.,,5
t,

ures or between good
pleasures. Once it is agreed
the criterion is pleaS;1,lre, pleasurebecomes its own justification.~JOHN R SILBER, Vital
Speeches of the Day, 9-1-76.
DlIT(;;!U

n __ ·_

of the
age of science and of
These did not create our Declaration.
Declaration created
The
of the
come
first.
all our material prosit may appear, will turn to
a barren
in our grasp. If we are to maintain
heritage which has been
to us, we
the
must be like-minded as the
it. We
must not sink into a pagan
must cultivate
the reverence which they
things that are holy.
We must follow the spiritual and moral leadership which
they showed. We must keep replenished. that they may
glow with a more compelling flame. the altar fires before

-- President Calvin

THE DEATH OF ETHICS IN AMERICA

~

Cal Thomas

P. 150- 5

•

A young mother paid a viSitj(b
to a doctor, she made rio attempt to quiet her five year
old son, who was causing
rumpus in the next room. Suddenly, there was a loudclat
ter of bottles.
"1 hope, doctor, you don't
mind Brian being in there"
the mother said.
"No, said the doctor. "He'll
qUie~. ythen he gets to

:x

the~'

------- ........--

E. Gladstone
Let us
honest can

GREAT
P .106

a standard to
the rest

AND ILLUSTRATIONS. -

God.

As long ago as
1958, Dorothy Thompson complaiilOO in Ladies' Home *~
J~OU.
.' ic school teache.rsno longer ere.cognized
~
tb
Character building' and that many were posi~
ti¥
. • ing character in children. Speaking in
~
1985 to the National Press Club in Washington, D.C.,
s;(
.Brigham Young University President Jeffrey Holland 00- V':
served that the idea that 'the school should • • . be able
~
to take a stand on what is ethically sound' has become 'a
~
notion at risk in the 1980s.'
Ul
-Nor is the ptoblem COQClJled ~ the high schools and
~

pit. d.1II Tllleul,ecrnLn 1 tn ,1d.. lIIhl)" IT
MIn . ., . . . f6 . . . . rl' 1'Idll I, ••• "
tiona! Center for Scholars, told U.S. News & lIw14 Re;Orl

in 1984 that 'American universities have fallen down on
"the job of transmitting values to students. There has been
· a tendency to create courses of study that contain no
values whatever.' Steven Muller, president ofJohns Hopkins University, conceded in 1980 that 'the biggest failing in higher education today is that we fall short in
exposing students to values. Our failure • . • means that
universities are turning out potentially highly skilled barbarians. '"
Something John Stott, the English clergyman, told·me
in the early 19705 bas stuck in my mind. Stott said the
principles of the Bible work whether or not one acknowledges their source. It
ms to me that a unified moral
ethic based on biblical . iples is the only one that has a
proven track r~~:::::::1

,
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An Object Lesson

_. -

•......

fln ~e. event you .think I; have f.or.gotte..~ Which.~k .1
lam wntmg, there 15 a pomt te all of tb15. In the· fIrst
century the church of Jes1lS Christ llad no buildings, no
stained gl"8$; no ritual, no traditioi'l, no clergy, no ecclesiastical hierarchy, no offjciaJ. sta~, no educational
system, no control over public ~¥ ~ mOOmDlUllPtion, and no broad-based fir)an_' ~pport. Yetilcqnquered the. world! Todaytbe 01.. . of England has all
those things, and it's dying a slow
Aonible~.. .
Surely this is more than coincidence.
DELAY
Defer no time, delays have dangerous ends.
William Shakespeare, King Henry VI
Throughout history, it has been the inaction of those
who could have acted, the indifference of those who
should have known better, the silence of the voice
of justice when it mattered most, that has made it
possible for evil to triumph.
Haile Selassie
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS

- Sweeting
P 89 - 9-0

-

9.
10.

it was very

11. I'm so
can't get around to it.
12. I ~hought I told you.
13. I wasn't "hired" to do that.
14. When in doubt-throw it out!
To save time, please give your
excuses by number. The list covers most situations.
-Ruritan

Humility
I have never accepted what many people have kindly
said, namely that I inspired the nation. It was the
nation and the race dwelling all around the globe
that had the lion heart. I had the luck to be called
upon to give the roar.
Winston Churchill
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
P.l46

*

A fisherman boasted he'd
caught a 20-lb. salmon· and IS
Mack McGinnis asked if ~.
there'd been any witnesses
"If course there were," said ..
the angler . . . "Otherwise it
would have weighed 40
pounds."-EARL WILSON I
Page 211

!
\.
\.

The only
is that which he does for himself. Money which comes
to him without effort on his part is seldom a benefit
a nd often a curse ... And so with regard to money or
other things which are given by one person to another
It is only in the exceptional case that the receiver
is really benefited. But if we can help people to help
themselves, then there is permanent blessing conferred.
John D. Rockefeller, Sr.
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting

P.264

, ',,-_/

Tact
~l~
/ 1 At a big New Year's Eve party,

~ young

an attractive matron asked a
man to guess her age.
"You must have some idea," she
aidaS he hesitated.
"I have several ideas," he
dmitted with a smile. "The only
trouble is that I can't decide
whether to make you 10 years
younger on account of your looks,
or 10 years older on account of
your charm."

~

Diplomacy
Diplomacy is the art of saying "Nice doggie!" till
you can find a rock.
Wynn Catlin
A diplomat is a man who always rememgers a woman's
birthday but never remembers her age.
Robert Frost
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRAIONS - Sweeting
P.97

--

Conservative Digest

They
"Knowledge of subject matter.
Students were asked
same
question. The students responded with four things: natience,
uQderstanding, the abilitL--tQ
communicate,
ana Jove.
Students don't care how much a
teacher knows, but they care
how much a teacher cares.
Ronald D. Stephens

School Safety Journal

SURPRISING WHAT I LEARN BY LISTENINQ
I Peter 5: 1-4
I. When I read you our text I ask:
A. To whom is it addressed?
B. Does it outline the work of an elder?
C. I'm not an elder', what does this
mean to me?
D. What can I learn by "just listening?"
II. Read our text and see these facts.
A. Peter speaks to the elders of the
church.
1. Of these qualifications I need to
duplicate all other than family
requirements.
2. Congregations need the oversight
of elders.
3. It is elders by office not by age.
4. Many terms and they imply the
nature of the work:
a) Overseer
b) Bishops
c) Shepherds
d) Presbyters
5. As a man do I aspire to be one?
B. Peter a fellow elder.
1. Married we earlier learn.
2. Modestly styles himself--nowhere
head elder or head apostle.
3. Fellow elder--he puts nothing on
them he is not willing to perform
himself--great way to lead! !
4. To put one's self on the level with
those whom he exhorts gives
weight to the exortation.

\.

2.
5. Remember the apostles had no
successors as we cannot duplicate
their signs.
C. Cites his experiences.
1. Qualified to exort--does want to
see people use their talents.
2. Witness of the sufferings of Christ.
a) He'd seen Jesus suffer and now
he suffers with him.
b) What does our religion cost us?
c) There are times of suffering
that come upon the church
and to have leadership then
is very, very important.
3. Partakes of glory to be revealed.
a) Room for optimism.
b) Surely Christ has rewards for
the faithful.
c) Partially you know some of it
now--"this is what heaven
must be like" we've heard said
and felt.
D. Chief Duty of an Elder
1. Feed the Flock among you.
a) Note you are there.
b) You are to know the sheep.
2. " Feed" first of2 words.
a) Feed by doctrine.
b) Feed by discipline.
c) Guide.
d) Direct.
e) Protect as you are close to them.1
f) Give them the sincere & pure word. I
g) Feed by prayer, . exultation,
i
government, example.
I
..

,
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manner
treated.
have
and
we must respect
b) Not by constraint.
(1) Have pleasure in the work.
(2) Not unwillingly serve as
though a burden.
(3) Not haughty, overbearing.
c) Willingly
(1) Ready to encounter the
labors and perils of this
conspicuous station in
the church.
(2) These cuplets show the work
is by volunteers--not pressed
into service by constraint,
not motivated by salary, nor
lords but examples.

(1)

(2)
(3)

under
pastors.
(4) Heritage--this shows
we are to God.
(5) His people--treat with love.
meekness. tenderness.
knowing to whom they belong.
g) Examples
(1) Constantly this.
(2) Like Jesus--Mk. 10: 45--He
came to serve.
E. Appearance of Chief Shepherd
1. He will come--that's certain if you
believe He was here the first time.
2. Shall appear = manifest.
3. Extend Crown of Glory
a) Wreath. chaplet of flowers worn
by conquerors and heroes.
b) Differs from Rev. 12--crown or
diadem of sovereignty.

5.
c) Unfading.
d) Faithful get a crown at His
coming--emblem is service
not royalty.

/

THE NEED FOR. HtJMILITY

I Peter 5:5-7

I. l\epeatedly in this paraaraph the word
humility occurs. It raises some questions
A. What DOes it do?·
B. Who s;ecifically should practice it?
C. How does God feel about it?
• What is the end result of the
practitioner?
II\, We return to our text (Ieter 5:5-:-7)

YounJer are to submit unto the elder.
1. Speaks of the younger of either sex;
its aie not ral.lk.
2. We~t show respect for ale and
Lev. 19:3.2 ~I{)"o'" f2 ce cfeld ~- ·liSL u.f
I Tim.$:lil- ~ ttPfjlf)eA~
Acts 23;4 ·l4vilttJt-rM-t t1.-e!# 'f;u2 'e:t. 2:9-11 ~~w;1 or~/'Yl It's.
:trov. 16 ~:~1 J.itJ2f''1~;J~ Clfdlt.tk'l~
IV2I.f d r'f.
3. Graceless old qe is a lamentable
siJht.
4. Subsit--we lord it not one over
other •
.B. Clothed with Humility
1. hulAy of "c1othed ll
<a) Word not girdle but apron
(b) Something tied ar-otmd the waist
(c) Jesus did it
pt.

d

• 13:4-8
(d). r;~)~i ,«01;4 ~Itted iu $(
t. It
te} ntitd. with:. cl"thiJl, of, ,,'i§X.ve •
......

~

~

~,..

~

"

,
\

(£} Only here is this pat~icular word 'I'
used.
,
(g) Strip, string, loop to fasten a
garment - then refers to garment
to which i t is fastened.
(h) What's the significance of this
figure?
(1) Like Jesus who put on slave
apron and undertook humble duty .
(2) Will take any place--Perform anY:
service needed--white apron of '
slave so sh~ws.
(3) So_ early Christians seld selve!
as &laves in order to p,~each the
cos,el to slaves.
2. Now look at hum:l-li ty •
(a) AprDn of humility becomes a ,arrent
of - hofl,jr.
"
II:
(b) Put on,h:um:U~ty aS,a ,etan.t, boun~
to ,0\1 as, a sewan,t festens on his I
aPl:6'p, -.d ,shows statilot\.in Ufe.
I
(c)~il;1.;ty l1ke en apl:'on ~ to be
I
v~s:Ude Clver all other Ch,ri$tian
i
v1rt\1e.
I
"f' "fnv't7us z
!
J~L~ ~;tlou.~ t) u""
•
I
C. God ~$1;its ~eprClu.d.nd Ji\t~s .,rece t~
the h~le. HfiDV. 3/6
Nt) ~f;;!/Ittt m~ I
1. Feril.aps the o"o&ite of himi~lity is
i
,'.~

.'.

>

Y

,ri~.

I

- (a.) God can't fill a.cu, already full

,
of on, eself--Criswell.
:)
(j~ < t
F~Ai_d~Pla¥~ tt'icks 1
-.1
1"\t?I~ "'~
~. ~~ I~ ~~4 !2-ftIiIIQ Ubt"o
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2.
1. He IS
c resources.
•"J'r I..Jlrd de-ll'Vf.N~
Deut. 9 '
Gen. 50:./tf "'l-I S""~ - 'rt1e~ if fr; ~~
C. E~1t in due time.
1. God has option of honoring you now & in the
world to come.
2. If we are what we ought to be, we always have
a friend - God.
3. Exaltation of saint will come.
4. Not any time but in His own chosen time.
Iso. 30:18 IJ ,'II"'f"h< W W2" t
D. Cast all Cares - HeC.res.
1 • We can be serene in God.
'2. Cromwell, IIT,...t in God & keep your powder dry!
3. God cares.
'
Ps.55:22 ["'SoT ~dU\s ~~; ~t:~'t) .
a.) Not like exalted heathen,god who cares not.
b.} He cQres &. acts out' of His eare. ,
Ps. 40:17 ' i I\~,'
',':','»jkrtd: ~1!: I' oL~,~.....,,'
Ps. 27: 10
"~ .f"ys~4!, ~ r~ ~
Iso. 49:15, ~~~",
"',' "", 1:.,J~~~,j~~tl·l -r'/' "~,,',",<!!;f
',,\,,
c.) You Gre
,rf_~.fl ~
4. We hCll'vemany grounds for tares •
a .) Bodi Iy WGnts.
b.) Casualties of life.
c.) Dishonoring holy profess i,on.
5. Cast all.
~
~
thr!n. 16:9 ~~ ~
:'," ,Mi" ,"

,_>...

t
f

L~· 6.1t.z:'t~i=~ C'$'~
_ ' ' ' ,.. ~_ .. ' ' , , ' , ' _ ,
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6. His purpose is always destruction.
7. Criswell said nothing is perfect in beauty except
Satan.
2 Cor. 4:4 !lIn whom the god of this world hath blinde
Ezek. 28
Isa. 14
8. Further said - he's King of death & ruin.
Rev. 9
2 Cor. 11
9. He can be resisted & victory gained (text implies
James 4:7 "Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resisi
10. A II men are not children of God - some are of
Devil.
In. 8:44 liVe are of your father the devi I, and the lu~
I., ..l.~ ._Others hav~ contended & won!
~ ~ loot-CJlA.t4J I-i/.

IT'S A DEADLY GAME

i

I Pet. 5:8I. Perhaps few of us realize how deadly serious the
Devi I is to destroy us.
A. Do we think about sin?
B. Cons i der he II ?
C. Really want Heaven?
1. If we ans. "No", Peter puts it back in perspecth
2. Life is a "deadly game. II
3. Let's not play spiritual Russian Roulette.
II. Our text demands Vigilance & Sobriety.
A. Be sober.
1. Adam Clark says:
a.) Avoid drunkenness of the senses.
b.) Be not overcome c concern for the World.
•
2. Oberst - self possessed under all circumstances. j
3. P. C. reminds us the imperatives qre aorist !
shows necessity of instant action.
.
4. It further taught, "Don't let anything deaden
your appreciation for duty, be it business, world~
happiness, sorrow I nothi ng must engross til it
I
1
masters.
1
B. Be Vigilant.
I
1. Means watchful - give strict attention.
I
2. Be cautious - thru careless neglect & lack of
attention souls drift.
Matt. 26:41 "Watch and pray, that ye enter not into
3. Let nothing make you sleepy so you can't watCh]
4. Let nothi ng surcharge us.
Barnes - exercise careful circumspection in view
.... of danger .
..

I
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DELIVER US FR6M EVIL
I Peter 5:8-9

1. This prayer of Jesus has moved men to glorious
thoughts - an~ the last petition in many MMS
is II De Ii ver us from evil II •
A. What a fitting climax for a Christianl
1. $ophir long quote.
2. Sadly everyone does not want deliverance
from evi I -- surely every beHever does.
3. Bread, pardon, security are not enough-we ask to be delivered from all that clouds
our communion with God.
4. ThJ nk of the mora I code that re~ts., or us"'
cr) 8,e perfect. Hz;tfS~
IvIJf,, fv;~h~5 i
b) Refrain from idols.
I TI~i'78
I In. 5:21 "littie children, ke~ ypursct1ve, from idols"l
, '
e) Stay unspotted.
James 1 :27 ··Pure religion and undefiled before God"
d) 8e pure·Pf~~bJ ~~Is~

I

I Tim. 5:22 IIKeep thyself pvr e " .' , .

'~Dfn J?; J

e) Keep (lifter the body.
I Cor. 9:27 "But I keep under my body, and ·bring it"
5. See the, vi ctory f90!
Job 23:10 !tBut he knoweth the way that I take when fI
B. Our Battle wi th Evi I
1" The extent of it.
a) Barclay quote.
b) .It is e,verything that disturbs our
communion with God.

--".---?

\

-
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c) It is around us; within us.
d) Pau I calls it "present evil world II •
2 Tim. 4:18 11The Lord shall deliver me from every
evil work 11
(1) Character 8. spirit - evi I
(2) Habits 8. methods - evil
(3) Aim 8. standards - evil
e) Christians are siTangers -to be persecuted!
or at best tolerated.
"
f) Jacob said: "Few 8. evil h~ve b~e.n th~
0:::et7 ''1'1 days of ~yU - 130 j S;),c1 'b fJA4i!:1J.fv
2. Surely it then is ~ot on absiTact, impersonal:
force. No! It is of the V:lork of the Devila spirit.
3. Look at the Evil One a moment.
0) Has '0 na,me or names
(1) D.evil
(2) Satan
(3) Dragon
b) His nome has' meanings
(1) Slanderer
'
I
(2) Fa Ise accuser
Rev. 12: 10 "For the accuser of our brethr~n is CC!st do
(3) Adversary
.
I Pet. 5:8 "Be sober, be vigi lant~cause your odver. II
c) Hell is mode for him & hischildr'en.
Mott~ '25:41 "Deport from me, ye clJrsed j into ever. 1:1
I In. ~:44 "Ye ore ,of your father the Devi I 8. the lusts

I
I
I
I
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(~)
d) Everyone his intended victim •
. I Pet. 5:8 ftyour adversary the Devi Itf
(Helll go after strongest saint)
e) Helll go anywhere!
(1) Garden of Eden
(2) Pinnacle of Temple
(3) Judas among apostles
(4) Anemias & Sapphira in church.
(5) Presence of Jesus
'Why has Satan filled your heart ll?
f) Heis skillful, experienced, resourceful,
i nsi nuati ng, energeti c
(1) He has devi ces
2 Cor. 2: 11 illest Satan shou Id get an adv. of us;for vel
(2) He has ministers
..
I
2 Cor. 11:15 IITherefore it is no great thing also if his
(3) He is a spirit & fashions himself
as serpent, lion, angel of light.
g) His plans!
(1) Take away the g lory of God.
(2) A Iter your attitude toward hi m -remember Eve.
(3) Promises a glory apart frem God.
If. Who Then Can Deliver Us?
A. Only God
8. Through Jesus
C. Jesus wi II stand by you -- wi II you now
414. stand by Him?
i

'1r~ b;L

14./,"/'4

_.

carousing
are a perversion of fue happy I
joy of
social fellowship and of the things which men can
happily and legitimately enjoy. Nowhere is there
a better illustration of the power of (the) evil (one)
to take beauty and twist it into ugliness, to take
the fi nest thi ngs and make them an avenue for si n.
The awfulness of the power of sin (the result of
yielding to the enti cements of the evil one) lies
precisely in its ability to take the raw material
of potential goodness and turn it into the material
for evi III, (Barclay).
(Studies in the Sermon On the Mount, pages 161 &
162)

(1)
What wonderful pic.tures are presented in the L:>rd's
Prayer to the eye of an enlightened understanding'
Here we behold infinite heights, bright as glory,
peaceful as love, immovable in strength, from
which cometh down every good and perfect gift:
Our Father which art in Heaven. Here we see a
sanctuary of true and spiritual worship, filled with
the revelation of God: Hallowed be Thy name.
Here we see the Son of Man crowned with many
crowns, the citadel and bulwarks of Zion, the
throne of David: Thy kingdom come. Here we
behold the hosts of angels and glorified saints
above; Israel and the nations below united in loving
obedience of God: Thy will be done on earth as it
is in heaven. Here we see corn-fields and vineyards, the open hand of God satisfying the desire
of His children, manna from heaven, the barrel of
meal and cruse of oil, never exhausted;t Give us
this day our daily bread. Here we see fountain
cleansing the defiled, and springing up :within
them as a fountain of mercy and forbearance:
Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive them tftat
trespass against us. Here we see laWin'thine
mazes, pitfalls, snares, precipices; a subtle
fowler, an angry lion, and a people btl. and
weak, carried through by an Invisible Mend:
And lead us not into temptati on. And here we
see at last death, sorrow, and crying pass away,

a

J
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;

(~)

Satan bruised under 0141' teet, and eternal glory
brought in: But delhier,. us from evil.
'

. '.
~Adolph $ophIr
(Our Lord's Pattern for PraY*[- Pgs,•.372 & 373)
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A.
1. Note
2. Not a

B. A
L

trust.

~. "1

2. Man can 1t fight unless he stands on firm ground
8. faith gives this.
I In. 5:4 l1Whoever is born of God overcometh
Ps. 34:2 liMy soul shall make her boast in the Lord
VII. History.
A. Same afflictions are in brethren••
1 • They had the S(!JMe thing & won'~
2. We bec1r it more easily if we see we a~e no't alone
3. We sometimes think no one else has had to do
what we do.
B. Join courage c watchfulness.
1. Endure your trials - your fellowship is going thru'
the same thing.
.
2. Talk to your brethren about it.
3. Profit from method & n'lOnner of others.
4. Your victory will erlobl'e another to win his.

1l.ut &rtJ.. #oo+eJ..o.M.) 1-45'-1/.
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(2) He proposes no lasting good.
Louise Armitstead, "Sharron will
have her baby & that's bad!"

1:

(:t) Resist him:
(1) In faith.
(ft .., ~ ~
(2) Much attached to word.... ~ if
(3) Jesus "it is written". u[!1;tltl-v ~~
2. Resist Pride.
..
. mes 4:6 "God resisteth the proud
5:5 "Likewise ye younger submit
What have we done that's really imp. ?
'frt7Man asked how far to sun - 95 million
miles - "is that the upstairs or downstairs window." That's about the
difference a.mong V\1 evl ~j ..
(b) p.,,;J? 11(;4
~j;!l4"l.

'en
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:des
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e/~
nwllfl~s ~ffA
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(C)
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4. 1
(e) My obligations should be c greater
'
faithfulness because I'm a Christian.
(f) Resist state = resist God.
(g) My conscience must be heard:
(1) War
(2) Divorce
(3) Drinking
(4) Parking ticket
3. I3..§sist Dot the truth.
(a) I must accept the Word
Lu. 21:14-15 "Shall not ~able to
gainsay
Acts 6: 10 "They were not able to
. I
:f ,fo.
d., resist wisdom & spirit
. ·1(\ ,,~~ if
1)' by which
. de
ts 7:51 "Ye stiffneck & uncirc.
i
(Word here means "fall over against) I
Rom. 9:19 "Who hath resisted his wil~
'.
2 Tim. 3:8 "Resist the truth, men of q
"
I
In. S umm.ary. ~ (
O~.c €JIt\'" fVIy I
A. Reslst:
()
I
1. Devil
2. Pride
I
B. Submit:
1. Acceptation
2. Government
3. Truth

i

~. ~~ Cf~-7o

-&1'11.

, ~ 1?~~:-r';

I heard the story some time ago about a policemalYil
right here in New York, and he saw a fellow standing o'if/
a bridge getting ready to jump in and end it all. The
policeman went up to him and tried to talk him out of it
and the fellow said, "No, my problems are so great and
the problems of the world are so great that I'm just
going to commit suicide." The policeman said, "All
right, I'll make a deal with you. I'll give you five
minutes to tell me why life is not worth living if you will
give me five munutes to tell you why it is worth living. "
So they talked for ten minutes, and then they both jumped
in.
"The Challenge" - By Billy Graham - Page 159

\

en
some experts see
1970 could go
as a
plague year.
This is the picture worldwide:
In the U. S. The fifth diphtheria outbreak in the U. S. thls~ye-atls'-gi:TPping
San Antonio, Tex., just as schools are
opening. Earlier th~ disease raged in
Chicago, in Miami, in Austin and Elgin,
Tex.
Since the first of the vear, cases of
diphtheria in San AntoniZ) have totaled
more than 70, at least half of them in
August. Normal expectancy in the summer: one or two cases a month.
In New 'Mexico and California seven
cases of bliliQQ.i~~,plag\!~::-the "blaek
death" of the Middle Ages:':·have been
reported this year. Those cases, the only
ones in the nation, represent the highest
numher for the U. S. since 1965. Some
health authorities warn it may mark an
upsurge of the killer disease.
Earlier, the ~siaJLfllL.J:agegJ~?m Jarm-

more than
In
like
lations under a crash program
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while to mount
bubonic
in the
at
stage. But the experts add that the
outbreak in the U. S. and the
measles invasion of
could have
been prevented by vaccines that are
readily available and inexpeusive.
Why were such inoculation programs
not canied out? Health officials blame a
lack of public interest.
In the U. S. a federal campaign to
inoculate all youngsters against childhood
diseases was dropped two years ago. Efforts were concentrated on combatting
rubella-German measles. As a result,
in many areas, officials eas( 1 up on the
general program of inoculations. In England" a nati()nwide drive' against measles
was dropped just Jast yearl\
, Now efforts arc lqeing st;"pped up to
give all youngsters in San Antonio antidiphtheria shots. More t~an 200,000
inoculations were given during a drive
that ended August 28. A similar drivc
against measles is under way in Great
Britain. But the school veal' is
and authorities warn that the drives
may be too little and too late.
Encouraging signs. The picture is
not all dark, however. Health officials
see the situation this way:
Diphtheria is more readily treated
now. It has lost its punch as a child·
kiner. Disastrous epidemics of the past
are seen as no longer possible.
As for flu, the U. S. is believed to
have seen the worst of it for a while.
The Asian Ru, which laid so many low
this year and last, has petered out for
the time being~
Cholera poses no threat to the U. S.
or to Western Europe.
Bubonic plague may increase, but it
probably will not become a real menace. The disease is spread by fleas from
wild rodents. As tourists in larger numbers go into wilderness areas, possible
contact with the disease will increase.
If 1970 does go into the books as a
in the Uuited States it prob·
amount
tEl this: wide·
but no great waves 01
UAIJH.,ULua

which thrives in
areas with poor sanitation and polluted
water, has always been a threat in Asia.
This year it has struck hard: 1,119 reported deaths so far in India, 435 in
Pakistan, 201 in Indonesia. In South
Korea, where 60,000 U. S. troops are
stationed, If:)7 cases and 10 deaths have
been reported.
Other areas reporting heavier-thanusual outbreaks are ~urma, the Philippines, ThailaJld, Malaysia and Hong
Kong. South Vietnam
72 cases of
chol~ra in six months
vear and 370
confirmed cases of bubonic' plague, with
at least 18 deaths.
In Mideast and Africa. Cholera
seems to be spreading in Africa and the
Middle East, although reports are slow
from Arab nations. Israel has reported
12 confirmed cases.
also has noti-

San Antonio r ..",""jl> ... T",
..-. .."....... ,". but worry remains as
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3.

a .) Put you in complete joint as timbers in a bldg.
b.) God repairs - J.i.ke CI "'et.
c.) Adjust & place in proper order what is .Iacking or
ma ladi usted.
d.) Defects made good.
e .) Rents mended.
f.) Set a fracture, repair a weakness.
g.) Perseverance & progress aim of all Chr.
Mk. 1:9 "And it came to pass in those days,that Jesus
2 7&ritHd,=--_m
a.) Make firm in every part.
b.) Mutual support.
c . ) Tough at stei~.I.
d.)"WiI,d e>ding.uishes a weak blaze but makes a
strong one stronger.
e.) Set firm, render unmovable.
f.) Fix, set, like concrete.

.w_'"

3. Il:t&:i •

a .) C lamp so no danger of warping.
lo. 22:32 "But I have prayed for thee, that thy faith
b.) Make strong Iike tempered iron.

4LUAiS. ,

a.) Couse all to rest easy.
b.) Rest firmly.
c. ) last of architectural terms.
d.) Settle used only here, ground you.
e.) Give firm\ fd.
f.) Settle not in RS.
g.) Nothing fmI$.t separate us from Jesus - This is th
fd. on which we build.

v. \'N salb Pispond I
A. To him be gNi9.
B. D611iliilon.
C. FwzIWl.

11:~f!rioo+dAW"'4S""'1 ~-~. il
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I
Ps. 47:7 l1For God is the King of all the earth! sing y~
Ps. 47:9 tiThe princes of the peopl e are gathered togei
Dan. 4:32 And they shall drive thee from men, and i
phil. 2:21 ttFor all seek their own, not the things whi,
c .) We do not satisfy heaven c our absence of
praise & our oaths in the streets.
Ps. 57: 7 II My heart is fi xed f 0 God I my heart is fixe!
E. Amen.
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